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Abstract
Every day large volumes of data are collected in the form of time series. Time series are
collections of events or observations, predominantly numeric in nature, sequentially recorded
on a regular or irregular time basis. Time series are becoming increasingly important in
nearly every organisation and industry, including banking, finance, telecommunication, and
transportation. Banking institutions, for instance, rely on the analysis of time series for
forecasting economic indices, elaborating financial market models, and registering
international trade operations. More and more time series are being used in this type of
investigation and becoming a valuable resource in today’s organisations.

This thesis investigates and proposes solutions to some current and important issues in time
series data management (TSDM), using Design Science Research Methodology. The thesis
presents new models for mapping time series data to relational databases which optimise the
use of disk space, can handle different time granularities, status attributes, and facilitate time
series data manipulation in a commercial Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS). These new models provide a good solution for current time series database
applications with RDBMS and are tested with a case study and prototype with financial time
series information. Also included is a temporal data model for illustrating time series data
lifetime behaviour based on a new set of time dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness,
validity, and maturity times) specially targeted to manage time series data which are
introduced to correctly represent the different status of time series data in a timeline. The
proposed temporal data model gives a clear and accurate picture of the time series data
lifecycle. Formal definitions of these time series dimensions are also presented. In addition,
a time series grouping mechanism in an extensible commercial relational database system is
defined, illustrated, and justified.

The extension consists of a new data type and its

corresponding rich set of routines that support modelling and operating time series
information within a higher level of abstraction. It extends the capability of the database
server to organise and manipulate time series into groups. Thus, this thesis presents a new
data type that is referred to as GroupTimeSeries, and its corresponding architecture and
support functions and operations. Implementation options for the GroupTimeSeries data type
in relational based technologies are also presented.

Finally, a framework for TSDM with enough expressiveness of the main requirements of time
series application and the management of that data is defined. The framework aims at
providing initial domain know-how and requirements of time series data management,
avoiding the impracticability of designing a TSDM system on paper from scratch. Many
aspects of time series applications including the way time series data are organised at the
conceptual level are addressed. The central abstraction for the proposed domain specific
framework is the notions of business sections, group of time series, and time series itself. The
framework integrates comprehensive specification regarding structural and functional aspects
for time series data management. A formal framework specification using conceptual graphs
is also explored.
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

Background

This thesis investigates and proposes solutions to some current and important issues in time
series data management (TSDM).

Managing information relate to time in a database is a vital requirement in many information
systems. The capacity to model time-oriented information is crucial in a myriad of computer
applications in domains such as finance, economic, banking, medical records, reservation
systems, and scientific analysis. Time series data represent a type of data heavily reliant on
the time element.

Everyday large volumes of data are collected in the form of time series. Time series are
collections of events or observations, predominantly numeric in nature, sequentially recorded
on a regular or irregular time basis. Time series are becoming increasingly important in
nearly every organisation and industry such as banking, finance, telecommunication, and
transportation. Banking institutions, for instance, rely on the analysis of time series for
forecasting economic indices, elaborating financial market models, and registering
international trade operations. More and more time series are being used and becoming a
valuable resource in today’s organisations wanting to manage such things as product
development, manufacturing, product and service sales, customer services, and many others
real world events (the list of applications is too numerous to name).

Due to the massive volume of data, intensive use, and intrinsic characteristics such as time
granularities (e.g. scaling from seconds to minutes to daily to monthly), transformation of the
original time series data (e.g. rates of growth, transformation of nominal to real data, moving
average), it is essential that time series data are well organised and have solid data
management procedures. In theory, such data are processed, analysed, disseminated, and
presented. However, many institutions face some difficult issues in organising such a vast
amount of data (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004). In fact, the more organisations have
dealt with data structured in the form of time series, the more inadequacies and drawbacks of
current database management systems (DBMSs) for managing this kind of data have been
identified (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004).
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Therefore, the development of tools and approaches for managing this type of information is
of paramount importance. As observed and discussed by Schmidt et al. (1995), with respect to
the practical relevance of time series data, the number of commercial systems and academic
prototypes in this field is very small. Our research has shown that Schmidt et al.’s remarks
continue to be true and that existing offerings still lack a solid solution for TSDM. The term
TSDM in this research involves collecting, storing, organising, analysing, and presenting time
series data. As a matter of fact, since Schmidt et al.’s remarks both industrial development
and academic research have turned to provision of solutions for time series data. However,
effort has been focused on storage of sequential data, aggregate computation, performance (of
storage and indexing techniques), data mining (technical issues and analysis tools), and query
languages for time series. And indeed, there is still no consensus from the database research
community on the best way to approach those complicated problems (Date, Darwen, &
Lorentzos, 2003). As significant improvements have been achieved in the research areas
mentioned before, we believe it is time to offer solid solutions but from a data management
perspective. Thus, in order to answer the wake up call placed by Jim Gray in Winslett (2003)
and referred to by Roddick et al. (2004), the database research community needs to go beyond
the “epsilon-ball around topic of querying” by providing relevant contributions on
management of data.

Similarly, the revision of the literature in temporal database shows that there are certain
characteristics and particular necessities of time series data that are not supported by
commercial DBMSs products (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004). Currently there are few
products supporting certain common functionalities of data management for time series. Of
the existing commercial options, one of the most developed is FAME® (a Time Series Data
Management System) and more recently TimeIQ® (a Java library counterpart of FAME
functionalities). Both were developed by FAME Information Services, Inc. (in early 2004
acquired by SunGard Data Systems Inc.). Other representative commercial products are
Calanda® (from Calanda Technology AG) in August 2004 taken over by Ecofin Limited,
Vision™ (from FactSet Research Systems Inc.), DBank™ (from TSDM Pte Ltd), and major
database vendors’ add-in time series solutions such as Oracle’s Time Series Cartridges®,
Informix’s Datablade® (in 2001 acquired by IBM), IBM DB2 extender, and Sybase’s Time
Series Module. These products offer some specific functionality for storing, retrieving and
manipulating time series but they lack an integrated solution for TSDM. A more detailed
review of these technologies is presented in Chapter 2. The evaluation of the functionalities
2

these commercial products provide and do not provide for time series data management, in
addition to other desirable functionalities, led us to pursue an investigation and propose
solutions to the current and relevant issues in TSDM in this research thesis.

The next section provides an overview of the aims and objectives of this research.

1.2

Motivation and Goals

The main motivation for studying time series data management lies in the fact that today’s
public and private organisations are overwhelmed by large amount of data that is structured in
the form of time series. Hence, there is a huge market demanding effective models and tools
for time series data management. The review of the literature has revealed few studies in time
series from a data management perspective (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2005). Although
time series data is processed, analysed, disseminated, and presented, many institutions are
facing difficulties in organising such a vast amount of data. Therefore, there is an increasing
need for data management tools and approaches to tackle this shortcoming.

The aim of this research is to resolve some current and important issues in time series data
management, including mapping options for time series data to relational database, defining
time series dimensions, designing a time series grouping mechanism, and developing a
framework for TSDM. The ultimate objective of time series data management is to organise
time series data in a better way so that users can manage this type of information more
efficiently and appropriately.

Prominent voices in the database arena confirm that this type of research is an issue of
paramount importance and the reasons why there is a pressing demand for research in
temporal database concepts and approaches, specially targeting time series database issues.
The following two assertions indicate the importance of these issues:

a)

“Current DBMSs [Database Management Systems] provide essentially no temporal

features at all, but this situation is likely to change for a variety of reasons; in fact, temporal
databases are virtually certain to become important sooner rather than later, in the commercial
world as well in academia” (Date, Darwen, & Lorentzos, 2003).
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b)

“The world is multi-dimensional and time is one of those dimensions. Different points

in time select different states of the world. A database dealing with time-varying data needs
to do the same” (FactSet, 1999).

Moreover, as previously mentioned, Winslett (2003) and Roddick et al. (2004) placed a call to
the database research community to foster research outside the ‘epsilon-ball around topic of
querying’ to provide more relevant contributions on data management. Similarly, Galliers and
Newell (2003) in “Back to the Future: From Knowledge Management to Data Management”
draw attention to the need to refocus on the management of data.

This research can be considered as applied research (Newman, 1994; cited by Burstein &
Gregor, 1999) because it aims to help practitioners improve their understanding of a specific
domain problem, in this case management of time series data. It could also be seen as
formulative research (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91), due to its applicability to an investigation
where a problem is identified (managing of time series) and then insight gained to increase
familiarity with the problem area or the domain of study. In addition, it could also be
considered as a developmental type of research because it focuses on technological
augmentations to social and individual factors (Gregg et al., 2001).

The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:

1.

To increase understanding of time series data management;

2.

To analyse the requirements and functionalities required for time series data
management;

3.

To examine and propose new models for mapping time series data into relational
database;

4.

To formally define different time dimensions for time series data;

5.

To formulate a grouping mechanism for time series data;

6.

To construct a time series management framework;

7.

To establish formal specifications for a time series management framework;

8.

To design an implementation option based on the proposed framework for TSDM; and

9.

To develop a system architecture for the proposed framework.

4

1.3

Contributions

The following are the major contributions of this thesis:

1. Study and proposals of new models for mapping time series data to relational
databases (Matus-Castillejos, 2001; Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004)
Currently, a large amount of time series data is stored in relational databases. This is the
predominant architecture in today’s market and many organisations still try to manage time
series with this technology. There are two main reasons for this: the first is that organisations
want to protect their investment in database infrastructure; the second lies in the lack of solid
solutions for managing time series data. Consequently, it is desirable to make available more
efficient implementation options for time series in this architecture.

Thus, this thesis

investigates different approaches to store time series data in relational databases and proposes
several new models to store and implement time series data in this technology. These models
consider many crucial inner properties of time series data such as types (univariate /
multivariate, regular / irregular), grouping, status attributes, public holidays, and different
time granularities.

2. A temporal data model for illustrating the time series data lifecycle (MatusCastillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian, 2005b)
Time series are dynamic objects, the changes in the status of time series are very frequent and
constant not only due to the time per se but also due to inner properties such as the
granularities, attributes, and time dimensions attached to it. This thesis proposes a temporal
data model for illustrating lifetime behaviour of time series data. The model is mainly
discussed on the basis of various time dimensions and the corresponding states that time
series objects may be involved with and the transitions among those states.

3. A formal definition of multiple time dimensions for time series data (MatusCastillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian, 2005a; Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, &
Mohammadian, 2005b)
Formal definitions of multiple time series dimensions are mainly discussed on the basis of
four temporal dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) to
correctly represent the status of time series data in a timeline. These dimensions help the
understanding when and under what circumstances a particular event occurs.
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4. A time series grouping mechanism (Matus-Castillejos, Mohammadian, & Jentzsch,
2006)
Traditional databases are two-dimensional record based and offer only limited temporal
support.

There has been, however, an increasing improvement in extending database

management systems to provide efficient support for complex data types such as time series,
images, and spatiotemporal. Informix® TimeSeries Datablade® (ITSD) module (Informix,
2001), for instance, provides database support for time series as an abstract data type (ADT).
This temporal extension to the Informix database system has been a tremendous achievement
for storing and operating time series data in a relational database. Unfortunately, it neglects
the crucial role played by the grouping mechanism (i.e. the notion of ‘group of time series’) in
the management of time series data. In databases with an large number of time series,
detecting the data relevant to the user is an important issue. A useful way to facilitate this is to
partition the set of time series into categories or groups according to various criteria (e.g.
country, size, and branches). To address the needs of a myriad of time series applications
requiring a powerful and flexible grouping mechanism, this thesis formulates a time series
grouping mechanism to assist the management of time series data.

5. A time series data management framework (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2005)
In this research a framework to overcome one aspect of the time series data management
shortcoming is developed. The framework developed clearly expresses all the needs of time
series data managements at a high level of abstraction, including structural and functional
aspects. With the notion of a general framework for TSDM, the development team of any
organisation would be able to set out the backbone for developing systems applications in the
time series domain. As a consequence, the framework helps to acquire initial domain knowhow and the requirements of time series data management, avoiding the impracticability of
developing a time series information system on paper from scratch.

6. A formal specification of the proposed framework
After a suitable framework was developed, the viability and correctness of this framework is
demonstrated by developing a mathematical or logic-based explanation/description of this
framework. This helps to refine the ideas, add rigour, and generalise the framework. It also
avoids, or at least reduces the possibility of misconceptions and misunderstandings about the
framework. Conceptual graphs (CGs) (Sowa, 2000) are used as the language or means by
which the framework is formalised. The formal specification of the proposed framework
6

serves as ‘proof of concept’ or ‘proof of correctness’. Thus the viability and correctness of
the proposed framework is demonstrated by developing a mathematical or logic-based
explanation/description.

7. An implementation option for the proposed framework
While acknowledging that “building a system, in and of itself, does not constitute research”
(Nunamaker et al., 1990-91) the use of Design-Science/System Development within or as part
of a research methodology appears to be a valid research methodology.

This system

implementation option serves as a ‘proof of concept’ that the framework proposed in this
research can actually be implemented. It shows that the strategy/method for integrating time
series data meets time series data management requirements.

1.4

Methodology

To achieve the goals of this thesis it is necessary to construct a research design to determine
the different phases of the research, where each phase has inputs and outputs as well as
activities. Using a well-accepted research framework in the information system (IS) domain
assured that the goals of this research are accomplished. Due to the nature of the research,
taking into consideration its aims and objectives, this investigation falls under the information
systems research (ISR) umbrella.
Science type of research.

This research project fits comfortably into a Design-

Therefore, the research is based on Design-Science Research

Methodology (DSRM). As will be shown in Chapter 3, Design-Science/System Development
has been justified and recognised as a legitimate research process in ISR by Nunamaker et al.
(1990-91), Cezec-Kecmanovic (1994), Parker et al. (1994), Mach & Smith (1995), Burstein &
Gregor (1999), Gregg et al. (2001), and Vaishna & Kuechler (2004). A DSRM adapted
primarily from Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) is adopted due to its applicability to the nature and
objectives of the research. In addition, it is apparent that many of the authors cited above
consider Design-Science/System Development to be an important ISR methodology.
According to DSRM, the research activities consist of six major phases:
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1.

Construct conceptual framework

2.

Establish framework formalisation.

3.

Develop system architecture

4.

Analyse and design the system

5.

Build the system prototype

6.

Observe and evaluate the system

These phases will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. Nonetheless, it is important to mention
here that the original research process of DSRM consists of five major phases (Nunamaker et
al., 1990-91). Step two is included to add rigour to the research process following the
recommendations by Parker et al. (1994) and Gregg et al. (2001). However, it is important to
mention that this process is used partly or entirely according to the issue addressed and
solution proposed in this thesis for each problem. In other words, for each problem different
combinations phases are used. As a matter of fact, a survey conducted by Gregg et al. (2001)
of 110 software engineering research papers from leading information system Journals
(including Decision Sciences, Decision Support Systems, Information and Management,
Information Systems Research, Journal of Management Information Systems, Management
Science, and MIS Quarterly) shows that only 37 used almost all phases of the DSRM process
and the majority, i.e. 73 research papers used DSRM in partial form.

In Section 3.4,

alternative phase combinations of DSRM are discussed. In general, those combinations
include research efforts in conceptual, formal, and developmental phases (Gregg et al., 2001).
In this thesis the same approach which is the combinations of the above mentioned phases is
used. This depending on the issue in TSDM addressed and the solution proposed to resolve
each issue.

1.5

Delimitations of Scope

The boundaries of this research are drawn by the term time series data management described
in Section 1.1 of this chapter. Although relevant and active areas of research nowadays, data
mining and knowledge discovery via time series databases are beyond the scope of this
research. Data streams is also a vibrant area of research, however, it is also beyond the scope
of this research. Query processing and index optimisation are also beyond of this research
investigation. The investigation is more about the association of time and the facts of a given
real-world phenomenon that are commonly represented in the form of time series and how
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this time and facts representation is organised from a data management perspective. In
particular, this investigation target information in the financial and economic domains. The
investigation aims to support the development of end-user applications in the financial and
economic fields.

1.6

Thesis Outline

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents the state of the art in time series data
management. It then discusses subtle differences and similarities among the concepts of
temporal data, time sequence, and time series itself. An overview of the temporal database
and the time series database is also presented. Chapter 2 also describes the actual issues in
time series data management addressed in this thesis, as well as the proposed solutions.

Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology (i.e. research design) used to achieve the goals of this
research. Hence this chapter describes how the work in this research project fits within
Design-Science/System Development and how Design-Science Research Methodology is used
to accomplish our goals. In addition, rationales for and justification of the significance and
relevance of this research work are provided.

Chapter 4 first presents a general discussion of time series in the context of relational
databases. It then investigates and proposes new models for mapping time series data to
relational databases. It includes new mapping options for multivariate time series and groups
of time series to relational databases. A comparison of our models and two previously
published approaches is also presented. Finally, a case study and a system implementation
which serve as a “proof of concept” are described.

Chapter 5 proposes a temporal data model for illustrating time series data lifetime behaviour.
The model is mainly discussed on the basis of four temporal dimensions (confidentiality,
definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) and the corresponding states that time series
objects may be involved with and the transitions among those states. Then these temporal
dimensions are formally defined based on the earlier works presented in Matus-Castillejos,
Jentzsch, & Mohammadian (2005a) and Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian
(2005b).
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Chapter 6 proposes a grouping mechanism to extend a commercial relational database
management system. This chapter first explains the concept and the need for a grouping
mechanism for time series data in detail. It also shows how this feature mechanism has been
neglected in the previous models though it plays a crucial role in the management of time
series data.

The chapter then proposes a further extension to Informix® TimeSeries

Datablade® with a new data type and its corresponding operations to assist the management
of time series data.

A conceptual framework for time series data management is constructed in Chapter 7. The
framework developed expresses all the needs of time series information systems, including
both structural aspects and functional aspects.

In addition, Chapter 7 establishes the

framework formalisation and describes an implementation option of the proposed framework.

Conclusions and future research directions are presented in Chapter 8. Chapter 8 shows the
research outcomes, discusses research experiences on time series databases and suggests
future research directions. Figure 1.1 is a diagrammatic illustration of the structure of the
thesis.

Chapter 2
Literature
Review

Chapter1
Introduction

Chapter 3
Methodology

Chapter 4
Mapping
Time Series to
Rational Database

Chapter 5

Chapter 7

Temporal Dimensions
for Time Series
Data Management

A Time Series Data
Management
Framework

Chapter 8
Conclusion
and
Future Work

Chapter 6
Time Series
Grouping Mechanism

Figure 1.1 Structure of the thesis
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1.7

Chapter Summary

This research is of paramount importance due to its applicability to assist in resolving some
issues related to time series, by concentrating on the collection, storage, analysis, and
management of time series data.

Thus, the research is restricted to time series data

management, including some technical issues while implementing time series applications.
The research does not consider data streams, data mining, knowledge discovery, and query &
index optimisation in time series databases.

These topics are beyond the scope of this

research investigation. This research endeavour is challenging because of the requirements
that need to be taken into account. As a matter of fact, within the universe of data types, time
series and others such as text, multimedia (e.g. video, sound, and images), and spatiotemporal
are generally acknowledged in the database literature as complex data types.
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Chapter 2:

Time Series Data Management in the

Literature
2.1

Introduction

Information technology (IT) has experienced an accelerated evolution in many different areas.
Database technology has not been an exception. The power and flexibility of databases have
increased considerably. Database began with flat files and continued with hierarchic data
models. These were followed by, relational and relational distributed models, and later by the
object-oriented model, and more recently multidimensional databases, and the objectrelational model. All these efforts have had a common denominator, the modelling of the
data to more closely match the way people visualise and work with the data.

Today’s organisations in both the public and the private sectors are collecting large volume of
data. Data is what businesses have been demanding for years in order to perform better
analysis, make better decisions, and consequently become more competitive.

However,

although most organisations have been successful in gathering unlimited amounts of data,
they now need to use this data properly. This has created a huge market demanding effective
and useable solutions based on the right technology so that this vast amount of data can be
used correctly.

The objective of this chapter is to present the current state of research in time series data
management.

It encompasses discussion about the universe of data types, time model,

definition of calendar, and an overview of temporal database and time series database. This
includes discussion about the notions of time with respect to whether or not different
dimensions of time should be considered while modelling temporal data. It addresses time
dimensionalities reported in the literature. Finally, this chapter describes the actual issues in
time series data management investigated in this thesis. It proposes solutions and concludes
with a description of the contributed works.

2.2

Data Types Universe

The increasing use of information available within public and private organisations, combined
with the necessity for the applications to handle and use more complex relations between
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data, is driving database management systems (DBMSs) to support new data types in addition
to the traditional alphanumeric ( e.g. character, string, numeric, and datetime). The inclusion
of complex data types (audio, video, images, and time series) has enhanced the applications
utility and has also simplified the development process of applications that includes these
kinds of data. The development of the Internet over the last decade has also fostered interest
in these specialised data types.

Figure 2.1 shows a model developed by the Gartner Group (Sybase, 1997) to classify different
data types according to their level of complexity (X-dimension) and their degree of structure
(Y-dimension). This model illustrates the relative placement of various types of data. In the
left half of Figure 2.1 (II and III quadrant) is the region of unstructured data types; these data
types are unrecognised by the database server. Notice, however, that multimedia data (e.g.
images, audio, and video) are highly structured internally, though usually the database server
is unaware of that structure.

The upper right quadrant (I quadrant) is the zone of data types that require complex
algorithms to be processed. For example, time series scaling and the algorithm to determine
if a particular point is inside a polygon (graphic type), are mathematically complex. Due to
the fact that database servers are very limited in their ability to perform mathematical
functions, they rarely process calculations in a suitable way, especially if the calculations
involve complex mathematical expressions.

The lower right quadrant (IV quadrant) is the realm of current data types available in the
traditional relational DBMSs. The built-in algorithms that handle these data types (numeric,
string, character, and date) are relatively simple to construct and all serious commercial
DBMSs fully support them in all their colours and flavours.

Hence to extend the capacity of a DBMS so that it can support complex data types, it is
necessary to move towards the upper quadrants (quadrant I and II) and to incorporate
algorithms that allow the database server to understand some of the internal structures of the
unstructured data types and also to be aware of algorithms and structures of more complex
data types. In fact, many new research endeavours have been carried out to enrich the
capabilities of DBMSs to support new complex data types.
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Complex

Complex documents
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Graphics
Video

Design data
Spatial data
XML
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Temporal data

Text

Structured

Unstructured
Audio
Alphanumeric
(RDBMS)

III

IV

Seismic data

Simple
Figure 2.1 Model for categorising different data types based on their level of complexity
and degree of structure (Gartner Group, cited in Sybase (1997))

Complex data types and their possible uses are:

Text: useful for searching and recovering documents according to a specific theme or topic.
Temporal data: refers to any data that represent or is related to a time point or a time
interval. It is used to represent historic, economic, financial, and social data.
Multimedia: refers to data types used normally on the Internet, for instance, graphs, images,
audio, and video.
Geospatial: refers to data employed in a Geographical Information Systems (GIS).
XML (Extended Markup Language): XML is a semi-structured data type. It is becoming
the standard for data interchange through the Internet.
Images: used to consult and to classify images according to their content.
Design data: is used in AD/CAM graphic design application.

Of the above mentioned complex data types, this thesis focuses on temporal data, especially
time series, which is a subset and a special type of temporal data (Lee & Elmasri, 1998b).
Time series are predominantly numeric in nature and it varies over time.

This thesis,

concentrates on the management issues of time series data. In the following section the time
model used in this thesis is discussed.
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2.3

Temporal Model

The temporal database research community has mainly proposed three basic models for time.
These are discrete, dense, and continuous.

Each of these models is considered to be

isomorphic to the set of numbers integer, rational, and real respectively (Snodgrass, 1995b).
These models also assume that time is linearly ordered i.e. the models assume that the
ordering domain is time, which has a well-defined predecessor and successor; thus for two
unequal time points t and t* (t ≠ t*) , either t is before t* (t < t*) or t* is before t (t > t*)
(Tansel et al., 1993).

We agree with the Snodgrass (1995b) position that the discussion or selection of any of these
three models is irrelevant in practice, although very interesting from a philosophical
perspective. Discrete interpretation of time has commonly been adopted by the research
community in temporal databases due to its simplicity and relative ease of implementation.
Another reason why a discrete model should be taken is that a computing device is discrete in
nature so the time model must be discrete as well.

Hence, time can be represented as a set of equally spaced and ordered time points and denote
it by T= {t1, t2, t3, …, now, …} where t1 is the relative beginning, and now is a special
constant to represent current time; the value of now advances constantly as the time is
continuous in nature.

Any point beyond now is future time.

Note that between two

consecutive time points there is a time period (known as chronom) which is invisible unless a
smaller time granularity is used (Snodgrass, 2000). In fact, all DBMSs assume a discrete
timeline of various granularities. Granularity is a partition of the timeline, for instance, years,
days, microseconds and so forth. And each individual unit is a granule (Snodgrass, 2000). A
formal notion of time granularities can be found in Betinni et al. (2000). In this thesis,
calendars are used as an appropriate method to structure a discrete timeline. Chapter 5
presents a more detailed description of this time model.

2.4

Calendar for Time Series

A calendar is a social way of measuring time. The aim of a calendar is to simplify the
measuring of the effects resulting from the non-periodicity of the social measure of time.
Difficulties in measuring time are introduced by the heterogeneity of the month’s lengths,
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leap years, time zones, and by other cultural based factors such as local holidays. Thus,
calendars serve to indicate whether a given date belongs to a certain point in time or not. A
calendar organises time into different time units (i.e. granularity) for convenience. Most
calendars group 60 seconds into a minute, 60 minutes into an hour, 24 hours into a day (based
on the physical time of earth’ s rotation around its axis), and 7 days, into a week. Further
grouping of days into months and months into years follow either the solar or the lunar
system. These months are generally irregular. For instance, in the Gregorian calendar, which
is used in most Western countries, days are grouped into months of 28, 29, 30, or 31 days,
with 12 months grouped into year.

Time series are based on calendars with specific time granularity; consequently, in a time
series database application, it is essential to take into account calendars with different time
granularities (e.g. daily, weekly, quarterly, annual, etc.). Calendar units, such as months and
days, clock units, such as hours and seconds, and specialised units, such as business days, tax
reporting, and academic years, play major roles in a wide range of information system
applications.

Therefore, in a time series database application every single object i.e. time series is related to
calendar. Users of time series applications usually require the flexibility of viewing the time
series information contained in the corresponding database, in terms of different granularities.
Consequently, the notion of calendar is a crucial abstraction in time series applications
because it defines the mapping from time points to position within a time series. Therefore,
calendar is very important in these kinds of applications.

2.5

Temporal Data

In the broadest sense, temporal data refers to any data that represent or are related to a time
point or a time period i.e. it is data with a time element or component. A time point or event
is typically associated in the database with a single time point in some granularity; this
granularity is usually determined by the applications. A time period (also known as time
interval), on the other hand, is simply an interval of time and is represented by its start and
end time points. Thus a time period is a set of time points. Temporal data is pervasive and
many real-world applications deal with huge amounts of this kind of data. Most database
applications are in fact temporal in nature. It has been estimated that one of every 50 lines of
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database application code involves a date or time value (Snodgrass, 1998). Moreover, W. H.
Inmon, who is generally acknowledged as the founder of the concept of data warehousing,
cites temporal data as one of the four significant characteristics of data warehousing (Inmon,
1992). Similarly, Kimball (1997) affirms that time dimension is a unique and powerful
dimension in every data mart and enterprise warehouse. Temporal data are the hardest type of
data for people to handle conceptually (Celko, 1999). The old statement “time is money” is
now truer than ever. In summary, the time element is one of the crucial aspects to be
considered when building computer applications in both public and private sectors.

There is a need for annotating some distinctions among temporal data, time sequence, and
time series to avoid any source of confusion.

Although these terms are generally

interchangeable, and indeed, many researchers use them as exact synonyms, there are some
subtle differences among these three terms. It is necessary to be aware of these terms.

Figure 2.2 shows that temporal data is the most generic type of ‘time-referenced’ or ‘timeoriented’ data i.e. temporal data is a superset of time sequence and likewise time sequence is a
superset of time series data. Thus any time series is a time sequence, but not every time
sequence is a time series. The association of temporal data with times and facts is the core of
temporal data management (Combi & Montanari, 2001).

The term temporal data refers to any data ordered over time i.e. the ordering domain is time.
Time sequence is associated with a specific time period i.e. a time period represented by its
start and end time points. For example, an employee may have worked in a company from
August 9, 1991, until September 3, 2003.

The salary history and job position of this

employee could also be represented by time periods. The durations of hotel reservations and
scheduled activities are also representative examples of time sequences (Segev & Shosani,
1993). Time series, on the other hand, are typically associated with a single time point in
some granularity determined by its calendar (Lee & Elmasri, 1998b).
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Temporal data

Time Sequence Data

Time Series
Data

Figure 2.2 Visualising temporal, time sequence, and time series data
Adapted from Maslov (2003)

For example, a time series could represent all ATM daily withdrawals from a bank account.
Each transaction may be associated with the date and time (point in time) when the
transactions were made. The total monthly sale of a product during a year, say 2004, may be
represented with a monthly time series. Each monthly sale could be associated with a
particular month (point in time) say January, 2004 and so on. Notice that even though such
events or facts have different time granularities, each is still associated with single points in
time i.e. the first represents a daily time series and the second represents a monthly time
series. This thesis only deals with time series.

In the next section a short overview of the temporal databases is presented. It will put in
context temporal databases. Time series database concepts then are revised.

2.6

Overview of Temporal Database

Traditional databases are two-dimensional record based and contain only current information
about the real world. In existing relational databases for example, a relation or table can be
visualised as a two-dimensional structure of tuples and attributes. This is called a snapshot
relation since it captures a snapshot of reality (see Figure 2.3). Whenever a data item in the
database changes its values, a new value overwrites the old one or a new record has to be
added. Most available commercial DBMSs support modification operations that facilitate the
transition from one database state to another.
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Snapshot

Time
Time cube
Figure 2.3 Time cube. Adapted from Tansel et al. (1993)

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a structure where time can be considered as a third
dimension, turning a relation into a three-dimensional structure, which is known as time cube
(Tansel et al., 1993). Indeed, as stated in FactSet (1999), “The world is multidimensional and
time represents one of those dimensions. Each point in time reflects different states of the
world. Databases dealing with time-oriented information need to do the same”. Relational
database management systems capture a single state of the real world, usually the current one.
They support modifications which facilitate the transition from one database state to another.

The temporal database encompasses applications that require some aspects of time when
organising their information (Elmasri & Navathe, 2004). In many real world applications, it
is necessary to keep old data that represent the history of data values, over an increasing
period of time. The temporal databases maintain past, present, and future data. Conceptually,
the temporal database is thus a database with a time dimension (see Figure 2.3). Temporal
databases provide a complete history of all changes to a database (valid time), and also
include the times when changes are registered in the database (transaction time) (Snodgrass,
1995a).

Valid and transaction times are comprehensively discussed in Section 2.6.2.

Temporal databases permit users to query the current and past states of the database and build
projects based on future states.
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2.6.1

Notions of Time Dimension

Time is one of the main characteristics of real world aspects and phenomena. The ability to
model temporal dimensions of the real world and application-dependent operations is
essential to many computer applications (Grandi et al., 2003). The management of time series
data represents one such application as temporal concerns are by nature immersed in time
series. In daily life, events and/or facts are usually scheduled and/or happen with respect to a
single timeline. One way to quantify time and to specify certain points in time with different
granularities such as years, months, days, hours, minutes, and so on is through calendars.
Thus calendars are used to structure time. There exist, however, different calendars and thus
different ways to refer to the same time instants or time intervals. Of course, the underlying
timeline is the same for each type of calendar. This thesis focuses on the basis of the
association of times with facts, more specifically the representation of time and data, which is
at the core of temporal data management (Combi & Montanari, 2001).

The need for supporting time-oriented information in databases has been recognised for quite
some time (Snodgrass & Ahn, 1985).

Modelling time in a DBMS demands the exact

specifications and assumptions of time. Thus, all real world facets with respect to time in
information systems need to be modelled. This does not necessarily mean that all aspects of
time have to be captured; instead, the most relevant feature of time needed in different
application domains should be captured (Grandi et al., 2003). From a conceptual point of
view, several temporal dimensions that capture some general aspects of time in the
applications should be managed. Capturing the application-independent meaning of temporal
information is an important step towards the conceptual modelling of temporal information
systems (Shahar & Combi, 1999). Taking into account these aspects at the conceptual level
is, indeed, a basic task both when designing information systems by standard (no temporal or
atemporal) methodologies and when designing and adopting fully-fledged temporal-oriented
methodologies (Gregersen & Jensen, 1999).

Therefore, considering several temporal

dimensions is of paramount importance in designing time-oriented information systems
regardless of whether management is with a classical atemporal database system or with a
database system equipped with temporal facilities.

In the temporal database arena, the existence of more than one timeline has been proposed in
order to capture different aspects of the relationship between time and data. There is a
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widespread recognition that valid and transaction times are the fundamental temporal
dimensions of any fact relative to a database (Jensen & Snodgrass, 1999). The following
sections introduce different kinds or notions of time denoting different timelines that are
broadly known as time dimensions. These temporal dimensions are used in an information
system to model various forms of temporal properties and data status.

2.6.2

Temporal Dimensions Reported in the Literature

As previously mentioned, in the context of temporal database research, the role of time has
been extensively studied in recent decades. In particular, many efforts have been devoted to
the addition of time support to database models and systems functionalities. In the temporal
database arena three notions of time (also referred to as dimensions) have been broadly used:
user-defined time, valid time, and transaction time (Böhlen et al., 1998). User-defined time
refers to an uninterpreted time value. Valid time refers to the time when the fact is true in
reality i.e. the real world. Transaction time refers to the time when the fact is registered in the
database. Therefore, valid time captures the history of the modelled reality, while transaction
time captures the history of the changes in the database. In this context additional time
dimensions have been proposed, for instance, event time by Kim and Chakravarthy (1994) –
also called decision time in Nascimento & Eich (1995)–, availability time in Combi &
Montanari (2001), and navigation time in Grandi et al. (2001). An interesting approach to
multiples dimensionalities in Legal Information Systems can be found in Grandi et al. (2003).
These terms are discussed and defined more precisely in the next subsections.

User-defined Time
A distinction can be made as to whether or not the timestamp added to data is interpreted by
the DBMS (for example, during query evaluation). An uninterrupted timestamp, for instance,
a value in an attribute Birthday, is called user-defined time (Snodgrass et al., 1986), because
the user him or herself interprets the given time information, whereas the DBMS treats this
temporal data as just another attribute.

For example, relational databases support user-defined time by offering date data type and its
variant for temporal values. Values can be any time instant referring to past, present or future
time points. User-defined values are supplied by the user and may be updated.
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User-defined time is defined in the Consensus Glossary of Temporal Database Concepts
(Böhlen et al., 1998) as follows:

Definition 1. User-defined time is an uninterpreted time value.

The User-defined time

domain is parallel to domains of money and integer data types. Unlike transaction time
and valid time, it has no special query language support. It may be used for attributes such as
"birthday" and "hiring date”. The SQL (Structured Query Language) standard has explicit
support for user-defined time in its DATETIME and INTERVAL data types.

Valid Time
One approach when proposing a temporal data model is to be able to denote when facts are
true with respect to the real world.

For example, customers would like to know that

transactions details are correct when they deposited money to their bank account, and when
they withdraw it again. Sometimes customers also like to record future events, for example,
when reserving a ticket for a flight – they know when the plane will depart and when they can
expect to arrive at their destination.

This notion of time, recording data with respect to when it was, is or will be valid in the real
world, is called valid time. A valid time interval thus records the time period when a fact is
true in reality. It is interpreted by a DBMS supporting valid time, for example, during query
evaluation or constraint checking. Valid time must be supplied by the user when adding or
modifying data. Valid time can be updated.

Valid Time is defined in the Consensus Glossary of Temporal Database Concepts (Böhlen et
al., 1998) as follows:

Definition 2. The valid time of a fact is the time when the fact is true in the modelled reality.
A fact may have associated any number of instants and intervals, with single instants and
intervals being important special cases. Valid times are usually supplied by the user.

Transaction Time
Besides recording data reflecting the history of the real world, other history of data has been
detected as relevant for temporal databases. Often, data cannot be recorded in a database in
real time, for example, due to the delay in the processing of information. There may,
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therefore, be a time gap between the moment data are valid in the real word and the moment
the data are recorded in a database. Sometimes it is also necessary to keep track of the time
periods during which the facts are stored in a database. This notion of time is called
transaction time.

Valid time is used, for example, to record the history of bank account deposits and
withdrawals. This type of time can be viewed as the history of the values changes (i.e.
modelled reality) into the DBMS. If a clerk records an error in either the date or the amount
of a withdrawal, a correction of the wrong values has to be made. This must be recorded, for
example, since the bank also wants to know when values of the bank account were corrected
(and not only when they were changed). When the bank clerk updates the values, the system
automatically sets the transaction time interval of the old values to end at the current time, and
the transaction time interval of the corrected values to start at the current time.

Thus

recording transaction time can also be viewed as recording the history of the corrections. This
means that data timestamped with transaction time provide for querying the history of data
manipulations and errors whereas data timestamped with valid time allow querying of the
value changes or movements of the bank account.

It makes perfect sense to query the history of the corrections. A temporal DBMS thus should
be able to interpret transaction time timestamps during query evaluation or constraints
checking in the same way as it interprets valid time timestamps.

So, valid time and

transaction time can be viewed as orthogonal timelines.

Values for transaction time cannot be later than the current time, since transaction time
reflects the time when a database operation is actually executed. The DBMS itself records
transaction time.

It does not make sense to update transaction time, since a database

operation of a committed transaction can never be undone. The only way to change a
committed database operation is to do an inverse transaction, which, however, is executed at a
later time point and thus leads to another transaction time record.

Transaction Time is defined in the Consensus Glossary of Temporal Database Concepts
(Böhlen et al., 1998) as follows:
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Definition 3. A database fact is stored in a database at some point in time, and after it is
stored, it is current until logically deleted. The transaction time of a database fact is the time
when the fact is current in the database and may be retrieved. As a consequence, transaction
times are generally not time instants, but have duration.

Other Time Lines: Event/Decision and Availability Times
So far, three different notions of time distinguished in temporal databases have been
introduced. There exist however, other timelines that are interesting and worth recording.
This is because there are meaningful temporal aspects of facts that cannot be naturally
modelled by means of valid and transaction times. A remarkable limitation of these two
temporal dimensions is that they do not allow one to distinguish between retroactive and
delayed updates (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994).

To solve this limitation, Kim and

Chakravarthy (1994) proposed a third temporal dimension, called event time, that makes it
possible to model retroactive, on time, and proactive updates. They show how the combined
use of valid, transaction, and event times allows one to maintain different past states
generated by retroactive and proactive updates as well as by the error corrections and delayed
updates. Moreover, Combi and Montanari (2001) proposed a further temporal dimension
which they named availability time and which, according to them, is the time when a fact is
available in the information system.

In order to provide a more complete picture of the notion of time in database applications, two
other temporal dimensions have been considered useful for advanced applications: event time
in (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994) – also called decision time in (Nascimento & Eich, 1995) –,
which is the occurrence time of events that initiate and/or terminate the validity of some fact
in the real world i.e. the time when a fact was determined to be effective, and availability time
in (Combi & Montanari, 2001), which is the time when some facts are available in the
information systems environment. Such notions of time have hardly been considered or
supported in temporal database proposals. Nevertheless, these time concepts are sometimes
needed for precise and lossless information preservation in temporal database applications.

Event time is strictly related to the model world, as it allows one to represent the occurrence
times of events (decisions, happenings, actions, etc.) that initiate or terminate the meaningful
facts of the information systems. The choice of adding event time(s) as a separate temporal
dimension has been extensively debated in the literature (Özsoyoglu & Snodgrass, 1995).
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The basic issue is whether or not events and facts must be dealt with in a different way in
temporal databases.

Event Time is formally defined by Kim and Chakravarthy (1994) as follows:

Definition 4. Event Time: The event time of a fact is the occurrence time of the real world
event that generates the fact.

Combi and Montanari (2001) redefined this notion of time as follows: the event time of a fact
is the occurrence time of a real-world event that either initiates or terminates the validity
interval of the fact.

As previously mentioned, Combi and Montanari (2001) proposed a further temporal
dimension in the context of the temporal database, namely the availability time which refers
to the time some facts are available in the information system. The term information system,
in this definition, refers to the set of information flows of an organisation and the human and
computer-based resources that manage them. Thus availability time can be viewed as the
information systems counterpart of the real world event time. See Figure 2.4.

Modelled reality

Information System

Valid time

Transaction time

Event time

Availability time

Figure 2.4 Temporal dimensions, modelled reality, and information systems
(Combi & Montanari, 2001)

Availability Time is formally defined by Combi and Montanari (2001) as follows:

Definition 5. Availability Time: The availability time of a fact is the time interval during
which a fact is known and believed to be correct by the information system.
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There is a consensus in the temporal database arena that all the five notions of time mentioned
above should be treated orthogonally to each other. For example, in relational databases a
table can be associated with none, one, two, or even all five kinds of time. Understanding
each kind of time and determining which is present in an application is absolutely critical.
SQL has rudimentary support only for user-defined time; hence the language provides no help
whatsoever with the other types of times.

Thus, the management is entirely up to the

application programmer.

2.6.3

Temporal Dimensions for Specific Domains

There is a generalised view that time is ubiquitous in information systems. Nevertheless, and
despite the importance of time dimensions in information systems, little work has been done
in this regard. A comprehensive review of the literature on temporal databases which focused
specifically on finding proposals for time dimensions in specific domains revealed that (to the
best of our knowledge) there is only one work reported in this regard. Grandi et al. (2003)
proposed several temporal dimensions to assist in the management of norm texts in a legal
information system. According to Grandi et al. (2003), the management of the dynamics of
norms is complex. Normative texts often undergo modifications. Each modification is
enforced by norm, the active norm, containing a reference to the portion of the norm to be
modified, the passive norm. Modifications usually concern the contents or the time frames of
the validity/applicability of the norms.

The time dimensions considered by Grandi et al. (2003) are as follows:

Publication time. It is the time of publication of the norm on the official Journal or Gazette.
It is a global and unchangeable property for the entire norm contents.

Validity time. This is the time (some part of) the norm is in force (in some countries, usually
the norm is in force from the publication date plus 15 days on, until its validity is changed by
a subsequent act). It has the same semantics as valid time, as it represents the time the norm
actually belongs to the regulations in the real world.
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Efficacy time. This is the time (some part of) the norm can be applied to a concrete case. It
usually corresponds to the validity of norms, but it can be the case that an abrogated norm
continues to be applicable to a limited number of cases. Until such cases exist, the norm
continues its efficacy.

Transaction time. This is the time (some part of) the norm is stored in our computer system.
It has the same semantics of transaction time as are broadly known in temporal databases.

According to Grandi et al. (2003), regardless of publication time, all the three dimensions
above are independent and thus can be treated in an “orthogonal” way.

They conclude their work acknowledging that the management of norms and their dynamics
requires adoption of temporally enhanced data models systems. In their work they introduce
a temporal data model which is able to capture the semantics of norms evolving in time and
represent their multi-version with respect to publication, validity, efficacy, and transaction
times. However, Grandi et al. (2003) did not provide formal definitions of the above
mentioned time dimensions in the legal information system domain.

Similar to the work of Grandi et al. (2003) in the legal information systems arena, this section
presents four temporal dimensions but, in this case for the representation and management of
time series data. Such dimensions take into account the temporal aspects involved in a time
series information system. This section also presents formal representations and definitions
of multiple time dimensions for time series data, first identified and introduced by MatusCastillejos, Jentzsch, and Mohammadian, (2005a). These formal representations/definitions
of multiple time series dimensions are discussed mainly on the basis of four temporal
dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) to correctly represent
the status of time series data in a timeline. These dimensions help in determining when and
under what circumstances a particular event occurs in a time series.

More than two decades of research on temporal databases have resulted in thousands of
research studies and papers covering themes such as time models, temporal data models,
temporal query languages, the technical issues involved in implementing temporal data
models, and so forth. A comprehensive literature summary of these works can be found in the
series of published bibliographies on the temporal databases (Bolour et al., 1982; McKenzie,
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1986; Stam et al., 1988; Soo et al., 1991; Kline et al., 1993; Tsotras et al., 1996; Yu et al.,
1998; and. Ozsoyoglu et al., 1995). A consensus glossary of this area is presented in Böhlen
et al., (1998). Another more recent treatment, with a slightly different approach on the
temporal database, is offered in Date et al. (2003). In addition, an annotated bibliography
survey related to temporal aspects, but in the WWW domain, can be found in Grandi (2003).
However, a review of the previous bibliographies shows that few studies published are
directly concerned with time series data management.

In this thesis, we subscribe to the Lee and Elmasri (1998b) view that objects in temporal
databases can be classified into three different categories according to their temporal
properties. These categories are time-invariant, time-varying, and time series.

Time-invariant objects are objects that have time-related static values (for example, date of
birth, date of hire).

Time-varying objects are objects that may change values with an arbitrary frequency, but
usually last a period of time (for example, salary and job position of an employee). This is
equivalent to time sequence as defined by Segev and Shosani (1993) as discussed in Section
2.5.

Time series objects are objects that frequently change their values and these changes are
tightly associated with a particular pattern of time i.e. its calendar (for example, daily stock
prices, exchange rates, electricity consumption, and the consumer price index).

The temporal database is traditionally considered as a superset of the time series database.
However, the concept of time series has been neglected in most temporal database research
(Schmidt et al., 1995). In addition, the concept of time series that is often needed in temporal
applications does not fit well in relational data models and even within temporal database
models (Schmidt et al., 1995). In the next section, a brief overview of the time series
database, including a discussion of time series basic concepts and existing commercial
solutions for managing time series data are considered. Finally, current issues of time series
data management are also addressed.
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2.7

Overview of Time Series Database

Time series are collections of observations, predominantly numeric in nature, sequentially
recorded over time on a regular or irregular basis. Time series are used in many industries
and fields of knowledge (Schmidt et al., 1995; Lee & Elmasri, 1998a; and Matus-Castillejos
& Jentzsch, 2005) including financial, business, economic, and scientific applications.
Typical examples are the recording of different values of stock prices, the volume of product
sales, telecommunication data, bank transactions, the consumer price index, and so forth.

The most distinguished feature of time series is that they change their data values according to
a calendar that is tightly associated with them (Lee & Elmasri, 1998a). Unlike temporal
databases, which deal with facts that change with an arbitrary frequency of measurement
(time-varying data), usually a period of time, time series databases deal with facts that are
measured at a certain point in time with regular frequencies, such as the consumer price index,
but also with irregular frequencies, such as earthquake information or ATM withdrawals.
Therefore, a time series database is a special type of temporal database.

A review of the academic literature shows that there is a vast literature on statistical time
series and temporal databases. However, despite the importance of times series data, very few
studies cover time series databases, especially from a data management perspective (Schmidt
et al., 1995).

2.7.1

Time Series Properties

Time series have special properties and behaviour that distinguish them from other data
structures. The following are amongst the most relevant:

1.

Time series data are generally written in a predefined order. Time series data may be

read in the predefined order or some aggregated consequence based on the need of the user.
This means access to data is usually alongside the time dimension, as, for instance, in the
retrieval of all observations over a range of consecutive dates.

Consequently, storage,

retrieval, and update of time series data are not independent of each other.

2.

Time series data are not commonly altered. One example of time series data is the

hourly reading of a thermometer. The data are recorded in predefined intervals and are not
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normally modified once recorded. The data may be aggregated but that aggregation is linked
to a predefined sequential order and granularity.

3.

Time series data values are tightly associated with a predefined, specific pattern of

time, referred to as calendar. A calendar defines a method of measurement. Within a
calendar is a set of valid occurrences for which time series can be recorded. Thus a calendar
is used to determine when and how often observations are recorded.

4.

Time series data are usually manipulated as one single object i.e. as a collection of

data. In others words, manipulation of data puts more emphasis on aggregation operations on
collections of data rather than on an individual data item (Lee & Elmasri, 1998b).

5.

Time series have a header i.e. a general description. The header contains all the

metadata about the time series. Metadata can be information which allows the time series to
be self-describing. The metadata can be information such as name, title, source, type of
value, and type of time series.

2.7.2

Basic Concepts

There are two major classes of time series data: regular and irregular. These are defined by
the duration between the timestamps of their elements.

All regular time series have a

predictable number of units between them, whereas irregular time series do not. For instance,
an hourly reading from a thermometer produces a regular time series. A time series that
records the time and amount of all ATM withdrawals from a bank account is an irregular
time series. Seismic time series data are another illustrative example of this category. Hence,
a regular time series is a special type of irregular time series. Time series can be further
classified as univariate or multivariate.

Univariate Time Series: A time series is a collection of observations made sequentially over
time. It consists of a sequence of events. An event is an ordered pair consisting of temporal
value and an associated list of metadata (attributes) also known as header or general
description (Schmidt et al., 1995). A typical time series has the following format: {(t1,

data-value1), (t2, data-value2), ... , (tn, data-valuen)}, for i=
1,2,…,n where data-valuei is the data value for the corresponding time ti.
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Duration between timestamps
Predictable order
of observations

irregular

regular

univariate

multivariate

univariate

Ad hoc order
of observations

multivariate

Figure 2.5 A time series classification

Multivariate Time Series. Most economic and financial information is structured in the form
of multivariate time series. So, changes in one element in the observations vector of one
variable imply corresponding changes in other variables that belong to the phenomenon under
study. Therefore, many time series have multiple values instead of a single value. These time
series are known as multivariate time series. They generally have the following format:

{(t1,

<data-value11,

data-value12,

...>),

(t2,

<data-value21,

data-value22), ... >), (tn, <data-valuen1, data-valuen2, …>)}.
Figure 2.5 shows a classification of time series.

Group. As previously mentioned, a time series consist of two semantically different parts
(heading and observations). Like time series, each group has two components (heading and
member set). Members of a group are time series that are closely related by some criterion in
particular. For instance, the “current exchange rate” of a particular currency of a country can
be grouped by country, region, etc. It is very frequent for a time series user to want to see
time series data in the form of a table at a particular point in time. Usually one single time
series can belong to more than one group. When the concept of time series and group is
known by the system, it is reduced to the gap between the researcher and the applications.
Hence, the mapping between the views of the end user and the data in the systems becomes
transparent. One should be able to apply operations to all members of a group without
explicitly interacting with them. In the same way as for time series, end-users should have
functionality on the groups to define and create their own groups and time series.
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Time Series Data Bases. A time series data base is a logical entity which describes a set of
time series and groups. The criterion in drawing up the boundaries of each time series data
base is the purpose and scope of each of them. We call this division a thematic database.

Business Section. Traditionally, organisations are divided into different areas. Each area has
its own responsibilities and tasks. It would be nice if these areas were in charge of the
management of the whole lifecycle of their own information i.e. from acquisition to
publishing. Creating business sections, then groups, and finally time series, establishes a
hierarchical view of time series information. It establishes a big picture of all the time series
that are integrated into the phenomenon under study and their relationship with other sections
of the organisation. Navigation throughout this hierarchy is very common in time series
applications.

Time Series Algebra. Regular and irregular time series essentially support the same set of
operations with the same syntax. This applies equally to univariate, multivariate, and groups
of time series, of course, with some changes as necessary.

The following is a list of

operations that could be applied to time series:

Mathematical and statistical operations: arithmetic, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric,
hyperbolic, concatenation, time scaling and so forth. The result of these operations is a new
time series.

Logic and comparison operations: Basically, these compare values of time series for a given
point or interval within their corresponding time points. These return a Boolean value i.e. true
or false (0, 1). An example is determining whether two time series are equal or not.

The operations with time series can be longitudinal (i.e. within a time series) and crosssectional (i.e. among time series). These operations should consider constraints such as
periodicity, the beginning and end of the time series, missing values, type of figures, and
other characteristics. Examples of some operations are:

Longitudinal operations:
•

Variations with respect to a particular date (previous month, same month of the
previous year, December of the previous year, etc.).
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•

Aggregation and desegregation of series (time scaling, moving averages, etcetera.)

Cross-sectional operations:
•

Arithmetic operations (e.g. addition, subtraction, division, concatenation, etcetera.).

Therefore, time series algebra includes operations such as retrievals and updates, on both the
series level and the group level. Access to the time series data is mainly through the timeline,
for example, the selection of consecutive observations in a specified period of time.
Nevertheless, the cross-sectional analysis technique aforementioned, where the observations
of various time series are retrieved in the same point in time, is also used. Users of time
series applications usually require the flexibility to transform the temporal information
contained in the database, in terms of different granularities. Consequently, any time series
data management should involve the following concepts: univariate and multivariate time
series, grouping, business sections, calendars and time series algebra.

2.8

Overview of Existing Solutions for Managing Time Series Data

In the following sections, a short overview of the existing solutions for time series data
management is presented.

This selection consists of most representative solutions

(commercial and academic) in the time series data management arena. These solutions are
based on the following paradigms: relational model, object-relational model, object-oriented
model, and proprietary approach. In addition, relevant academic research contributions are
also briefly discussed.

2.8.1

Relational Model

The majority of time series data today is still stored in relational databases.

While

developments in time series applications using relational database technology are on the
increase, the technology of time series database management systems is still in its infancy,
especially if it is compared to the mainstream relational database world, or compared to its
superset temporal databases. Relatively few database designers understand the particular
issues involved in the handling of time series, and most do not realise how specialised this
kind of data is (Matus-Castillejos, 2001). Application developers quickly understand the
limitations and drawbacks of RDBMSs for managing time series.

However, many

organisations insist on using the relational scheme to manage time series, mainly to protect
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their investments and infrastructure in RDBMSs, and also, because RDBMSs lack the
appropriate technology to manage time series data effectively. The result is that organisations
today therefore have no alternative, but to use it. For these reasons, new models for handling
time series with existing RDBMSs are very much needed (Schmidt et al., 1995; Lee &
Elmasri, 1998a; Matus-Castillejos, 2001; and Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004).

Relational database management systems can store time series data with standard types DATE
(or its variants) usually by storing one row per timestamped data entry; however, the
performance is poor and data storage is inefficient.

Moreover, developing or changing

applications using non-extensible relational systems is difficult because many aspects of
business semantics must be managed by individual applications and not by the database
server. Chapter 4 is devoted to this issue.

2.8.2

Object-Relational Model: Major Vendors (Oracle, Informix,
Sybase, IBM) Solutions

In essence, the solutions provided by Informix, Oracle, Sybase, and IBM are quite similar in
nature.

At the same time, however, they use a different architecture strategy for their

solutions. They have added external software components to their main database servers to
support new data types, for instance, Time Series and Calendar including some
operations for managing Time series and Calendar data types. Informix, for example,
named its component TimeSeries Datablade® and the database server that supports this
technology was known initially (1997) as Informix Universal Server® but was recently
(2002) renamed Informix Dynamic Server™. The solution offered by Oracle was originally
named Time Series Cartridge® (1997) and in 1999 these functionalities were migrated to
included directly in SQL Analytic Functions, eliminating the need for Oracle Time Series
Cartridge® (Oracle, 1999). This add-in is supported from Oracle 8 which was released in
1997 to the newest version 10g release in 2003. Sybase also launched a server called Adaptive
Server Architecture® (1997) that allows the addition of this kind of component (Sybase,
1997). IBM DB2 universal database extender is another example of extension to a relational
database. The aim behind all the previous components was to enlarge the capacity of their
relational database server to handle new complex data types. These components can be
developed on their own or by a third-party.
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The add-in components could be considered suitable for those organisations that have already
made a strong investment in both hardware and software of their relational databases
infrastructure, and now also want to support complex data types such as time series. On the
other hand, for many organisations this technology is beyond budget, and they prefer to
manage time series data with traditional databases. Moreover, even though the components
can store time series as a primary data type and support various functionalities, they lack
many built-in characteristics for managing time series data such as the key abstraction group
of time series, to mention just one. Hence, the components previously referred to are building
blocks for applications, rather than end-user applications. Therefore, many aspects required
in a time series application are not supported in a straightforward way in these technologies
and still need to be programmed up-front. Chapter 6 is dedicated to this challenging issue.

2.8.3

Object-Oriented Model: Vision & Calanda

Vision. Vision is a commercial, temporal, object-oriented database management system.
Vision provides a TimeSeries class as the starting point for modelling time series data. Time
series in Vision has no limit on granularity and frequency (FactSet, 2000). Vision integrates
and shares many characteristics of a functional programming language and an object-oriented
database (Caruso & Sciore, 1988). Originally Vision was developed in 1987 by Innovative
Systems Techniques Inc., which, in 1999, was acquired by FactSet Research Systems Inc.
The idea behind Vision® is the delivery of custom designed solutions for their clients.

Calanda. Calanda is a special purpose time series management system developed on top of
an object-oriented database (ObjectStore®). Hence, Calanda has an object-oriented data
model. The main features of Calanda are

·

Support for univariate and multivariate time series

·

Queries can be performed in group, as well as individual time series.

·

Time Scale conversion.

·

Various systems defined calendar.

·

Support for time series metadata (heading, frequency, type of figure, etc.)

Originally Calanda was developed at UBILAB, Union Bank of Switzerland (Dreyer et al.,
1994; Dreyer et al., 1995; Dreyer et al., 1996; Schmidt et al. 1995). Later on, Calanda’s
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developer team created, in 2002, Calanda-Technology AG to commercialise it. More
recently, Calanda-Technology AG was acquired by Ecofin Limited (in August 2004).

2.8.4

Proprietary Approach: Fame, TimeIQ, & DBank

FAME. FAME is a commercial system with a proprietary data model based in arrays and a
B*-tree index structure (FAME, 1995). Among the data types available in FAME are scalars,
and univariate time series. Time series can be defined in several frequencies, from seconds to
multiples of years. Each time series has a standard heading, which keeps information, such as
frequency, begin and end of the time series, type of figures (tons, hundreds, thousands, etc.).
FAME offers specialised functionalities for statistical evaluations and forecasting (linear
regression, moving averages, and many others). In that sense, it is not only a DBMS but it
also has many characteristics of a statistical software package for time series analysis. In
addition, FAME has a number of functionalities that can produce charts and reports in various
formats. Moreover, it supports import and export of a variety of file formats. FAME has,
however, some disadvantages. One of these is that it is based on a proprietary data model.
Other disadvantages are that it does not allow blocking part or the entire the time series, nor
does it support the notion of group of time series, and thus, it treats all the time series as
univariate. FAME also uses a proprietary language 4GL to access and manipulate the data
with a command line interface. Therefore it does not consider the existing infrastructure for
the legacy systems.

TimeIQ®. In 1999, FAME Information Services Inc. introduced TimeIQ, which is a Java
class library counterpart of FAME (FAME, 2000). Hence, it is based on the FAME data
model for modelling, storage, and analysing time series. It provides Java classes for the
development of time series applications. It supports a richer type of time series and calendars.
This allows developers to transform time series (e.g. time scale conversions, missing value
detection, logical operators, statistical routines, moving averages, etc.). It allows the access of
data residing in other database technologies, i.e. data not stored in the FAME database. So, it
is platform and DBMS independent. Thus TimeIQ could be seen as an intermediate layer
between the DBMS and a time series application. Therefore, TimeIQ is a tool for database
designers and programmers but not a tool for the end-user. In early 2004, Fame Information
Services Inc. was acquired by SunGard Data Systems Inc.
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DBank®. DBank is a time series software component defined with Microsoft COM
(Component Object Model) technology in the Microsoft Windows-family of Operating
Systems. It enables software components to communicate. These components can be used in
Microsoft Visual Basic, Visual C++, and ASP to manage time series data. The aim behind
DBank® is to define a new type of object, so that the programmer can declare a time series
object to access and manipulate it as a unit (DBank, 2000).

2.8.5

Academic Studies and Prototypes

There have been significant academic efforts focused on the storage of sequential data,
aggregate computation (performance, storage, and indexing techniques), data mining
(technical issues and analysis tools), and query languages for time series. However, there is
still no consensus amongst the database research community on the best way to approach
these complicated problems (Date et al., 2003). Nonetheless, significant improvements have
been carried out in this research area. Among the most relevant academic research works for
this thesis are:

•

SEQUIN is an SQL extension for querying sequence data. It is based on SEQ which
is data model for sequence databases. SEQ is a component of PREDATOR which is a
general purpose database system that combines sequence and relational data. (Seshadri
et al., 1995; Seshadri et al. 1996; Seshadri et al., 1998)

•

SRQL is also an extension to SQL. It extends the relational algebra with a sequence
operator for sorted relation, and adds constructs for querying sequence data.
(Ramakrishnan et al., 1998).

•

SQL/LPP is another time series extension of SQL. SQL/LPP is based on Limited
Patience Patterns, which is a temporal patterns model. It supports time series pattern
queries (Perng & Parker, 1999).

•

SQL-TS is a simple query language for time series (Sadri et al., 2001). It extends the

FROM clause of SQL to allow searching for complex and recurring sequential patterns
and trends in time series data that reside in a relational database system. Hence, this
academic work targets the data mining technical issues in time series databases.
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•

SQL-NB. A query language for data streams (Law, Wang, & Zaniolo, 2004). Since
data steams are basically unbounded sequences of transient data, Law, Wang and
Zaniolo (2001) show that only continue queries can be supported on data stream.
Hence they propose an extension to SQL to support nonblocking (NB) queries i.e.
queries that cannot return their results until they have seen the whole input of the
current query (Law, Wang, & Zaniolo, 2004).

The analysis of the existing solutions in both industrial development and academia therefore
shows that most works have focused on technical issues in time series databases, for example,
storage (e.g. physical organisation), aggregation, and indexing techniques (e.g. query
optimisation), SQL extensions for time series, and time series data mining (e.g. searching for
general patterns and similarities). As significant improvements have been carried out in this
research area, we believe it is time to offer solid solutions but from a more conceptual level of
time series data management. In other words, it is time to investigate TSDM issues outside
the “epsilon-ball” or square of technical issues in time series databases and thus to concentrate
more on the management per se of the time series data, such as how to organise the data in
current available database technology but at a higher level of abstraction.

This means

investigations concerned with specific application domains (e.g. telecommunication or
financial information systems) to support the development of end-user applications. This
thesis proposes an application framework for time series information systems.

2.9

Challenges in Time Series Data Management

The rest of this section describes the actual issues in time series data management addressed
in this thesis, including proposed solutions for each problem, and concludes with descriptions
of the contributed works.

2.9.1

Mapping Time Series Data to Relational Database

Traditionally, relational databases manage a large class of data problems well. However, they
typically do not provide good performance on problems with time series data (MatusCastillejos, 2001).

This is due to the fact that relational database design focuses on

maintaining performance while working with data with independent storage and retrieval
order. Traditional database design also assumes that updates and modifications of the data are
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likely. The result is that much of the common performance enhancements found in relational
database software are either of little assistance with time series data or actually slow down
performance.

In relational databases the way to implement times series application is to use data type DATE
(or its variants) supplied in the DBMS and build time series support into the applications.
Hence, this approach does not involve any changes to the DBMS. The system is taken as–is,
and all the implementation needs to be done by the database designers and/or application
programmers. Of course, the difficulties and the kind of support to be achieved, depend on the
application requirements.

The majority of time series data today is still stored in relational databases. For this reason, it
is worth exploring more options for mapping time series in relational databases.
Unfortunately, not much work on implementation options for time series in relational
database is available, especially because the relational database is still the predominant
architecture in the market.

Chapter 4 presents new data models for mapping time series in relational databases which
optimise the use of disk space, can handle different time granularities and status attributes,
and facilitate time series data manipulation in this still dominant technology. This new
models provides a good solution for current time series database applications with
commercial RDBMS. However, this approach may not be adequate in the long term, due to
the record-based structure of the relational model and the subsequent redundancy of time
series identifiers, which in applications with a large number of time series with large period of
data values may cause a severe burden.

2.9.2

Formal Definition of Time Series Dimensions

In the context of temporal database research, the role of time has been extensively studied in
recent decades. In particular, much effort has been devoted to the addition of time support to
database models and systems functionalities.

In the temporal database arena two time

dimensions have been broadly used: valid time and transaction time (Böhlen et al., 1999). As
previously stated, valid time refers to the time when the fact is true in reality i.e. the real
world. Transaction time refers to the time when the fact is registered in the database. There is
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a widespread recognition in the temporal database research community that valid and
transaction times are the fundamental temporal dimensions of any fact stored in a database
(Jensen & Snodgrass, 1999). In this context additional time dimensions have been proposed,
for instance, event time in (Chakravarthy & Kim, 1994), decision time in (Nascimiento &
Eich, 1995), availability time in (Combi & Montanari, 2001), and navigation time in (Grandi,
2004). Modelling time series information is very challenging because time series are dynamic
objects. The changes in the status of time series are very frequent and constant because of the
nature of time per se. The focus of Chapter 5 is in the association of time with facts, which is
at the basis of temporal data management (Combi & Montanari, 2001). Thus Chapter 5 of
this thesis proposes a new set of time dimensionalities specially targeted to manage time
series data. Four temporal dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity
times) are introduced to correctly represent the status of time series data in a timeline (MatusCastillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian, 2005a). To our knowledge no other investigation
related with multiple temporal dimensions for time series data management has yet been
proposed in the literature.

Special attention has been given to temporal aspects of time series data by setting up a
conceptual schema for managing dimensionalities of time series data at the level of single
time series and group of time series. In our opinion, these temporal dimensions overcome one
aspect of the need for tools for time series data management at a high level of abstraction.
Hence, Chapter 5 proposes a way to establish and to manage the confidentiality,
definitiveness, validity, and maturity status of time series data.

The proposed temporal

dimensions can help to manage time series data more appropriately.

Chapter 5 also proposes a temporal data model for illustrating time series data lifetime
behaviour.

The model is based on the four temporal dimensions (confidentiality,

definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) introduced by (Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, &
Mohammadian, 2005b). The model is mainly discussed on the basis of the aforementioned
time dimensions and the corresponding states that time series objects may be involved with.
Time series lifecycle behaviour is depicted using two UML 2.0 artefacts (State diagram and
Timing diagram) (Ambler, 2004). Thus the proposed temporal data model gives a clear and
accurate picture of the time series data lifecycle. In our opinion, this data model overcomes
one aspect of the need for models and tools for time series data management. Formal
definitions of these time series dimensions are also presented.
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2.9.3

On the Need for a Time Series Grouping Mechanism

Traditional databases are two-dimensional record based and offer only limited temporal
support.

There has been, however, an increasing improvement in extending database

management systems to provide efficient support for complex data type data such as time
series, images, and spatiotemporal. Informix® TimeSeries Datablade®, for instance, provides
database support for the time series abstract data type.

Although this temporal extension to the Informix database system has been a tremendous
achievement for storing and operating time series data in a relational database, unfortunately,
it neglects the crucial role played by the grouping feature/mechanism (i.e. notion of ‘group of
time series’) in the management of time series data. In databases with an enormous number of
time series, detecting the data relevant to the user is an important issue. A useful way to
facilitate this is to partition the set of time series into categories or groups according to
various criteria (e.g. country, size, and branches). To address the needs of a myriad of time
series applications requiring powerful and flexible grouping mechanism, Chapter 6 of this
thesis proposes a further extension to Informix® TimeSeries Datablade®, with a new data
type and their corresponding operations to assist the management of time series data.

2.9.4

Framework for Time Series Data Management

In the real world there is a vast amount of time series data that coexists with other data. A
time series is a collection of observations that is recorded or measured over time on a regular
or irregular basis, generally sequentially.

Time series arise in financial, economic, and

scientific applications. Typical examples are the recording of different values of stock prices,
bank transactions, the consumer price index, electricity and telecommunication data, etc. In
theory, such data is processed, analysed, disseminated, and presented.

However, many

institutions are facing some difficult issues in organising such a vast amount of data.
Therefore, the need for data management tools has become increasinly important (MatusCastillejos & Jentzsch, 2005). Chapter 7 addresses this issue by defining a framework for
TSDM with enough expressiveness of the main requirements of time series application and
the management of that data. The framework aims at providing initial domain know-how and
requirements of time series data management, avoiding the impracticability of designing a
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TSDM system on paper from scratch. Many aspects of time series application and the way
time series data are organised at the conceptual level were addressed. The central abstraction
for the proposed domain specific framework is the notions of business sections, group of time
series, and the time series itself. This is a major difference from other time series data models
reported in the literature, which are based solely on time series, ignoring the crucial role
played by the grouping feature/mechanism in time series data management.

The framework integrates comprehensive specification with regard to the structural and
functional aspects of time series data management. It sets up a logical database schema for
managing dimensionalities of time series data. Hence, this framework proposes a way to
establish the confidentiality and definitiveness status of time series data. One disadvantage of
this framework is the need for storing additional metadata or attributes for each time series.
Consequently additional disk space and additional data integrity mechanisms are required.

This framework could help to deliver solutions informing the end-user about information they
actually have rather than what they could have due to the mapping between the information
hierarchy and the time series application.

This framework also provides a means for

comparing time series data management systems. It helps to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the different models and commercial products in time series management
territory. There are of course, additional necessities that are not related to time-varying data
but rather to general aspects of data management, for example, user interface, data
interchange with other applications, etc.

2.10

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the current state of research in time series data management. It
encompassed discussion about the universe of data types, time models, and calendar for time
series. An overview of the temporal database and the time series database was also provided.
The chapter included discussions about notions of time with respect to whether or not
different dimensions of time should be considered while modelling temporal data. The
chapter also addressed time dimensionalities as reported in the literature. Finally, this chapter
also described the actual issues in time series data management investigated in this thesis and
the proposed solutions.
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Chapter 3:
3.1

Research Methodology

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the research methodology used in this research. The research study
carried out here is based on Design-Science (DS) research within the information systems (IS)
field. According to March and Smith (1995) Design-Science is an application of existing
knowledge in order to build an innovative, effective, and valuable artefact (e.g. framework,
model, procedure, algorithm, etc.) that assists in carrying out some tasks. The aim of this
research is to investigate and propose solutions to some of the important issues in time series
data management. This chapter therefore describes how the work in this research project fits
within Design-Science and how Design-Science Research Methodology (DSRM) is used to
accomplish our goals.

The first section of the chapter presents the research philosophy of the investigation. This
discussion covers the ontological, epistemological, and axiological points of view of this
research. It is followed by the research methodology of the investigation using DesignScience. This chapter also offers a brief review of the literature on design science as a
research methodology in the context of information systems research (ISR) and compares it
with similar research frameworks. This review also addresses why many researchers consider
Design-Science a suitable and legitimate research methodology within information systems
research.

Having offered the rationales and justifications for Design-Science, the next section of the
chapter presents a detailed description of the DSRM framework and how this research project
fits within Design-Science. Each phase of the methodology is explained and detailed. Thus
this chapter explicates the activities and outcomes of the research, and how the research
methodology is evaluated.

The final major section of the chapter describes the research design (i.e. research process) of
this research project and how DSRM is used to accomplish our goals. It illustrates the
process as well as the inputs and outputs of the project in the context of the DSRM
framework. Similarly, the criteria for evaluating this particular design science project are
addressed and the strengths and limitations of the proposed research process are discussed. In
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summary, the chapter defines the purpose of the research as well as the process, the inputs and
outputs.

3.2

Research Philosophy

Before proceeding with this section, it is important to explore the distinction between
“Research Approaches” (also referred to as “research perspectives” and “research paradigm”
i.e. the research philosophy adopted) and “Research Methodology” to eliminate any source of
confusion among them. According to Iiavari et al. (1998) methodology is a “well-defined
sequence of elementary operations which permits the achievement of certain outcomes if
executed correctly” and approach is a set of “fundamental concepts and principles” of
research. The authors suggest that approach may serve as a template for deriving concrete
methodology. Following an object-oriented analogy, an approach is a class of methodologies
and a methodology is a concrete instance of such a class. It is not possible to develop
information systems without bringing to the development task a set of implicit and explicit
assumptions (Hirschheim, Klein, & Lyytinen, 1995). Hence, different sets of assumptions are
likely to yield very different outcomes in information systems research. Of course, this
assertion is equally valid in other research disciplines.

There are varieties of research

approaches that are considered valid or legitimate in ISR (Orlikowski & Baroundi, 2002). In
this particular Design-Science research within the IS domain, these approaches go from
ontological to epistemological positions as well as to an axiological stance.

3.2.1 Research Approach – Underlying Ontology
Ontology comes from the Greek words ontos and logos, meaning being and study
respectively. Hence, ontology is the study of being, or in modern terms, the study of reality.
In other words, ontology refers to the subject of existence. It refers to the claims or
assumptions that a particular research approach to natural or social enquires make about the
nature of reality (Blaikie, 1993) or the nature of the world around us (Hirschheim, Klein &
Lyytinen, 1995). According to Newman (1994), in ISR there are two main ontological
postures. One is subjective and other is objective. The researcher who takes a subjective
posture assumes that both the social and physical world exist only because of human actions.
This means that personal beliefs or emotions may influence the study that the researcher
undertakes. On the other hand, the researcher who takes the objective posture presupposes
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that the social and physical worlds exist autonomously to people.

This means that the

objective research attempts to be based on factual information, not influenced by personal
beliefs or feelings.

In this research an objective ontological position is considered most fitting. This ontological
position was adopted based on Gregg et al. (2001) Software Engineering Research
Methodology (SERM) and DSRM frameworks, a mathematically formal specification or/and
prototype of the systems/artefact should be developed to test the artefact developed (in this
research the framework, and formal definition of time series dimensionalities). Parker et al.
(1994) suggest that a mathematically-formal specification of the systems/artefact serves as or
forms the bridge between the analysis and the systems design processes within the
methodology. The benefits of such rigorous representation are well documented by Swatman
and Swatman (1992). Therefore, the development of the formalisation and/or prototype is
considered in the same light as the design and validation of a new survey instrument or of a
new laboratory experiment.

In other words, the prototype serves as a ‘proof by

demonstration’ (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91; Burstein & Gregor, 1999; Gregg, et al., 2001).
Thus the formalisation and/or system prototype contribute to the production of the research
results, which in this particular research work are:

1. New models for mapping time series to a relational database.
2. Formal definitions of multiple time series dimensions.
3. A time series grouping mechanism.
4. A framework for time series data management.

3.2.2 Research Approach – Underlying Epistemology
Epistemology literally means theory of knowledge (Blaikie, 1993). From a researcher’s point
of view, epistemology refers to the assumptions about human knowledge i.e. knowledge
about the world around us and how it can be acquired (Hirschheim, 1992). Similarly, Blaikie
(1993) refers to epistemology as the claims or assumptions made about the ways in which it is
possible to gain knowledge of the reality. Thus, epistemology focuses on the means for
acquiring knowledge. In other words, epistemology is the investigation into the rationale and
nature of human knowledge. Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) cited by Myers and Avison
(2002) suggest three distinct epistemology categories in ISR: positivist, interpretative, and
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critical. Gregg et al. (2001) and Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) add a further epistemological
category which they name the Socio-technologist/develomentalist or Design (Purao, 2002;
Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004) approach respectively. It is important to clarify that the last two
approaches are essentially the same.

These philosophical assumptions guide the conduct of the researcher, consciously and
unconsciously, because the researcher is influenced in the choice of preferred methods and
tools to carry out the research.

Although the lack of explicit recognition of different

philosophical positions may not become an issue in some research approaches, in this
research, we agree with (Hirschheim, Klein, & Lyytinen, 1995) that it is not possible to
develop information systems without bringing to the development task a set of implicit and
explicit assumptions and values. That is why in this research it was deemed necessary to
discuss the position undertaken during the process of the research.

Positivist researchers generally assume that reality is objectively given and independent of the
researcher and his/her means of acquiring knowledge. The word ‘positivist’ was first coined
by Augustus Comte in the 1830s. The positivist stance attempts to describe the phenomena
being studied by measurable properties. Research undertaken using a positivist stance seeks
rigour, exact measure, and objective research (Newman, 2000). This position dominates
natural science. Orlikowski and Baroundi (2002) classify IS as positivist if there is evidence
of formal propositions, quantifiable measure of variables, hypothesis testing, and drawing of
inferences about a phenomenon from the sample for a stated population.

Interpretative researchers begin with the assumption that access to reality (given or socially
constructed) is only possible through social constructions such as language, consciousness
and shared meanings.

Interpretative studies generally attempt to understand phenomena

through the meanings that people assign to them and interpretive methods of research in IS
are "aimed at producing and understanding the context of the information system, and the
process whereby the information system influences and is influenced by the context"
(Walsham, 1993).

Interpretive research does not predefine dependent and independent

variables, but focuses on the full complexity of human sense making as the situation emerges
(Kaplan & Maxwell, 1994). Interpretivism sees human social systems as having synergy or a
holistic approach: the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. Interpretative research is
systematic analysis of social meaningful actions through the direct detailed observation of
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people in natural settings in order to arrive at understanding and interpretation of how people
create and maintain their social worlds (Newman, 1994).

Critical researchers assume that social reality is historically constituted and that it is produced
and reproduced by people. Although people can consciously act to change their social and
economic circumstances, critical researchers recognise that their ability to do so is constrained
by various forms of social, cultural and political domination. The main task of critical
research is seen as being one of social critique, whereby the restrictive and alienating
conditions of the status quo are brought to light. Critical research focuses on the oppositions,
conflicts and contradictions in contemporary society, and seeks to be emancipatory i.e. it
should help to eliminate the causes of alienation and domination (Myers & Avison, 2002).

Socio-technologist/developmentalist or Design-Science is a new category of underlying
epistemology in ISR proposed initially by Gregg et al. (2001) and, in the same way, by Purao
(2002), Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004), and Hevner et al. (2004). Design-science researcher
addresses the valuable contribution of software systems (that push the boundaries of
knowledge) and associate processes to scientific knowledge building. Within the Sociotechnologist paradigm, reality is technologically created. Socially created multiple realities
co-exist and are influenced by the need, acceptance, and/or comfort level of technology. Thus
the problem is given in the technologically created reality and the researcher looks for
technologically-based solutions. Purao (2002) suggests that this kind of researcher dares to
invent virtual artefacts that intervene to support and improve real phenomena instead of
explaining or interpreting the past to discover the truth. Thus this is a utilitarian research
perspective i.e. it seek to improve the practice of human activity. According to Gregg et al.
(2001) and Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004) this approach or paradigm describes more
completely or is more aligned with the research performed using DSRM.

Myers and Avison (2002) assert that while the above mentioned underlying epistemologies
are philosophically distinct (as ideal types), in the practices of social research these
distinctions are not always so clear-cut. Hence, the approaches to scientific knowledge
building represented by the above-mentioned paradigm are intrinsically interdependent.
Orlikowki and Baroudi (2002) conducted a study of research approaches of published papers
in the field of IS that concluded that 95% followed and acknowledged the positivist
epistemology stance. Given the variety of ontological and epistemological positions that are
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available to researchers in the social sciences, this focus is a little surprising. However, more
recently, acceptance of non-positivist research has become more widely accepted (Blaikie,
1993).

Because of the focus on the management of time series data and its implications for the
development of a time series information system, this research adopts primarily a Sociotechnologist/developmentalist stance. This choice is consistent with the theoretical focus of
information systems development (Gregg et al., 2001; Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004). Hence,
this research follows appropriate Socio-technologist/developmentalist criteria for evaluating
the validity and significance of the formal specification and prototype and thus intrinsically,
also the new mappings models and the TSDM framework.

3.2.3 Research Approach – Underlying Axiology
Axiology deals with the question of what is valuable. Thus, axiology is the study of values,
and the question here is what values an individual or group embraces and why. Positivist
research does not value beauty or goodness because they are expressions of our subjective
attitudes and are difficult to measure. On the other hand, interpretative researchers are
interested in questions of value, because they reflect our appraisals of what is valuable in
thought and action.

In design-science research, the researcher values creative manipulation and control of the
environment in addition to (if not over) more traditional research values such as pursuit of
truth or understanding. As many authors have pointed out, the end result of a design research
effort is poorly understood, still questioned, and needs further exploration (Vaishnavi &
Kuechler, 2004). So, consensus on the underlying axiology of Design-Science research has
not yet been reached. However, as pointed out by Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004), in DesignScience research “relevance is stressed”. The authors suggest Design-Science values progress
and grow as the researcher’s understanding of the phenomenon under study grows.

3.3

Research Methodology

Before continuing with this section, it is important to distinguish between two related
concepts: methodology and method. There is a tendency in much of the literature to use these
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concepts interchangeably, indeed, to use one when the other is more appropriate. According
to Blaikie (1993) methods of research are the actual techniques or procedures used to collect
and analyse data related to a particular research question or hypothesis.

For instance,

interviews (ranging from formal and structured to informal and free-flowing), questionnaires,
observing human behaviour or using records of human activities such as audio and/or video
recordings etc., and fieldwork. On the other hand, methodology is the analysis of how
research should or does proceed. It includes discussions of how theories are generated and
tested.

Hence, it is an investigation plan which moves from underlying philosophical

assumptions to research design (i.e. research process) as well as data collection. It is apparent
that methodology has a broader scope than method. In fact, a methodology includes at least
one research method. Therefore, a research methodology consists of the combination of
process, methods, and tools that are used in conducting research in a research domain
(Nunamaker et al., 1990-91).

A common taxonomy of research methods involves division into quantitative research and
qualitative research.

Sometimes this classification is confused with the debate afore-

addressed i.e. with the discussion of the underlying epistemology of research (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994). Moreover, according to Myers and Avison (2002), the word ‘qualitative’ is
not a synonym for ‘interpretative’. These categories are in fact orthogonal to each other. A
new category of research method formally suggested by Gregg et al. (2001) and Purao (2002)
is the developmental/design research method.

Quantitative research methods were originally developed in the natural sciences to study
natural phenomena.

Examples of quantitative methods now well accepted in the social

sciences include survey methods, laboratory experiments, formal methods (e.g. econometrics)
and numerical methods such as mathematical modelling (Myers & Avison, 2002). The
preferential use of the quantitative approach places greater value upon information that can be
numerically manipulated in a meaningful way and this is the traditional scientific approach to
research (Myers & Avison, 2002). The quantitative approach normally focuses on numbers
and involves statistical analysis. Large numbers of people or organisations are often involved
in the sample of a quantitative research.

Qualitative research methods involve the use of qualitative data, such as interviews,
documents, and participant observation data, to understand and explain social phenomena.
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Examples of qualitative research methods are action research, case study research, and
ethnography. Qualitative researchers can be found in many disciplines and fields, using a
variety of approaches, methods and techniques. Qualitative data sources include observation
and participant observation i.e. fieldworks, interviews, and questionnaires, documents and
texts, and researcher impressions and reactions (Myers & Avison, 2002). The qualitative
approach is different from the quantitative approach in that it involves words and feelings. In
a purely qualitative approach the emphasis is upon concepts and people’s perceptions about
the world and events.

This approach generally involves a small number of people or

organisations. In information systems, there has been a general shift in IS research away from
technological issues and towards managerial and organisational issues, hence an increasing
interest in the application of qualitative research methods (Myers & Avison, 2002).

Developmental/Design-Science research methods dare to invent virtual artefacts that
intervene to support and improve the performance of some tasks (Purao, 2002). The method’s
focus is on technological innovations/extensions, which are intended to affect individual and
organisational experience in a positive manner. The developmental/Design-Science research
method focuses on technological augmentations to social and individual factors. The actual
outcome of the research paradigm may subsequently be studied using methodologies
associated with the other paradigms (Gregg et al., 2001). This research method measures
artefactual impacts on the composite systems (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004).

This research project falls primarily into the category of design-science research within the IS
area because it tries to improve the representation, conceptualisation, and processes of time
series data management with a proper framework.

Hence, we believe that a

Developmental/Design-Science research method is more appropriate in this research.

3.4

Information System Research Methodology

Research in information technology (IT) in general and Information Systems in particular
must address the design tasks faced by practitioners.

Real problems must be properly

conceptualised and represented. IT artefacts are designed to improve processes. Models and
prototypes are frequently the products/outcomes of design research (March & Smith 1995).
As previously specified, this investigation falls under the ISR umbrella. The main aim of ISR
is to “study the effective design, delivery, use and impact of IT in organisations and society”
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(Keen, 1987; cited by Burstein & Gregor, 1999). Although ISR has been an active area of
research domain, consensus has not been reached yet on which research methodology is
applicable within which problem context. Nevertheless, there is general agreement on the
plurality of research methods in the field. A comparison of taxonomies of ISR which have
appeared in the literature can be found in Parker et al. (1994). Design-Science and its other
labels are generally excluded from these taxonomies of IS research methods mainly due to the
assumption that Design Science does not lie within the IS research domain (Burstein &
Gregor, 1999). However, the legitimacy of design-science research as valid research activity
within the technical domain has been extensively debated and justified by many researchers
as shown in the next section.

3.5

Design-Science as a Research Methodology

The Design-Science concept was first introduced by Simon (1996, originally published in
1969) in the multi-cited work “The Science of Artificial”. According to Simon, DesignScience is concerned with devising artefacts to attain goals within the “science of artificial”
(i.e. human-made) as opposed to natural science which is concerned with how things are and
how they work in the world (i.e. nature or social phenomena). Natural science includes
research in physical, biological, social and behavioural domains. Hence, natural sciences aim
to yield laws, models, and theories to understand the nature of reality. In other words, they
are truth seeking. Design-science research, on the other hand, involves the analysis of the use
and performance of design artefacts to understand, explain, and, frequently, to improve on the
behaviour of aspects of information systems. Such artefacts include - but certainly are not
limited to – frameworks, models, algorithms (e.g. for information retrieval), human/computer
interfaces and system design methodologies or languages.

Design researchers can be found in many disciplines and fields, notably, Engineering and
Computer Science, using a variety of approaches, methods and techniques. Nunamaker et al.
(1990-91) classify design-science as applied research, or research that applies knowledge to
solve practical problems. In information systems, following a number of years during which
there has been of a general shift in IS research away from technological, and towards
managerial and organisational issues, an increasing number of observers are calling for a
return to an exploration of the IT that underlies all IS research (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001).
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The aim of Design-Science is not necessarily the production of general theoretical knowledge
(Au, 2001). Design-Science is intended to help practitioners to be better informed in order to
do their job better (Newman, 1994). Design-Science is a knowledge using activity that offers
directions, embodied in artefacts, in an attempt to improve performance of some tasks.
Design-Science draws on existing theory to build an artefact that can measurably enhance user
performance. Design-Science can be experimental in nature since the new artefact can be
regarded as a test instrument in an attempt to illustrate, test, or refine a theory or even develop
an entirely new one.

The field of IT or IS is traditionally situated in the middle of natural science and design
science. Hence, DS is seen as a natural intermediate step linking basic and applied research.
March and Smith (1995) argue that both design science and natural science (NS) activities are
needed to ensure that IT research is both relevant and effective. The link between DS and NS
can be seen as DS creates artefacts, giving the phenomena that NS research can investigate,
and DS scientists may use knowledge created by NS researchers in creating new artefacts. As
a field of research information systems investigate artificial or human-made constructs. Much
research in this area has taken the form of natural science seeking to develop theories.
However, as argued by many authors for a number of reasons, there is an important place for
design science within the range of information systems research methodologies. Thus DS has
a role in IS research. The DS approach allows a link between theory building and applied
research.

The Design-Science approach does not appear in most taxonomies or classifications of
research methodologies in Information System Research. Design science is not deemed to be
a legitimate research contribution by some who believe that the design of artefacts does not
make a significant enough contribution to knowledge and is therefore not appropriate for ISR.
On the other hand, Design-Science is considered by many researchers a suitable and
legitimate research methodology within the information systems arena. For instance,
Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) regard systems development/design-science as a research
methodology that fits comfortably into the category of applied science, belonging to
engineering, developmental and formulative types of research.

Design-Science research has also been referred to as System Development (Nunamaker et al.,
1990-1991; Parker et al. (1992); Burstein & Gregor, 1999), Engineering (Cecez-Kecmanovic,
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1994); Constructivist (Iiavari et al. (1998), and Prototyping (Baskerville & Wood-Harper
(1998). Among researchers who prefer the Design-Science label are March and Smith (1995),
Jokela (2001), Gregg et al. (2001), Purao (2002), Hevner et al., (2004), and Vaishnavi and
Kuechler (2004). All these researchers have presented, essentially the same, convincing
rationales for the inclusion of Design-Science as a valid ISR methodology. These works also
provide excellent descriptions (and diagrams) of the process of design-science research in IS.
In this thesis we mainly adapt the framework proposed by Nunamaker et al. (1990-91), March
& Smith (1994), Gregg et al. (2001), and Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2004) to our research design
process to achieve our goals. We believe merging these frameworks slightly will strengthen
the outcome of our research.

Figure 3.1 A multi-methodological approach to ISR (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91)

Nunamaker et al., (1990-91) argue that “System Development” or Design-Science represents a
central part of a multi-methodological IS research cycle. The use of multiple methods is quite
common in ISR and a model for such multi-methodological ISR has been developed by
Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) (see Figure 3.1). The multi-methodological approach integrates
theory building, systems development, observation and experimentation. This approach has
been acknowledged by Gregg et al. (2001), and Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004).
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This model presents four groups for ISR, namely: theory building, observation,
experimentation, and systems development (SD). The model shows a cyclic relationship
between the first three groups, deducting that theory building may lead to either observational
studies or to experimentation and that each of these may lead to further theory building or
observational studies. The methods included in the first three groups would be typical of
those found in the taxonomies of ISR methods. What is distinctive about the Nunamaker
model (see Figure 3.1) is the inclusion of system development as a research method, or more
correctly a group of research methods. The inclusion of SD is distinctive because such a
research method would not be applicable in most research domains. Perhaps that is why SD is
not regarded by many as a valid research method. However, SD has been justified as a
legitimate part of the research process in three main ways that could be described as the
‘proof of concept’, ‘proof by demonstration’, and the ‘system artefact’ approaches.

In the ‘proof of concept’ approach, a system is developed to demonstrate that some new idea
(e.g. theory, framework, model, etc.) is true or feasible. The ‘proof of concept’ approach can
be applied to such theoretical proofs but could also describe the demonstration of other novel
ideas, such as a new programming language, style of interface or database structure. The
development of systems using the new programming language, interface or database structure
is tangible proof that these new ideas can, in fact, be implemented. It gives evidence that
demonstrates that a model/framework or idea is feasible.

When the systems concept

represents a substantial change to an existing system, a model or prototype, it is necessary as a
proof of concept to demonstrate the feasibility of constructing a new or enhanced system.
Hence, prototyping is used as proof of concept to demonstrate feasibility. The ‘proof of
concept’ is most often a combination of theory building and SD. Similarly, in a mapping with
the SERM framework (see Figure 3.2) developed by Gregg et al. (2001), ‘proof of concept’ is
a combination of conceptualisation (i.e. ‘theoretical grounding’, ‘theory building’) and either
a mathematical or logic based formalism and/or development of a system or system prototype.
Both the formal and developmental approaches are important parts of the methodology and
are viewed as different approaches to establishing the ‘proof of the concept’.

When the concept hypothesises that a set of benefits will be provided when an existing
technology is used in a new domain, the prototype or model is constructed to demonstrate the
benefits do occur. This is ‘proof by demonstration’. The ‘proof by demonstration’ approach
to research is widely used in experimental computer science and in more general IS research
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(Lau, 1997). The ‘proof by demonstration’ is most often a combination of theory building
and SD. Similarly, in a mapping with the SERM framework (see Figure 3.2), ‘proof by
demonstration’ is a combination of conceptualisation (i.e. ‘theoretical grounding’, ‘theory
building’) and the developmental phase.

The ‘system artefact’ approach is also suggested by Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) who justify
SD as research because it gives rise to an artefact that can later be the object of study. In
other words, the ultimate aim of the research is the system itself. For example, it would be
impossible to test a theory about user performance with a particular type of system if such a
system did not exist. Hence, the study of the “system artefact” requires that the artefact must
exist and hence, SD is a necessary part of that process. It could be argued that the study of
artefacts would fall into either the observational or experimental methods, shown in Figure
3.1, and that the production of the artefact is only a precursor to real research. Although this
is

a

valid

criticism,

the

approach

does

establish

a

link

between

these

observational/experimental methods and SD as shown in Figure 3.1. The ‘system artefact’
approach is, most often, a combination of SD and either observation or experimentation.

Moreover, Burstein and Gregor (1999) propose a further approach, the ‘action research’
approach that focuses on the SD process rather than the artefact. The term, ‘action research’,
is used because the researcher is an active participant in the SD processes. Burstein and
Gregor (1999) make strong argument for approaching IS research in this form. However, in
this research we prefer not to use this term because ‘action research’ itself has a vast and
significant research pedigree/lineage.

In this thesis investigation, it appears that the use of SD/DS as research can be justified using
both the ‘proof by demonstration’ and the ‘proof of concept’ approaches because the research
prototype serves as proof by demonstration. First, it will serve as ‘proof by demonstration’
that the framework proposed in this research can actually be implemented. It will show that
the strategy/method for integrating time series data meets most of the time series data
management requirements. Second, the formal specification of the proposed framework will
serve as ‘proof of concept’ (or ‘proof of correctness’) because once the suitable framework is
developed; the framework viability/correctness is demonstrated by developing a mathematical
or logic-based explanation/description of it.
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Figure 3.2 The SERM Framework (Gregg et al., 2001)

This will add rigour and help to refine the ideas and generalise it. It also reduces or avoids the
possibility of misconceptions and misunderstanding about the framework. We use conceptual
graphs (Sowa, 1984), as formal method to systematically specify crucial aspects of the
framework.

So, while acknowledging the warning that “building a system, in and of itself, dos not
constitute research” (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91) the use of SD/DS within or as part of a
research methodology appears to be a valid research methodology though it is distinctly
different from classical research methods. It is apparent that many of the authors cited above
see Design-Science/System Development as being an important ISR methodology.

It is

therefore worth including DSRM in the range of ISR methods.

Having discussed the appropriateness of DSRM in the information systems arena, let us return
to the original discussion of the multi-methodological nature of ISR and the current research.
The multi-methodological approach to research deals with the phenomenon being studied as a
whole. Gregg et al. (2001) in describing the Socio/Developmentalist paradigm found that it is
intertwined with the Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) Multi-methodological approach to IS
research. March and Smith (1995) proposed a two dimensional research framework for
information technology. The first dimension is based on broad types of design and natural
science research activities: build, evaluate, theorize, and justify. The second dimension is
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based on broad types of outputs produced by design research: representational constructs,
models, methods, and instantiations (see Figure 3.3). According to March and Smith (1995)
the purpose of Design-Science is to create models, methods, frameworks, and
implementations that are innovative and valuable rather than to pose theories.

Research Activities

Build
Research
Outputs

Evaluate

Theorize

Justify

Constructs
Model
Method
Instantiation
Figure 3.3 Design-Science Research Framework (March & Smith, 1995)

March and Smith defines Design-Science products or outputs of four types:

Constructs: Constructs or concepts form the vocabulary of a domain. They constitute a
conceptualisation used to describe problems within the domain and to specify their solutions.

Models: A model is a set of propositions or statements expressing relationships among
constructs.

In design activities, models represent situations as problem and solution

statements.

Methods: A method is a set of steps (an algorithm or guideline) used to perform a task.
Methods are based on a set of underlying constructs (language) and a representation (model)
of the solution space.

Instantiations: An instantiation is the realisation of an artefact in its environment.
Instantiations operate constructs, models and methods.
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Furthermore, Design-Science consists of four research activities: build, evaluate, theorize, and
justify (see Figure 3.3). Thus IS research first builds and evaluates constructs, models,
methods, and instantiations. It also theorises about these artefacts and attempts to justify these
theories. Building and evaluating IT artefacts have a Design-Science intent, whereas
theorising and justifying have a natural and social science intent. Research efforts often cover
multiple cells of the framework. Evaluation of the research should be based on the cell or
cells in which the research lies (March & Smith, 1995).

March and Smith’s design-science research framework described previously operates in
parallel with Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) and Gregg et al. (2001) research frameworks. In
this research we follow this view. In other words, a combination of these three frameworks is
used to achieve our goals, as we will see in Section 3.6 of this chapter.

Having offered the rationales for Design-Science, the next section of the chapter presents a
detailed description of the DSRM framework and how this research project fits within
Design-Science.

Each phase or step of the methodology is explained and detailed by

providing activities and outcomes. The evaluation criteria of this research methodology are
also discussed.

Figure 3.4 shows a research process of systems development from a methodological
perspective. A system building process with emphasis on software development consists of
the following phases (Nunamaker et al., 1990).

3.5.1 The Research Process of Design-Science Research Methodology

1.

Construct Conceptual Framework

This face first justifies the significance of the research (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91). Our
research is important because it addresses current issues in TSDM and proposes solutions for
them. As previously stated there is no solid solution to the problems of TSDM. Thus this
research is of paramount importance.
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System Development Process
1a.
Construct a conceptual
framework

Develop a system
architecture

Analyse & design
the system

Development of conceptual knowledge of the
research and a diagrammatic representation
1b. Development a simulation environment
1c. Analysis and design of simulation environment

2.

Implementation of the prototype.

3.

”Classroom” evaluation using other students

4

Improvement of the prototype

Build the system
( prototype)

5.
Observe and evaluate
the system

(Nunamaker et al., 1990-91)

Laboratory experimentation or field testing for
more rigorous evaluation of the original
assumptions

Mapping

(Parker et al., 1994)

Figure 3.4 System Development Research Process

2.

Develop System Architecture

This phase provides a road map for the system building process. It puts the system building
component into the correct perspective, specifies the system functionalities, and defines the
structure relationships and dynamic interaction among the systems components (Nunamaker
et al., 1990).

3.

Analyse and Design the System

Design involves the understanding of the studied domain, the application of relevant scientific
and technical knowledge, the creation of various alternatives and the evaluation of the
proposed solutions (Nunamaker et al., 1990).
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4.

Build the System

Implementation of a system is used to demonstrate the feasibility of the design and the
usability of the functionalities of system development research. The process of implementing
a system can provide researchers with insights into the advantages and disadvantages of the
concepts, definitions, the frameworks, and the chosen design alternatives (Nunamaker et al.,
1990).

5.

Observe and Evaluate the System

Once the system is built, researchers can test its performance and usability as stated in the
requirements definition phase as well as observe its impacts on individuals, groups, or
organisations (Nunamaker et al., 1990).

Figure 3.4 shows the research process of systems development proposed by Nunamaker et al.,
1990, and mapped to the research process proposed by Parker et al. (1994). Figure 3.4 shows
that these two processes are equivalent to each other; with subtle differences that in Parker et
al. (1994) also includes a laboratory or field test for the evaluation of the original
assumptions. The mapping therefore shows that that these two sets of processes are basically
the same. The same is true when the process of Nunamaker et al. (1990-91) is compared with
those in Jokela (2000), March and Smith (1995), Burstein and Gregor (1995), and Gregg et al.
(2001).

The research process in this thesis is based primarily on the frameworks of

Nunamarker et al., 1991-90, March and Smith (1995), and Gregg et al. (2001).

As

Nunamaker stated “System development research methodology (SDRM) can be used in
conjunction with other research methodologies (e.g. laboratory experiments, field studies, and
case studies)”.

In this thesis SDRM is used in conjunction with formal definition and

observation of the issues investigated in this thesis.

The following section presents some of the relevant criteria that research using system
development as the research methodology should meet.

3.5.2 Evaluation Criteria
This section presents criteria that research using system development as the research
methodology should observe. These criteria are (Nunamaker et al, 1990-91):
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1.

The purpose of the research is important in the field of study.

2.

The results will make a significant contribution to the domain.

3.

The system is testable against all the stated objectives and requirements.

4.

The new system can provide new ways to approach and solve the problem
investigated.

5.

The system can be generalised i.e. knowledge gained in the system development
process can be applied in other domains.

Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of criteria listed by Nunamaker et al., (1990-91) and Burstein
and Gregor (1999). Two head-arrows in figure 3.5 show the mapping between these two
criteria. It is apparent that the two sets of criteria are fundamentally the same.

Criteria
Important phenomenon

Significance

Contribution to the
domain

Internal Validity

Testable

External Validity

Better solutions

Objectivity/Confirmability

The experience can be
generalised

Reliability/Dependability/
Auditability
Mapping

(Nunamaker et al., 1990-91)

(Burstein & Gregor, 1999)

Figure 3.5 Evaluation Criteria of SDRM
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3.5.3 Strengths and Limitations of the DSRM
Design Science is considered by many researchers to be a suitable and legitimate research
methodology within the information systems arena. For instance, Nunamaker et al. (1990-91)
see systems development/design-science as a research methodology that fits comfortably into
the category of applied science, belonging to engineering, developmental and formulative
types of research.

A review of recent research theses shows that the number of scholarly research projects in IS
which have actually used the Design-Science/system development type of research and built
an artefact (e.g. framework, models, formal definitions, prototype, etc.) is very high (Gregg et
al., 2001). Nonetheless, the Design-Science approach does not appear in most taxonomies or
classifications of research methodologies in ISR. On the other hand, Nunamaker et al. (199091) presented a convincing case for the inclusion of Design-Science/System Development as
valid IS research methodology. Thus, because this research project is within ISR, it is
conducted and developed following DSRM.

According to Parker et al. (1994) there is an abundance of literature on IS research
methodologies and although there is no consensus on which research methodology is
applicable within which problem context, there is general agreement on the plurality of
research methods in ISR.

Considering that this research methodology is not explicitly

acknowledged or openly accepted in some scholarly research projects, this research project
will help to promote the diffusion of DSRM in the ISR domain. Therefore, the research
method per se will gain further acceptance and recognition out of this research thesis.
However it needs to be said that, while this research methodology is well suited for ISR (as
ideal type), in the practice of ISR this methodology is not always so clear cut (Gregg et al.,
2001). Hence, there is disagreement as to whether the whole research process or steps are
needed or a combination of the research process can be accommodated within the one study.
In this thesis a combination of the DSRM is used based on the suitability to the issue in time
series data management being addressed.
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3.6

Research Process Proposed in this Research

The research process in this thesis is based primarily on Nunamarker et al. (1991-90), March
and Smith (1995), and Gregg et al. (2001) frameworks.

1.

Develop Conceptual framework

2.

Establish Framework Formalisation
We include this step to add rigour to the formal specification but the testing phase
tends to be less rigorous.

3.

Develop Systems Architecture

4.

Analyse and Design the System

5.

Build the System

6.

Observe and Evaluate the System

It is important to mention here that the original research process of DSRM consisted of five
major phases (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91). It did not include step two, which we inserted to
add rigour to the research process following the recommendations of Parker et al. (1995) and
Gregg et al. (2003). However, it is important to point out that we used this process either
partially or totally, according to the issues being addressed and the solution proposed in this
thesis for each problem. In other words, a combination of the above mentioned phases are
used. In fact, as mentioned in Section 1.4 of this thesis a survey conducted by Gregg et al.
(2003) of 110 software engineering research papers from leading IS Journals shows that only
37 used almost all the whole DSRM process and the majority or 73 research papers used
DSRM in partial form. In Section 3.4 of Chapter 3, alternative phase combinations of DSRM
are discussed. In general, those combinations include research efforts in conceptual, formal,
and developmental phases Gregg et al. (2003).

3.7

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of the methodology employed in this research. It
provides a detailed description of the procedure followed to achieve the aim and objectives of
the research. First, the chapter determined the research philosophy adopted to conduct this
research, which is an objective and socio-technologist stance.

Design-Science research
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methodology is a developmental type of research and it serves as proof by demonstration.
Second, the nature, benefits, limitations, and a description of the Design-Science process were
described. This chapter has provided a description of the specific process that was used to
conduct this investigation. Finally, the contribution, method, and problem definition were
specified. The chapter therefore has set up the plan by which the research conducted in this
investigation was carried out.
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Chapter 4:

Models for Mapping Time Series Data to

Relational Databases
4.1

Introduction

A time series is a set of data recorded as it varies over time. Generally the data is written and
read in sequential order and rarely altered (Matus-Castillejos, Mohammadian, & Jentzsch,
2006). One example of time series data is the hourly readings taken from a thermometer.
The data is recorded in chronological order and is not modified after it is recorded. Indeed, as
affirmed by Segev and Shosani (1993), a time series is usually an append-only structure.
DBMSs are not designed to incorporate time series data in their native format. In a relational
DBMS, by definition, the ordering of the records is immaterial. In some DBMSs, application
programs determine the ordering of the records.

However, once in that order, other

application programs are needed to report on any flexible presentation of that order. For time
series data, the order and performance of reporting is critical (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch,
2005).

Large amounts of simple data fit well into the tabular representation of relational database
management, and for the most part, the relatively simple data in these applications could be
effectively queried using standard SQL query languages (Informix, 2001).

Relational

database design focuses on maintaining performance while working with data with
independent storage and retrieval order.

Traditional database design also assumes that

updates and modifications of the data are feasible. The result is that much of the common
performance enhancements found in relational database software are either of little assistance
with time series data or actually slow down the performance of the database server (Informix,
2001; Matus-Castillejos, Mohammadian & Jentzsch, 2006).

As explained in Chapter 1, currently, a large amount of time series data is stored in relational
databases (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2005). This is the predominant architecture in
today’s market and many organisations still try to manage time series using relational
databases. There are two main reasons for this. The first is that organisations want to protect
their investment in database infrastructure and, second, there is a lack of solid and affordable
solutions for managing time series data using relational database technology. Consequently,
it is desirable to make available efficient implementation options for time series for this
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database architecture. This thesis investigates different approaches to the storage of time
series data in relational databases and proposes several new models to store and implement
time series applications in relational databases.

These new models are an important

contribution of this investigation.

Given that the majority of time series data today is still stored in relational databases (MatusCastillejos & Jentzsch, 2004) it is important to explore more options to map time series in
relational databases. Surprisingly, and at the same time unfortunately, not much work on
implementation options for time series data to relational databases is available, particularly,
considering that the relational based databases are still the predominant architecture in the
market and are likely to remain so in the foreseeable future (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch,
2004).

The representation of time series in relational databases is a difficult task. This is due to the
fact that a time series is a data structure (or object) that grows longitudinally, as
characteristics or observations are added. This differentiates time series from the relational
databases model that grows in a transversal (i.e. upside-down) way as records are added.
Relational databases have a DATE data type (or its variants). They do not have native data
types or structures that have the intrinsic notion of time-referenced or time-varying data.
Hence, relational databases do not have an efficient mechanism to handle information
structured in the form of time series.

In relational databases the way to implement times series applications is by storing one row of
data per timestamped data entry.

The data type DATE (or its variants) supplied in the

RDBMS is used to build support of time series in the applications. Hence, this approach does
not involve changes to the RDBMS. The database management systems are taken as–is, and
all applications implementation needs to be done by the database designers and/or application
programmers.

Hence, developing or changing time series applications using relational

database systems is a difficult task because many aspects of business semantics associated
with time series must be managed by individual applications, not by the database server. Of
course, whether such difficulties can be avoided and what kind of support is to be achieved,
depend on the applications requirements.
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In this chapter, new models for mapping time series in relational databases are proposed. This
is as an alternative to the tradition of building temporal support into relational database
applications through the use of the type DATE. These new data models for mapping time
series in relational databases can improve the use of disk space, and handle different time
granularities and status attributes, and facilitate time series data manipulation features. Thus,
these new models provide a good solution for current time series database applications with
commercial RDBMSs. However, this approach may not be adequate in the long term due to
the record-based structure of the relational model which causes the subsequent redundancy of
the time series identifier. This redundancy becomes a severe burden in applications with a
large the number of time series that consist of a large number of observations.

4.2

Models for Mapping Time Series Data to Relational Databases

In this section a discussion on three proposals that are amongst the most representative for
mapping time series data in a relational database technology is considered. Next we explain
our new models. There have been studies on how to map time series data in a relational
database (Schmidt et al., 1995; Bleichenbacher et al., 1996; Lee & Elmasri, 1998a; MatusCastillejos, 2001; Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004). The outcomes of these studies agree
that straightforward mapping approaches result in large waste of disk storage space, slow
down performance, and support limited functionality.

4.2.1

Modelling One Relational Table per Time Series

The first approach discussed in this section is proposed by Schmidt et al. (1995) and later
discussed by Lee and Elmasri (1998a) with some minor differences. These differences are
minor and inconsequential. The model proposed by Schmidt et al. (1995) proposes the
creation of a relational table for each time series, using the following structure:
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TimeSeriesIDTable
Date

value1

value2

...

valueN

Figure 4.1 Sample modelling one time series per relational table (Schmidt et al., 1995)

Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of the relational table modelling by allowing one time
series per table. The first column is used for the temporal value or timestamp, and the rest of
the columns, for the list of data values in that specific point in time. This approach can
become unrealistic in many cases. This is because when there are many thousands of time
series (which is very common in practice) the approach becomes unmanageable. The current
RDBMS is designed to work efficiently with hundreds or even thousands of tables, but not
with tens or hundreds of thousands of tables (Schmidt et al., 1995). Furthermore, for every
deletion and addition of time series, one would have to change the scheme of the database,
which is broadly acknowledged as not good database design practice (Schmidt et al., 1995).
In addition, this approach does not take into consideration the nature of the time series, i.e.
whether the time series is univariate or multivariate. Later, this chapter, illustrates how this
property of the time series plays a major role in the way a time series is mapped to a relational
table.

Lee and Elmasri (1998a) propose a second model in which a time series data is stored in a
separate external file that is related to a relational table using the following format:
TimeSerie_File
ts_id
TimeSerieFileName
Ts_1
filename
Ts_2
filename
Ts_3
filename
Ts_4
filename
Ts_5
filename
Ts_6
filename
...

Calendar
daily
daily
daily
monthly
monthly
monthly

Figure 4.2 Sample modelling one time series with an external file (Lee & Elmasri, 1998a)

Figure 4.2 shows an example of modelling time series with an external file (i.e. a file outside
the database server domain) as proposed by Lee and Elmasri (1998a). This model uses a
relational table with three columns: the first stores the time series identifier, the second stores
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the name of the external file where the time series data are actually stored and the third
column is used for the calendar related to the corresponding time series. In this case, it is
important to note that temporal data values (i.e. timestamps) are not stored in a relational table
but inferred from its corresponding calendar specified in the related column of the table. As
per the list of time series data values they are stored in separate external files, and there is no
waste of disk storage space.

However, when there exist thousands of time series, this

approach also becomes unmanageable in file organisation, queries, insertion, and so forth.

4.2.2

Modelling One Relational Table per Time Series Type

The third model discussed in this section is also proposed by Schmidt et al. (1995). This
model consists of creating a relational table for each type of time series. Type means here
granularity (for instance, daily, weekly, and annually). This is the most frequently used
approach for mapping the observations of time series in a relational database. Schmidt et al.
(1995) acknowledge that this approach may not be a better choice for storing time series data
in a relational database. Lee and Elmasri (1998a) do not provide a further or alternative
approach.

Although this approach it is not the optimal mapping, it does provide one

acceptable approach to how a time series can be mapped to a relational database. Figure 4.3
illustrates this approach and its simplicity. A relational table proposed by Lee and Elmasri
(1998a) has the following structure:
TimeSerie_Type
ts_id
Date
Ts_1
Ts_2
Ts_3
Ts_4
Ts_5
…
Ts_n

value1

value2

...

ValueN

Figure 4.3 Sample modelling one time series type per relational table (Lee & Elmasri, 1998a)

Figure 4.3 shows an approach that utilises one column for the time series identifier, another
for the temporal value or timestamp, and the rest of the columns for the list of data values in
that specific point in time. In this case, temporal data values and the list of data values are
explicitly stored in the table. The main idea in this scheme is not to merge daily time series
data with weekly, monthly, or yearly time series in the same relational table. On the contrary,
a relational table per type of granularity is created and managed in the application i.e. the idea
is to have one container per granularity.
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Figure 4.4 shows an example of mapping observations of financial multivariate time series. This
table serves as the container for all daily time series in the application. The table would be like
this:

Daily_TimeSeries
ts_id
Date
IBM
11/10/2005
IBM
10/10/2005
DELL
11/10/2005
DELL
10/10/2005
HPQ
11/10/2005
HPQ
10/10/2005

Open

High

Close

Low

Volume

AdjValue

Figure 4.4 Sample relational table storing daily stock prices

The main disadvantage of this approach is the use of the data type DATE that generates
redundancy and consequently, causes decreasing performance of the DBMS. To illustrate
this, suppose that there exist 10,000 monthly time series with the same start and end date and
with similar metadata. In this situation, a relational table with three columns can be created

e.g. tablename(time series identifier, timestamp, data value),
Clearly the timestamp column will be repeated for each one of the time series (10,000 times)
in the first month; in the next month the timestamp columns will be repeated 10,000 times
again, and in that way successively for the following months (see Figure 4.4) . In more
realistic situations where time series coexist with different time granularity, exceptions such
as holidays, or lack of data, and many more numbers of time series, the situation certainly
becomes more complicated. Therefore, a representation of this type causes redundancy and
leads to poor performance of the RDBMS. Theoretically, this affirmation is related in a direct
fashion to the break of third normal form (3FN) which is usually acknowledged as good
practice in relational database design. In other words, the table does not strictly conform to
3NF. Therefore, it is certain that time series can be modelled in the relational databases;
however, it is also true that this representation is redundant and slows down the RDBMS
performance.

Moreover, because time series are usually read sequentially it makes sense to sort such a
relation by time series identifier and by date. This means an index with these two columns is
required. Time series data are rarely updated except that new events or observations are
appended at the end of the time series. Hence, the above mentioned organisation makes
appends rather expensive. When the relation is not sorted or indexed, appends are cheap but
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sequential access rather expensive in terms of performance. Another drawback is that for all
operations one has to know the type of the time series because it defines the relation a time series
is stored. Therefore, none of the previous organisations is really satisfying. Later in this
Chapter, new models with novel primary organisation of the relation with the addition of
indexes are proposed. The proposed models reduce some of the drawbacks mentioned.
Unfortunately, in this database technology only some operations benefit while others become
more costly and sometimes additional disk space is necessary.

Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 have discussed modelling time series observations. However,
time series consist of two parts: a general description (or header) and a chronologically
ordered sequence of observations. Each observation or event consists also of two parts: a
temporal value and a data value. The general description allows the time series to be self
describing. The next subsection considers how a time series header could be modelled in a
relational table.

4.2.3

Modelling Time Series Metadata

Modelling time series ‘general description’ or ‘header’ information is straightforward.
Finding time series whose headers satisfy a certain condition is relatively easy as long as they
are of the same type. An annoying fact is that users have to know what type the time series is
in order to know in which relation its header is stored. The general description is traditionally
modelled with a relational table that contains all the metadata about the time series (see
Figure 4.5).

TimeSeriesDescription
ts_id
ts_1
ts_2
ts_3
ts_4
ts_5
...
ts_n

Attribute1

Attribute2

Attribute3

...

AttributeN

Figure 4.5 Sample modelling the time series general description in a relational table

Figure 4.6 shows an example of mapping the general description of a stock financial multivariate
time series.
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TS_Description
ts_id
IBM
DELL
HPQ
…

Frequency
Daily
Daily
Daily

CompanyName
INTL BUSINESS MACHINE
HEWLETT PACKARD CORP
DELL INC

Source
Yahoo finance
Yahoo finance
Yahoo finance

Figure 4.6 Sample relational table storing stock price descriptions

Next section presents new models for mapping time series data to relational database.

4.3

New Models for Mapping Time Series Data to Relational
Databases

This section proposes new models for mapping time series data to a relational database. These
new schemes minimise the disk storage waste and help to improve performance and
functionality at the same time. The main idea of this approach is neither to store temporal data
values of time series in relational tables using the data type DATE as in the model proposed by
Schmidt et al. (1995) nor to store data values in a separate file as proposed by Lee and
Elmasri (1998a). Instead, we propose a combination of both. We store time series data
directly in a relational table, but without using DATE data type to manage temporal values.

There are additional characteristics that are important to be managed effectively for time
series applications. These include as autonomy, availability, confidentiality, missing value,
locking level, and local holidays. All these characteristics can be managed by adding the new
concept “status attribute” as proposed in Fame (2001). It consists of associating a value code
for each value of the time series to indicate how the characteristics mentioned above have to
be treated. In order to manage this characteristic, it is necessary to include one more table to
keep track of this information. In our proposals we suggest table structures for time series
observations, status attributes, and general description for each type of time series
granularity. In addition, because time series can be multivariate or univariate we separate our
models into univariate, multivariate, and irregular.
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4.3.1

Modelling Univariate Time Series

The following mappings are based upon the relational implementation options proposed in
our earlier works Matus-Castillejos (2001) and in Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch (2004).
These models avoid the use of date data type as much as possible. Temporal values are not
explicitly stored in the relational table because they can be determined by the associated
frequency, start date, and number of data stored as attributes in the description table. The
number of columns in the relational table in this approach depends on the following
characteristics:

•

The scheme should be easy to map;

•

The granularity of the time series data (daily, weekly, monthly, annual, etc.);

•

The maximum number of columns per table allowable in a particular RDBMS; and,

•

Performance and tuning facilities provided by the RDBMS used.

For univariate time series, we use the following three tables to store the components of time
series as follows:

TSx_Values
tsx_id
seg
tsx_1
1
tsx_1
2
tsx_2
1
tsx_2
2
...

v1

v2

...

TSx_Status
tsx_id
tsx_1
tsx_1
tsx_2
tsx_2
...

Vn

Figure 4.7 Modelling univariate
time series observations
x = Denote time series granularity (or type)

TS_Description
ts_id
tsdaily_1
...
tsweekly_1
...
tsmonthly_1
...
tsannual_1

startDate

endDate

seg
1
2
1
2

s1

s2

...

Sn

Figure 4.8 Modelling univariate
time series statuses

frequency

...

AttributeN

...

Figure 4.9 Modelling of header of time series for several types (option 1)
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We

create

three

relational

tables

TSg_values,

TSg_Status,

and

TS_Description (g denotes time granularities) depending on how many time
granularities are managed. The TS_Description table stores time series metadata. The
association among the relations is established by using the primary key --time series identifier
and the number of segments (or rows) together -- as in a traditional RDBMS join. The
segment column does not appear in the two previously analysed approaches. In addition, note
that temporal values are not explicitly stored in the table because they can be determined or
inferred from the associated calendar information specified in TS_Description table. In
this scheme there is a need to be aware of and keep track of time series identifiers.

A variation to this approach is that a table could have the following structure:
TS_Description
ts_id
tsdaily_1
...
tsweekly_1
...
tsmonthly_1
...
tsannual_1

startDate

NumberData

...

AttributeN

...

Figure 4.10 Modelling of header of time series for several types (option 2)

Some considerations regarding the number of columns of the relational table for each time
series type (e.g. daily, monthly, annual, etc.) are as follows: for daily frequency we suggest
the creation of 250 columns in the relational table because a daily time series is constantly
updated and because it is usually the maximum number of columns allowable in a relational
table.

The first column is used for the time series identifier, the second for “segment

number”; and the remaining 248 columns of the row (or segment) can be used for the actual
list of time series data values. This scheme corresponds to almost one year of data in one
row. In this particular scheme there could be some cases where some part of the segment
(row of the relational table) has no data; if that is the case, that part of the row (i.e. segment)
is wasted. When a new observation occurs, we just have to update the corresponding cell at
the end of the segment (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10). For weekly time series, we suggest 56
weeks because this is the maximum number of possibilities within one calendar year. This
approach takes into account weeks with less than seven days (i.e. incomplete weeks). For
monthly granularity, a relational table with 240 fields/attributes is suggested. This scheme
corresponds to 20 years of data in one row. This is because in practice, it is common for
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economic models to be construed with data from the last 20 years. However, by inserting new
segments, our proposal would permit the storage of data for longer than 20 years, with no
limitation. For yearly time series, we suggest creating 20 columns containing time series data
values in the relational table to allow the storage of 20 years of data values, for the same
reason mentioned for monthly time series.

4.3.2

Modelling Multivariate Time Series

In the second mapping, referred to as multivariate, time series are also stored in three tables.
The general description table (figure 4.10) keeps the same structure for multivariate time
series. The other two tables given in figures 4.11 and 4.12 are used for observations and
status attribute tables respectively. A new column which controls the number of variables is
inserted in the table that holds data values only. It is not necessary to insert a new column
into the attribute status table because the same “status attribute” applies for each variable at a
specific point in time. This mapping was first reported in Matus-Castillejos and Jentzsch
(2004).

TSx_Values
tsx_id
multiv
tsx_1
1
tsx_1
2
tsx_1
3
tsx_1
4
tsx_1
5
tsx_1
1
tsx_1
2
tsx_1
3
tsx_1
4
tsx_1
5
...

seg
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

v1

v2

...

vN

Figure 4.11 Modelling multivariate time series
observations

TSx_Status
tsx_id
tsx_1
tsx_1
tsx_2
tsx_2
tsx_3
tsx_3
tsx_4
tsx_4
tsx_5
tsx_5
...

seg
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

s1

s2

...

sN

Figure 4.12 Modelling multivariate
time series status

The main criteria we had in mind when designing the above described relations, is that such
relations must be easily mapped for any time series granularity. There are other aspects that
should be considered carefully, such as special performance and tuning characteristics in a
particular DBMS. We can use this approach for other time granularities such as quarters,
semesters, etc. Of course, the length of the segment (i.e. number of columns in the tables) for
each granularity must be adequate to meet user needs. The previous mappings are based upon
the relational implementation options proposed by Matus-Castillejos and Jentzsch (2004).
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This model avoids the use of the date data type as much as possible. Temporal values are
not explicitly stored in the relational table because they are inferred from the associated
calendar information (frequency, start date, and number data available) stored as an attribute
in the general description table. The number of columns in the table suggested by this
approach depends on the granularities of the time series data type (daily, weekly, monthly,
annual, etc.), performance and tuning, as well as on the maximum number of columns per
table allowable in a particular DBMS.

One disadvantage of this approach is that since we do not store temporal value in the
database, we cannot associate the calendar and time series data in a straightforward way. This
difficulty can be avoided by using TimeIQ (Fame, 2001), which has an embedded calendar
mechanism well suited to time series. Without this facility, the entire calendar functionality
would have to be explicitly programmed.

4.3.3

Modelling Irregular Time Series

As previously discussed, there are two kinds of time series data types, regular and irregular.
The regular time series data type stores data at fixed intervals, while the irregular time series
data type stores data for arbitrary time points. Regular time series data types are appropriate
for applications that record entries at predictable time points, such as daily closing stock
prices. Irregular time series data types are appropriate when the data arrives unpredictably,
such as applications that record every stock trade as it happens.

Seismic time series data and cash machine withdrawals are other illustrative examples of this
category. Irregular time series can have periods of few or many events (observations).
Moreover, irregular time series can also be univariate or multivariate. Hence, a regular time
series is a special type of irregular time series (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2004). Storing
irregular time series in a relational database schema is more straightforward because it is
indispensable in keeping track of temporal values of every single observation. This is because
it is not possible to deduce the temporal values from the time series metadata. Time series
temporal values therefore have to be explicitly stored in the database for every single
observation. There is thus no data redundancy as in regular time series data. This model uses
two tables to store the components of irregular time series (see Figures 4.13 and 4.14).
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TSIrregularValues
tsi_id
date
tsi_1
t1
tsi_1
t2
tsi_1
t3
tsi_2
t1
tsi_2
t2
...

status

v2

...

Vn

Figure 4.13 Modelling irregular time series

TSIrregularDescription
tsi_id
frequency
tsi_1
tsi_2
tsi_3
tsi_4
tsi_5
...

Att1

Att2

...

AttN

Figure 4.14 Modelling irregular time series
headers

This section proposes data models for mapping time series in relational databases. Those data
models optimise the use of disk space, can handle different time granularities and status
attributes, and facilitate time series data manipulation features. We believe it is fruitful to
protect investment in database infrastructure. Our analysis has shown that in the time series
management application domain, this proposal brings benefits such as minimising disk space
waste, and managing different time granularities and time series data manipulation features.
On the other hand, this proposal has some drawbacks in the area of managing, because in
some situations where the entire calendar functionality explicitly has to be programmed.

4.4

Comparisons amongst the Models

It is apparent that little work on implementation options is available; therefore, it was
important to explore additional options for mapping time series in relational databases,
particularly considering that relational databases are still the predominant architecture in the
market.

The proposed schemes provide solutions for current time series database applications with
commercial RDBMS; however, this approach may not be adequate in the long term, due to
the record based structure of relations and the subsequent redundancy of time series
identifiers and temporal data, which in applications with a large number of time series with a
large number of segments (or rows) may become a severe burden.
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Table 4.1 gives a comparative overview of mapping options available. It shows their most
important features.

Property
Use type DATE
Time series temporal data
values i.e. timestamps
Time series data values

(Schmidt et
al., 1995)

(Lee & Elmasri,
1998a)

Proposal in this thesis

Yes

No

Stored in
relational table
Stored in
relational table
Yes

Inferred from calendar Inferred from calendar
metadata
metadata
Stored in external file Stored in relational table

Manage different Time
Granularities
Manage special data such No
as holidays, availability,
missing value, etc.
Time series description
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes (Through status
attribute)

Not specified

Yes

Table 4.1 Comparison of proposal for mapping time series in a relational database

This thesis proposes a combination of two previously discussed approaches, retaining some of
their ideas and discarding others. From Schmidt et al. (1995) the proposal discards the use of
type DATE and keeps the classification of time series data by type of granularity. From Lee
and Elmasri (1998a), the proposal discards the use of separate external file for storing data of
each time series, but keeps the idea of not storing temporal data values in the relational table,
since the temporal data values can be computed from known metadata stored in the general
description table.

4.5

Validation

The efficiency of our new mapping model can be verified with a small case study. This
section presents a case study of the daily stock price market to show that our model for
mapping time series data to a relational database improves disk space storage at least 55%
(and in some situations even more). It also improves the performance for retrieving and
updating by storing the data efficiently. Although this case study uses only three time series,
the result is equally valid for a much larger set of time series data. The implementation option
used to test the approach is also discussed. In addition, this section presents some algorithms
used for the implementation. Finally, to demonstrate the importance of our model in the time
series database, it is evaluated against the criteria specified in the System Development
Research Methodology (SDRM) (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91) in Chapter 3.
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4.5.1

Case Study: Daily Stock Prices

Although this case study uses stock prices information as an example, time series data is used
in almost every industry and every field of knowledge (Matus-Castillejos & Jentzsch, 2005).
The case study demonstrates the benefits of using our mapping model compared to that
offered in Schmidt et al. (1995). The example concentrates on the disk space size of the data
and then examines and comments on the performance. Notice that we do not include the
management of the ‘status attribute’ in this case study for two reasons: first, because the
concept is not managed in the previous approach and second because we want to make the
comparison more homogeneous. So the case study concentrates on storing the actual data of
the time series. The case study is divided into two parts. The first uses the model proposed by
Schmidt et al. (1995) to map a regular multivariate time series. The second uses the scheme
proposed in this thesis in section 4.3.2, which also maps a regular multivariate time series.

Consider three daily time series recorded from January 1, 2005 to August 31, 2005 for the
stock prices of three shares (IBM, HP, and Dell). These are regular daily time series because
stock prices details are recorded every day with the exception of weekends and holidays. The
total volume of the stock price consists of 232 days of data per 3 stock price shares, equal to
696 observations or events recorded for the first eight months of 2005.

The others

characteristics recorded in this case study are open, high, close, low, volume, and adjusted
values of the respective stocks for a day. Our source for this data is Yahoo Finance
(http://au.finance.yahoo.com); we used this source because it is freely available online.

Part one

This part of the case study describes the implementation of the stock prices using the Schmidt
et al. (1995) approach discussed in section 3.2 of this thesis. Each daily stock price
observation is stored in a separate row in a table called StockPrices. The primary key consists
of the first two columns ts_id and timestamp.
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The StockPrices table schema is:

Column

Data type

ts_id
timestamp
open
high
low
close
volume
AdjustedValue

Char(10)
DATETIME
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
INTEGER
REAL

Num. Bytes

Total

10
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
38

The table consists of 232 days of data per 3 stock price shares equal to 696 observations or
events recorded for the first eight months of 2005, i.e. one rows for each observation of the
three stocks per day. The other six characteristics that are measured are open, high, low, close,
volume, and adjusted value. To get access to the data as soon as possible, an index is created
for TS_id and timestamp columns. The size of the index structure is 10 + 4 + 4 +4 = 22 (this
includes 4 bytes for fragmentation and 4 for a unique internal ID).

The total storage required is therefore:

[696

observations x (38 data bytes + 22 index bytes)] = 41 760 bytes of data (i.e. ≈ 42 Kb)

for the first eight months of 2005.

Part two

This section describes the implementation of the stock prices using our novel scheme. Each
daily stock price is stored in segments (or rows) in a table called StockPrices2. The primary
key consists of the TS_id, multicounter, and segment columns.
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The StockPrices2 table schema is:

Column

Data type

Num. Bytes

TS_id
multiCounter
segment
V1
V2
V3
V4
...
V247

Char(10)
INTEGER
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
...
REAL

10
4
4
4
4
4
4
...
4
1006

Total

The table in this case contains 18 rows, one for each of the three stocks. Each stock share has
six rows because we are measuring six characteristics or variables named open, high, low,
close, volume, and adjusted value. To get fast access to the data, an index is created for

TS_id, multiCounter, and segment columns. The size of the index structure is then 10 + 4
+4+ 4 +4 = 26 (this includes 4 bytes for fragmentation and 4 for a unique internal ID).

The total storage required for the index is therefore:

18 rows x 26 = 468 bytes for the index

Time series data sizing is:

18 rows x (1006 data bytes) = 18 108

The total size is 468 index bytes + 18 108 data bytes = 18 576 bytes of data (i.e. ≈ 18 Kb) for
the first eight months of 2005.

Database Solution

Size

Schmidt et al. (1995)

42 Kb

Our proposal

18 Kb
Table 4.2 Disk size comparison
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In conclusion, our scheme saves more than 55% of the disk space compared with the Schmidt
et al. (1995) implementation. In this case study our order of magnitude is kilobytes, however,
this is easily extrapolated for a real situation where the usual order of magnitude in a time
series application involves gigabytes of data.

Moreover, and most importantly, the

performance is increased substantially. This case study will serve as ‘proof of concept’ that
the proposed scheme reduces the disk storage waste and improves performance. We will see
that, indeed, the model reduces the disk space by 55% or more.

4.5.2

System Implementation

As a small ‘proof of demonstration’ we have tested the mapping schemes proposed in section

4.3 using a relational database jointly with TimeIQ. The general system architecture is
depicted in Figure 4.15.
subsection 4.5.1.

We implemented the case study ¨stock prices” discussed in

This application demonstrates the feasibility of our novel mapping

scheme to building time series database systems.

The major components of the system used for testing our mapping models are shown in figure
4.15. The application program is written in Java, and makes heavy use of the TimeIQ®
library (FAME, 2001). TimeIQ® is a Java class library counterpart of FAME® (FAME,
2000). Hence, it is based on the FAME data model for modelling, storing, and analysing time
series. It provides Java classes for the development of time series database applications
(TSDBA). It also allows the access of data residing in different database technologies, e.g.
RDBMS, ORDBMS, and so on. So, it is platform and DBMS independent. TimeIQ® is a tool
for programmers, not a tool for end-users. In our schema TimeIQ® could be regarded as an
intermediate layer between the DBMS and the TSDBA. TimeIQ® connects to the database
(in this particular case, the actual data residing in a RDBMS) through Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC).
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Time Series Database Application

TimeIQ®TimeIQ
Core  Core
JDBC
JDBC
RDBMS
Figure 4.15 General System Architecture

4.5.3

Evaluation Criteria

This section uses the criteria discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis by means of which a
‘System Development’ or ‘Design-Science’ research is usually evaluated. The use of system
development as a research methodology in Information System Research should conform to
five criteria as suggested by Burstein and Gregor (1999), expanded from Nunamaker et al.
(1990-91). The emphasis in applying the criteria to the new mapping models proposed in this
chapter is to show whether our model conforms to these criteria.
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Criteria and relevant queries

Evidence in the research project

1) Significance

Is there theoretical significance?

NO – there is no theory building contribution, but rather
theory- testing contribution.

Is there practical significance?
Yes, Several new models postulated for mapping time
series database to relational database necessary in real-life
time series applications. Thus this research in information
systems is applicable to the real world; hence the research
effort was successful (Gallier & Land, 1987). Thus the
models will contribute to building better systems.

2) Internal Validity

Does the approach work?

Yes. It meets objectives and requirements and produce
optimal mapping of time series data to relational database.

Have rival approaches been actively

Yes. A comprehensive comparison with rival approaches

considered?

has been discussed in Section 4.4

Is there sufficient evidence for claims about

Yes. Efficiency of our new mapping model is verified

the models presented?

with a small case study using stock pricing information.

3) External Validity

Are the mapping models generic enough to

Yes. The case study used financial data. These models

be applicable in other settings?

could also be used for any kind of time series including
telecommunication, scientific data, and so on.

Does the researcher define the scope and

Yes. The models are applicable for relational database

boundaries of the mapping models?

technologies.

Table 4.3 Analysis of the mapping models proposed in this investigation in terms of criteria for
system development research methodology
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Criteria and relevant queries

Evidence in the research project

4) Objectivity/conformability

Can we follow the procedures of how data

Yes. Data for the case study is freely available online.

was collected?

Has the researcher been explicit and as self-

Yes. Because of the focus on the management of time

aware as possible about personal

series data and the implication for the development of a

assumptions, biases and values?

time series information system, this research adopts
primarily a socio-technologist/developmentalist stance.
This choice is consistent with the theoretical focus of
information systems development (Gregg et al., 2001;
Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004). Hence, this research
follows appropriate socio-technologist/developmentalist
criteria for evaluating the validity and significance of the
new mapping models.

5) Reliability /Dependability/
Auditability

Are the basic constructs clearly specified?

Yes. The new mapping models are clearly explained. The
models are stable over time and applicable to a wide rage
of time series data i.e. collected from different fields of
knowledge.

Table 4.3 Analysis of the mapping models proposed in this investigation in terms of criteria for
system development research methodology (Contd…)

Table 4.3 shows that the mapping model addresses and conform to the majority of the criteria
for system development research methodology proposed by Burstein and Gregor (1994).
Having specified the criteria used to assess the quality of our mapping model, we can now
conclude that this contribution can be applied in practice.
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4.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter investigated and proposed several mapping approaches to convert time series
data into relational database technology. Our alternative mappings can optimise the use of
disk space, the handle different time granularities, and status attributes while contributing to
the better performance of the DBMS. Due to the record structure of the relational table,
where the time series data is actually stored, this approach could introduce some
complications when converting time series data to the relational database table. Nonetheless,
the mapping approaches described in this thesis illustrates the balance between the
redundancy and performance in the relational database technology due to the fragmentation of
the time series data.

The implementation options proposed in this thesis still work in essence, regardless of which
commercial relational database is used as the backend in which the time series data are stored.

In summary, this chapter thus first presented a general discussion on time series in the context
of relational databases. It then studied and proposed new models for mapping time series data
to relational databases. It included new mapping options for multivariate and irregular time
series into relational databases.

A comparison between our models and two previously

published approaches was also presented. Finally, validation process of these new mapping
models including a case study for this purpose was offered.
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Chapter 5:

Temporal Dimensions for Time Series Data

Management
5.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a proposal of effective representations of a set of time dimensions
specially targeted to manage time series data.

The model is based on four temporal

dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) first identified and
introduced by Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, and Mohammadian (2005a) to correctly represent
the different status of time series data in a timeline. To my knowledge, this is the only one
data model for the depicting time series data lifecycle with multiple temporal dimensions
reported in the time series database literature so far. A formal definition of these four
temporal dimensions for managing time series data is also offered. Finally, this chapter
discusses the management aspects of these time series dimensions.

5.2

Multiple Temporal Dimensions for Managing Time Series Data

This section presents a temporal data model for illustrating time series data lifetime
behaviour. The model is mainly discussed on the basis of various time dimensions and the
corresponding states that time series objects may be involved with and the transitions among
those states (Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian, 2005b).

These temporal

dimensions are used to correctly represent the status of time series data at a certain point in
time. A formal definition of the new set of temporal aspects of time series data, identified and
thus first referred to as dimensions in (Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian, 2005a),
is then presented. These temporal dimensions are typically, consciously or unconsciously,
involved in a time series information system.

5.2.1 The Time Series Data Lifecycle
In the real world thousands of time series data coexist with other data. Everyday a large
amount of data is collected, updated, and disseminated in the form of time series. Time series
are dynamic objects, the changes in the status of time series are very frequent and constant,
not only because of the time nature of per se but also due to inner properties such as the
granularities, attributes, and time dimensions (i.e. calendars) attached to it. Therefore, there is
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an increasing need for data management tools for and approaches to treatment of time series
data. To illustrate this process, Figure 5.1 presents a top-level state machine diagram showing
a high level view of the time series data lifecycle.

The Creation state refers to

conceptualisation, conception, and concretion of time series i.e. it includes methodology used
to compute the time series. The Being Updated state indicates that all the processes for a time
series are up to date according to mechanisms defined in the previous state. The Archaic state
is triggered when time series are retired for a variety of reasons and no longer updated but,
maintained because they may be needed for further reference. The Publishing state takes
place when the information is ready to be made available to end users.
New
data
Begin

Creation
Cancelled

time series

End

Being
updated

time series

Archaic

Available for
querying

Deleted

Publishing
Published

Figure 5.1 Top-level State Machine of the Time Series Data Lifecycle

Figure 5.2 presents Being Updated the superstate with its corresponding nested substates. In
particular, it shows the different aspects of time series data management that have been
previously identified and named as time dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity,
and maturity times). These temporal dimensions are typically (consciously or unconsciously)
involved in a sound time series information system. These are valid states because different
rules apply when time series undertake changes in these time dimensions. Hence the Being
Updated superstate could be broken into four orthogonal states. When capturing management
information of time series databases applications, the refereed dimension should be
considered for depicting the different states of time series data at certain points in time. A
more detailed discussion of these four time dimensions and their corresponding behaviour
representation is presented next.
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Being Updated
Confidentiality

Definitiveness

Validity

Maturity

Available for querying
Publishing

Figure 5.2 The Being Updated Superstate with Nested Substates

5.2.2 Confidentiality Time
Confidentiality time is the time when the whole or some part of the time series has public or
private status at a certain point in time i.e. in a timeline and including the level of granularity
of the information. Thus it refers in some way to the accessibility time for internal and
external users of the time series data. This dimension may differ for different types of users.
For instance, Internet users (free access beyond the business domain) have a distinct level of
access compared to Intranet users (public access but only in the business domain), and/or
business section users i.e. (owners or generators of the information). Hence each type of user
may have a different locking level.

Private

Unlock

Public

Lock

Figure 5.3 State Machine Diagram for Confidentiality Time

Figure 5.3 presents a state machine diagram for the confidentiality time dimension. It shows
two states of time series, private and public, and the event that makes the transition from one
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state to another. The type of user determines the level of locking. Obviously, business
section users have more privileges to access the data, then Intranet users. In the same way the
Intranet user may have more privileges than the Internet user. Of course, new types could be
added according to business needs, for instance, another user layer could be a subsection user.

Public

Private

Begin
time series
T 1 T2

T3

End
time series
. . .

T n-1

Tn

Figure 5.4 Timing Diagram for Confidentiality Time

Figure 5.4 presents a timing diagram for the confidentiality time dimension. It shows the
lifelines of two critical values: public and private i.e. the value of the state of a time series.
When the two value lines cross one another it indicates a transition point between states.
Along the bottom of the diagram timing constraints are shown, in this case indicating the
period of time during which the time series is in each state. Of course, this picture is
constantly moving over time especially according to the time series granularities (e.g. daily,
weekly, and monthly) and according to the user need. Thus the time series calendar
determines the elapsed time in whatever granularity is defined.

5.2.3 Definitiveness Time
Definitiveness Time is the time when some part of or the whole time series has the status of
preliminary, estimated, definitive, and forecasted. Preliminary denotes a calculated time series
with incomplete information. Estimated time series are computed with complete information,
but in a draft version. Definitive time series are the final version of the time series. In theory,
this version has data quality i.e. fully filtered, fully verified and usually published or ready to
be published at this stage. Finally, forecasted time series is the prognosticated version. Figure
5.5 presents a state machine diagram for the definitiveness time dimension. It shows four
states of time series, forecasted, preliminary, estimated, and definitive, and the event that
triggers the transition for one state to another. It shows different definitiveness status that a
time series could be in over a timeline.
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Figure 5.5 State Machine Diagram for Definitiveness Time Dimension
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Figure 5.6 Timing Diagram for Definitiveness Time

Figure 5.6 presents a timing diagram for the definitiveness time dimension. It shows the
lifeline for four important values: definitive, estimated, preliminary, and forecasted i.e. the
value of the state of a time series. As in Figure 5.4, when the two lines cross one another it
indicates a transition point between states. Along the bottom of the diagram timing constraints
are shown, in this case indicating the period of time during which the time series is in each
state. Of course, again this picture is constantly moving over time especially according to the
time series granularities (e.g. daily, weekly, and monthly) and according to user’s need.

5.2.4 Validity Time
Validity Time is the time when some part of or the whole time series has the status of date of
computation, publication in the official gazette or journal, and date of settlement. Date of
computation refers to the date when a particular item of data was measured. Date of
publication refers to the date when a part of time series data was published in the official
gazette or similar means. Date of settlement is the date when the actual time series data are
used or applied to perform transactions. It has similar but not equal semantics of efficacy time
referred in (Grandi et al., 2003) or valid time referred in (Böhlen et al., 1998), as it represents
the time when time series data actually belong to the real world, i.e. it is similar, in the sense,
that it is true in reality but different in the sense that this dimension tightly relies on calendars.
Hence, this dimension is strongly based on the time series granularities and also in the
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regulation associated with a single or a set of time series. An illustrative example with this
characteristic is a time series that represents exchange currency or an inflation variable.

Figure 5.7 presents a state machine diagram for the validity time dimension. It shows three
states of time series computation, publication, and settlement and the event that triggers the
transition from one state to another. The timing diagram for this time dimension might not be
suitable because the constraints that govern the states are previously defined through the
regulations associated with a single or a set of time series. Hence a state diagram is enough
and more significant in representing the validity dimension.

Official gazette
Publication

Computation

Ready for
transaction

Publication

Settlement

Figure 5.7 State Machine Diagram for the Validity Time Dimension

5.2.5 Maturity Time
Maturity Time is the time when a time series is uploaded to or retired from the production
database for a variety of reasons. It could hinge on three different thematic time series bases.
For example, each business section can be structured in three different conceptual or virtual
time series bases: laboratory, production, and archaic.

Laboratory. This database contains time series that are generated by the business section
users as a laboratory or draft version of a time series and afterward, these time series are
uploaded to the production database. By definition these time series are private, i.e. their
confidentiality status is private.

Production. This database is the live version of the time series data available in the time
series data management system. The system uses this time series base by default. The system
takes the data from here for publishing on the Intranet or Internet.
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This time series has available and part unavailable parts, according to their confidentiality
status. Conceptually, the web server resides in this time series base. This is the only shared
point among time series bases. Time series in the production base can have their counterpart
with the same structure, metadata, and information in the laboratory base. In some way the
laboratory base can be seen as a mirror of the production base (Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, &
Mohammadian, 2005b).

Any time series available in the production base is also available in the laboratory base but
not vice versa. By definition, every time series in the laboratory database is private, thus only
available for its owner. In the production database a time series or group can be both public
and private so the availability to different users depends on the confidentiality status.

Archaic. This database contains time series that are no longer updated for various reasons, for
example, when a user changes the methodology of estimation of one variable under
investigation. Another example could be because the changes of the base period of an index
number are structured in the form of time series, but the user wants to preserve the referred
time series information for future reference. In such a case, the user could recover the
information through this database. All the information in this database is private i.e. it has the
confidentiality status of private.

Figure 5.8 presents a state machine diagram for the maturity time dimension. It shows three
states of time series namely laboratory, production, and archaic as well as the event that
triggers the transition from one state to another. The timing diagram for this time dimension is
not relevant because the most important characteristic is the transition among the states as a
result of event occurrence. Hence a state diagram is enough and more suitable for depicting
the maturity dimension.

Ready to be used

Laboratory

Production

Out of date

Archaic

Figure 5.8 State Machine Diagram for the Maturity Time Dimension
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A further time dimension could be transaction time, which is well known in the context of
temporal databases. The transaction time dimension could have the same semantic as
presented in (Böhlen et al., 1998), i.e. the time when the time series data is registered in the
data management system. Strictly speaking, the dimensions are orthogonal to each other.

5.3

Formal Definition

This section discusses the time model used in our definitions. It then presents a simple
temporal data model to obtain a few concepts that are used for defining time series data
dimensions. The notions of temporal validity and interpretation based–validity, introduced by
Kim and Chakravarthy (1994) on which our definitions are based, are also addressed. Then a
definition of time series evolution (TSE) is presented. Finally, definitions of multiple time
series dimensions, which are one of the main contributions of this thesis, are offered. These
formal definitions of the four temporal dimensions for managing time series data in an
information system are based in the concepts of temporal validity and interpretation based–
validity introduced by Kim and Chakravarthy (1994). These four temporal dimensions
(confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) are consciously or unconsciously
used to correctly represent the status of time series data in a timeline. These dimensions help
in knowing when and under what circumstances a particular property or event occurs or
belongs to a time series.

5.3.1 Temporal Model
The temporal database community has mainly proposed three basic models for time: discrete,
dense, and continuous. Each of the three models can be mapped to the set numbers integer,
rational, and real respectively. We agree with the Snodgrass et al. (1995) position that the
discussion or selection among these three models is irrelevant in practice, although very
interesting from a philosophical perspective. One of the reasons to use the discrete model is
that a computing device is discrete in nature so the time model must also be discrete. In fact,
all DBMS assume a discrete timeline of various granularities. Granularity is a partition of the
timeline, for instance, years, days, microseconds and so forth. Each individual unit is a
granule (Snodgrass, 2000). A formal notion of time granularities can be found in Betinni et al.
(2000). Hence, in this chapter, we accept the general notion that calendars are a method to
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structure a discrete timeline. The primary purpose of calendars is to provide the temporal
domains for time series by specifying a sequence of time units for each time series.

Throughout this section we assume an equidistant discrete time domain T , named integer
time domain, having 0 (Zero) as the origin of time, which is used to represent the temporal
validity. The integer time domain T is isomorphic to the Gregorian calendar time domain.

Therefore, without loss of generality, we use the integer time and the calendar time
interchangeably in this section.

In our model, we adopt two indefinite time constants Now and ∞. One Now means a moving
time point that exactly keeps tracks of the current time. We use the convention that all Now’s
in a transaction are substituted with the same current time. The other indefinite time constant
is ∞ (infinity). The indefinite constant ∞ denotes a sufficiently remote future time point.

Time instant or time point. As mentioned above, time can be mapped to an underlying time
axis. The time axis can be viewed as a set of time points. A time instant is in fact a time point
on the underlying timeline, i.e. a single point on the time axis. For our discrete equidistant
time model, time points can be mapped to integer numbers.

Time interval. A time interval is defined in our model as consecutive time points in T. To be
more specific, a time interval, τ

is a nonempty subset of time domain T, i.e. τ ⊆ Τ and

τ ≠ Ø, such that all time points in τ are consecutive. If τ consists of only one time point, it is
regarded as being trivially consecutive. Two intervals, τ i and τ j , are said to be equal if any t
in τ i is also in τ j and vice versa. Also, τ i and τ j are said to overlap if there exists a time
point t such that t ∈τ i and t ∈τ j . A set of time intervals is said to be disjoint if and only if
no interval overlaps another. A time interval is alternatively denoted by (ts ~ te), where ts and
te are the starting point and the ending point of the interval, respectively (Kim &
Chakravarthy, 1994).

Indefinite time interval. An indefinite time interval is defined as a time interval whose ending
point is the indefinite time constant ∞, denoted by (ts ~ ∞). The meaning of an indefinite time
interval could be that the ending point of an interval is not determined (or known) as of now.
Thus, the ending point could be any time point greater than or equal to ts. Here we follow the
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mathematical meaning of ∞. That is, an indefinite time interval (ts, ~ ∞) is simply interpreted
as a set of time points, { ts , ts+1 , ts+2 , … , ∞} (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994).

Temporal element. A temporal element is a finite union of time intervals; TE = {τ1, τ2, τ3, …,
τn} where τi is a time interval (Gadia & Yeung, 1988).

5.3.2 Time Series Data Model
Before presenting a formal definition of temporal dimensions, we define a simple data model
to clarify several concepts used in the rest of the section.

These primitive data model

concepts largely coincide with one presented by Kim and Chakravarthy (1994), but adapted
specifically for time series data

Event. Events are the basic building blocks of time series. An event consists of the event data
value, which is time-invariant and a timestamp. Examples of event data are the opening, low,
high, and closing prices of a share. Data values are either base or derived values. Base values
record measured facts. Derived values are computed directly or indirectly from base values.

Time series. Time series are a collection of observations/events, predominantly numeric in
nature, sequentially recorded over time on a regular or irregular basis. A time series represent
an entity, a relationship among entities, or an attribute of an entity (or a relationship). Thus a
time series consists of a header, which is time-invariant, and a sequence of events ordered
chronologically. Header data are shared by all events. They may be time-invariant and
describe common properties of the time series as a whole (e.g. the location of the stock
exchange), or they may be time-variant and derived from the events (e.g. the average closing
price).

Group of time series. A group of time series is a set of time series. However, not all
arbitrary groups are meaningful.

We are interested in only certain groups which are

preclassified from the universe of all possible groups, consisting of all conceivable groups of
time series in a specific domain, according to some criteria. A representative name of such
criteria is called a property of group of time series. From now on, whenever we use a group
of time series we mean a group of time series with property. Thus, without loss of generality,
a property is a subset of a given group of time series. When a time series belongs to group of
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time series, the time series is said to have a property represented by the group of time series.
Also, it is assumed that groups of time series are preclassified or identified by the database
designer.

Time Series Data Bases. A time series base is a logical entity to describe a set of time series
and groups. The criterion to draw up the boundaries of each time series base is the purpose
and scope, for example, financial, economic, foreign trade, etc.

We call these division

thematic databases. Their size depends on the number of time series, their periodicity, the
observation interval, and the size of the events.

Business Section. Traditionally, organisations are divided into different areas. Each area has
its own responsibilities and tasks. It would be ideal if these areas were in charge of managing
the whole life cycle of their own information i.e. from acquisition to publishing. Creating
business section, then groups, and finally time series, establishes a hierarchical view of time
series information. Moreover, establishes a big picture of all time series that integrates the
phenomenon in study and the relationships between sections of the organisation. Navigation
throughout this hierarchy is very common in time series applications.

Property Name. A name is regarded in our work as an identifier for a time series property.
Accordingly, two different properties have different names. However, a time series may
bring about several properties, each of which is identified by a distinct name.

These

properties later on will lead the foundation for our time series dimensions. The formal
definition of property is given below using the set notation as follows:

•

A property P of a given group of time series G is a subset (including empty set) of G,
i.e. P ⊆ G .

•

A time series s, s ∈ G , has a property P if s ∈ P

We also define a special, empty property, denoted by ε , to be a nonexistent property in G.

Property set. A property set P is a meaningful set of properties that are associated with a
given group of time series G. A property set is called a disjoint property set when no status
(i.e. property) in the set overlaps others. That is, if s ∈ Pi , then s ∉ Pj , for any Pi , Pj ∈ P

such that i ≠ j . If a property set is not disjoint, it is called an overlapping property set. The
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empty property ε is tacitly included in every property set and does not overlap any other
property in the property set. If a time series has the empty ε , the time series is regarded as
having no property in the property set (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994).

For example, given a group of time series Stockprices = {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8}, three
properties can be defined as:

Telecommunication={ e1,e2,e3,e4,e5},

IT={e6,e7},

ε ={e8}

Thus the group of time series Stockprices has a group of time series property, Pindustry =
{Telecommunication, IT, ε )

The property Telecommunication (a group of time series) could be further specialised with
the property Pconfidentiality = {Public, Private) as

Public={ e1,e2,e3,},

Private={e4,e5},

The group of time series Stockprices a property set, Pindustry = {Telecommunication, IT, ε )
while the group of time series telecommunication has the property set Pconfidentiality =
{Public, Private, ε ).

Temporal validity. Informally, the temporal validity of a status for a given time series is the
times series’ possession of a status ( i.e. property) along the time dimension. For example, the
confidentiality temporal status of a time series for a given group of time series is a state of

whether or not a particular time series (say opening price of a stock share) possesses the
property (status) public or private.
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Definition. Temporal validity: The temporal validity of a property1 P of a time series s is
characteristic function of P,

Vp: (GxT ) → {0,1},
given by

 1,

if s ∈ P at t ,

 0,

if s ∉ P at t ,

Vp : ( s , t ) = 

where s is a time series of G, t is a time point in the domain T, P is in P , and P is a property
set of G.
If (s,t) is mapped onto 1 by a characteristic function Vp, then property P is said to be valid for
time series s at time t by Vp. It is assumed that for each property Pi in property set P of
group of time series G, there exists one or more characteristic function, such as

V1pi,. V2pi,.

and so on. The use of a characteristic function provides a flexible mechanism for customising
the definition of temporal status. Note that the temporal validity of a property P of a time
series s is derived from the interpretation of the characteristic function. Later we will show
how this concept of characteristic functions can be used to define various temporal statuses
for a property.

Valid period. A valid period τ of a property P for object s, characterised by a characteristic
function Vp is defined as a set of time points t, t ∈ T, such that

{t|Vp: ( s, t ) = 1}.

In other words, a valid period is a time interval or a set of disjoint time intervals over which a
given property is valid. A valid period can be pictorially represented as shown in figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9 shows a valid period of a property set, confidentiality, for a time series s. The
starting point of valid period for status “Public” is t1 and the ending point is tk , at tk+1 the
property (i.e status) “Public” turns invalid and hence property “Private” becomes valid.

1

The term property is used here in formal discussions and status in informal settings.
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Figure 5.9 Valid periods for statuses private and public

In addition, the domain of valid periods can be denoted by 2T, the power set of the time
domain T.

With the valid periods, the temporal status can be extended as

V

'
p

: (Gx 2 T ) → {0,1},

V

'
p


 1,
: ( s, τ ) = 
 0,


given by

if τ ν p ( s, t ) = 1},
if otherwise,

Where s ∈ G, a valid period τ s ∈ 2T is the domain of valid periods. We called functions
such as V

'
p

extended characteristic functions. Note that the existence and definition of an

extended characteristic function V

'
p

depend on Vp (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994).

Interpretation based-validity
While valid period (temporal validity) deals with each individual property (status) in terms of
characteristic functions, the interpretation-based validity is an abstraction that defines a
legitimate validity (i.e. group of associated properties) for a group of time series by imposing
minimal restrictions so that all characteristic functions belonging to an interpretation-based
validity yield nonoverlapping valid periods.
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As an example, given a group of time series stockprices and a property set Confidentiality
{public, private}, an interpretation-based validity is a set of characteristics for each property
that determines when and how a stockprices member (say IBM stock price) acquires and
releases a confidentiality status (property) public or private.

Definition. Given a disjoint property set P ={P1, P2, …, Pn} and a group of time series G, an
interpretation-based validity F P for P is defined as a set of characteristic functions

F P = { Vi p1 , Vj p2 , …, Vk pn }

such that for each time series s ∈ G if Vl pm (s,t) = 1, Vl p m ∈ F P, then for all
∈ FP ,

Vu p w

Vu p w ≠ Vl p m , Vu p w (s,t) = 0.

According to the above definition, for a set of characteristic functions to be a legitimate
interpretation-based validity, the following conditions need to be satisfied.

1. At most one characteristic function maps (s, t) onto 1.
2. The property set P is disjoint.

The first condition is necessary to prevent a time series from having more than one property
(status) that belongs to a property set simultaneously. For example, in general it does not
make sense for a time series to have two different statuses, say Public and Private at the same
time. In fact, this condition is the minimum requirement that the characteristic functions
defined should satisfy.

The second condition is imposed because if the property set is indeed overlapping, the first
condition cannot be satisfied semantically, i.e. the property set will be then semantically
wrong.

In addition, it should be noted that none of the characteristic functions in an
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interpretation-based validity may map (s, t)’s to 1. In that case, it is assumed that the time
series s has the empty property and does not exist at time t2.

Multiple Interpretation based-validity.
The definition of interpretation-based validity and the possibility of multiple characteristic
functions for a property lead the formulation of multiple interpretation based validity. For
example, assume that given a property set P ={P1, P2}, four characteristic functions, V l p1 ,

V22p1 , and V 2 p2 are defined. Then there can be four interpretations of validity out of the
characteristic functions, provided that each combination satisfies the conditions for an
interpretation-based validity. Two of them are

Fp = { Vl p1 , V1 p2 },
Fp = { V2 p1 , V2 p2 }.

If we adopt the definition of Vl p1 , and V2 p1 and define V1 p2 and V2 p2 in a similar
manner to Vl p1 and V2 p1 respectively, where P1 is Public, and P2 is Private then we
may have two different sequences of valid periods for the two interpretation-based validities,

F 1 P and F 2 P , as shown in figure 5.10.

F1p:

Public

F2p:

Public

Private

Private

Begin
time series
T1 T2 T3

End
time series
. . .

Tk Tk+1

Tn-1

Tn

Figure 5.10 Two interpretation based-validities

2

This assumption might be an oversimplification in that the existence of a time series does not depend on
whether the time series has a certain property. The simplification, however, keeps the discussion manageable at
the expense of modelling accuracy.
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The combination { V2 p1 , V1 p2

}. on the other hand, is not a legitimate interpretation-

based validity since, as shown in figure 5.11, during some time periods a time series may
have more than one property at the same time.

Last, we want to emphasise that the interpretation-based validity (as well as the temporal
validity) is defined for a group of time series. In other words, an interpretation-based validity
defined for one group of time series, in general, does not apply in the same way to another
group of time series. For example, the interpretation-based validity F 1 P is not likely to be
meaningful for a group of time series such as population data.

Public

{v2p1, v1p2}:

Private

Begin
time series
T1 T2 T3

End
time series
. . .

Tk Tk+1

Tn-1

Tn

Figure 5.11 Disallowed combination of characteristic functions

5.3.3 Time Series Evolution
Time series evolution (TSE) is the historical development of a related group of time series

data i.e. a development that is part of a set of chronologically ordered movements. A
temporal status possessed by a time series is represented by a pair (P, τ), where P is a property
and τ is the valid period P for the time series. A time series object may have several properties
during its lifetime. From the definition of interpretation-based validity, it is guaranteed that
the valid period of one property does not overlap another. Then, the temporal status that a
time series has had during its lifetime can be grouped together. We call such a group the time
series evolution. The historical development of a time series reflects its evolution along the

time dimension. A formal definition of time series evolution is given below.
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Definition. Given a group of time series G and its property set P and given an interpretationbased validity Fp , an evolution E of a time series s in G is a chronologically ordered set of

temporal statuses
E = {( Pi , τi), |V ‘j P i : ( s, τ i ) = 1} , V

where property Pi ∈ Fp

jPi

∈ Fp },

, τi is the valid period of Pi , and V ‘j

characteristic function of V

jPi

P i:

is the extended

. A time series evolution can be depicted as in figure 5.12.

In the figure, the union of the valid periods τ1 and τ2 represents the evolution of the property
set P = {P1 , P2 }.

t

1

P1

t

P2

Begin
time series
T1 T2 T3

5.3.3.1

2

End
time series
. . series evolution
Figure 5.12. Time

Tk Tk+1

Tn-1

Tn

Special Time Points in TSE

Assuming the stepwise evolution of time series objects, two kinds of special time points are
interesting to discuss in a TSE. Suppose a property P of a time series s has valid period τ
which is a set of disjoint time intervals, {{ti, ti + 1. …, tj-1}, {tk, tk + 1. …, tl-1}, …, {tm, tm + 1. …,
tn-1}}

Acquisition point. The starting point ti, tk, …, tm of each interval, at which property P
becomes valid for time series s.

Release point. The time point tj, tl, …, tn immediately after the ending point of each time
interval, at which property P turns invalid. The valid period τ of the property P can also be
denoted as {(ti ~ tj-1), (tk ~ tl-1), …, (tm ~ tn-1)}
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A valid period may contain an indefinite time interval this is because the indefinite time
interval can be the latest one in a valid period. An indefinite time interval, as a part of a valid
period, is produced if there is no matching release point to an acquisition point. When a valid
period contains an indefinite time interval, the valid period is called an indefinite valid period

Among the release points of a TSE, the one which is not an acquisition point of another
property is called a death point. Similarly, among the acquisition points, the very first one in
a TSE or the first one after a death point is called a birth point. As the names suggest, a birth
point is a time point at which a time series starts and a death point is where the object ceases
its existence. A time series may have multiple birth and death points, thus having multiple
lifespans (Kim & Chakravarthy, 1994).

5.3.3.2

Snapshots

Since valid periods of properties in a TSE are disjoint, it is apparent that given a time point, at
most one property is valid. By moving the time point along the time axis one can get
properties of an object at various instants. We call such properties snapshot values and we
define a snapshot as a function returning a snapshot status given a time point.

Definition. Given a property set P and TSE E, the snapshot is a function
sn: T → P

Given by


 Pi ,
sn(t ) = 
 ε,


if t ∈τ i and
if

( Pi , τ i ) ∈ E

otherwise,

where t is a time point in the valid time domain T, Pi is a property in P and ε is the empty
property.

Figure 5.13 depicts a snapshot that has a snapshot status P1. As the valid period, the snapshot
provides us with information directly extractable from a TSE. While the valid period gives
information regarding the time period(s) a time series possesses a given property, the snapshot
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renders information about what property a time series object possesses at a given time point,
in this case at time point Tk.

Snapshot

t

t

1

P1

2

P2

Begin
time series
T1 T2 T3

End
time series
. . .

Tk Tk+1

Tn-1

Tn

Figure 5.13 Snapshot

In the following section we will present four temporal dimensions for representing and
managing time series data. Such dimensions take into account the temporal aspects involved
in a time series application.

5.3.4 Definitions of Multiple Time Series Dimensions
A time series dimension is represented by a triplet (D, P , TE), where D is a chronologically
ordered set of data values, P is a property set, and TE is a temporal element of P for the time
series. Usually a time series can have several property sets during its lifetime. This crucial
characteristic of time series will lead us to multiple time series dimensions.

From the

definition of interpretation-based validity, it is guaranteed that the valid period of one
property of a property set does not overlap another. Then, temporal data values and temporal
statuses that a time series has had during its lifetime can be grouped together along the time
dimension as we did for TSE. We call such a group here time series dimension. A formal
definition of time series dimension is given below.

Definition. Given a group of time series G and its property set P and given an interpretationbased validity Fp , a time series dimension TD in G is a set of data values and statuses along

the time dimension. We can see this as three parallel vectors. One for temporal data values,
another for temporal status (i.e. properties), and the last vector for the dates or points in time.
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Formally, a time series dimension is modelled/defined as triplet TD = (D, P , TE),
1. D is a set of data values ordered by time i.e. a data values for specific points in time. i
= 1,2,3, …, n i.e. {d1, d2, d3, …, dn). Here for the sake of simplicity we assume that
all time series of G are univariate so all Di are single value.
a) d1 is the data value for the starting point of the time series i.e. the first data value that

was known or collected.
b) dn is the data value for the ending point of the time series i.e. the last data value

known or collected.
2. P is a disjoint property set (i.e. set of statuses) P = {P1, P2, …, Pk} associated with
group of time series G. k = 1,2,3, …, n
3. TE is a temporal element TE = {τ1, τ2, τ3, … , τn} where τl is a valid period that
corresponds to one and only one Pk for a time series s. As mentioned above this is
assured by the definition of interpretation-based validity.

Hence with the idea of multiple property sets, different time series dimensions can be defined.

Confidentiality Time Dimension

Formally, a Confidentiality Time Series Dimension is modelled/defined as triplet CTD = (D,

Pconfidentiality , TE),
1. D is a set of data values ordered by time i.e. a data value for specific points in time. i
= 1,2,3, …, n i.e. {d1, d2, d3, …, dn). Here for the sake of simplicity, we assume that
all time series of G are univariate so all Di are single value.
c) d1 is the data value for the starting point of the time series i.e. the first data value that

was known or collected.
d) dn is the data value for the ending point of the time series i.e. the last data value

known or collected.
2. Pconfidentiality is a disjoint property set consisting of statuses public and private i.e.

Pconfidentiality = {Public, Private} associated with a group of time series G.
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3. TE is a temporal element TE = {τ1, τ2} where τ is a valid period that corresponds to
one and only one property P of the property set Pconfidentiality for a time series s. This
is assured by the definition of interpretation-based validity.

Definitiveness Time Dimension

Formally, a Definitiveness Time Series Dimension is modelled/defined as triplet DTD = (D,

Pdefinitiveness, TE),
1. D is a set of data values ordered by time i.e. data values for specific points in time. i
= 1,2,3, …, n i.e. {d1, d2, d3, …, dn). Here for the sake of simplicity we assume that
all time series of G are univariate so all Di are single value.
e) d1 is the data value for the starting point of the time series i.e. the first data value that

was known or collected.
f) dn is the data value for the ending point of the time series i.e. the last data value

known or collected.
2. Pdefinitiveness is a disjoint property set consisting of statuses Definitive, Estimated,
Preliminary, and Forecasted i.e. Pdefinitiveness = {Definitive, Estimated, Preliminary,
Forecasted} associated with a group of time series G.

3. TE is a temporal element TE = {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4} where τ is a valid period that corresponds
to one and only one property P of the property set Pdefinitiveness for a time series s.
This is assured by the definition of interpretation-based validity.

Validity time dimension

Formally, a Validity Time Series Dimension is modelled/defined as triplet VTD = (D,

Peffectiveness , TE),
1. D is a set of data values ordered by time i.e. data values for specific points in time. i
= 1,2,3, …, n i.e. {d1, d2, d3, …, dn). Here, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that
all time series of G are univariate so all Di are single value.
g) d1 is the data value for the starting point of the time series i.e. the first data value that

was known or collected.
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h) dn is the data value for the ending point of the time series i.e. the last data value

known or collected.
2. Pvalidity is a disjoint property set consisting of statuses Computation, Publication, and
Settlement i.e. Pvalidity = {Computation, Publication, Settlement} associated with a

group of time series G.

3. TE is a temporal element TE = {τ1, τ2, τ3} where τ is a valid period that corresponds to
one and only one property P of the property set Pvalidity for a time series s. This is
assured by the definition of interpretation-based validity.

Maturity time dimension

Formally, a Maturity Time Series Dimension is modelled/defined as triplet MTD = (D,

Pmaturity , TE),
1. D is a set of data values ordered by time i.e. data values for specific points in time. i
= 1,2,3, …, n i.e. {d1, d2, d3, …, dn). Here, for the sake, of simplicity we assume that
all time series of G are univariate so all Di are single value.
i) d1 is the data value for the starting point of the time series i.e. the first data value that

was known or collected.
j) dn is the data value for the ending point of the time series i.e. the last data value

known or collected.
2. Pmaturity is a disjoint property set consisting of statuses Laboratory, Production, and
Archaic i.e. Pmaturity = {Laboratory, Production, Archaic} associated with a group of

time series G.
3. TE is a temporal element TE = {τ1, τ2, τ3} where τ is a valid period that corresponds to
one and only one property P of the property set Pmaturity for a time series s. This is
assured by the definition of interpretation-based validity.

Although events as well as properties need to be modelled in the database, in this chapter,
only properties of time series are explicitly modelled.
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5.4

Chapter summary

Modelling time series information is very challenging due to the complex characteristics of
time series that need to be considered, including time granularities, grouping, different time
dimensions (confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity), and the hierarchy of the
information. This Chapter first illustrated the time series lifecycle and then formal definitions
of multiple time dimensions for time series data were given. Thus this chapter proposed a
temporal data model for illustrating the lifetime behaviour of time series data. The lifecycle
behaviour of time series data was depicted using two UML 2.0 artefacts (State Diagram and
Timing Diagram). The model was mainly discussed on the basis of four temporal dimensions
(confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times), the corresponding states that
time series objects may be involved with and the transitions among those states. These
temporal dimensions were then formally defined based on our earlier work previously
presented in Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian (2005a) and Matus-Castillejos,
Jentzsch, & Mohammadian (2005b).

One disadvantage of this proposal is the need for storing additional metadata or attributes for
each time series. Consequently additional disk space and additional data integrity mechanisms
are required. Nevertheless, we believe that the proposed temporal dimensions can help to
manage time series data more appropriately and thus the advantages, no doubt, surpass the
disadvantages. Management aspects of the four temporal dimensions were also discussed. In
our opinion, this data model overcomes one of the needs for approaches and tools for the
management of time series data.
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Chapter 6:
6.1

Time Series Grouping Mechanism

Introduction

This chapter defines, illustrates, and justifies the use of a time series grouping mechanism in
an extensible commercial relational database system. The extension is incorporated into a
database server as a new abstract data type. The extension proposes to assist the management
of time series data in a myriad of time series applications requiring a powerful and flexible
grouping mechanism of time series. The extension consists of a new data type and its
corresponding rich set of routines that support modelling and operating time series
information within a higher abstraction. It extends the capability of the database server to
organise time series into groups. The extension also captures one of the essential
characteristics of time series grouping, which is the presence of a member set and header (i.e.
general description of the group). Thus, this chapter presents a new data type that we refer to
as GroupTimeSeries, its corresponding architecture and support functions and operations.
Implementation options for the GroupTimeSeries data type in relational based technologies
are also presented. At this point, the extension proposed in this chapter is the only time series
database scheme we know that builds time series support for managing ‘group of time series’
in an extensible commercial relational database system.

The chapter first presents the justification for a time series grouping mechanism. Second, it
addresses time series grouping concepts and terminology. It then provides an overview of
Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™

technology.

A new data type that we refer to as

GroupTimeSeries is defined as well as its architecture and support operations. Then the
implementation options for the GroupTimeSeries data type are also addressed. Finally,
conclusions regarding the proposed new data type are presented at the end of the chapter.

6.2

On the Need for a Time Series Grouping Mechanism

Traditional databases are two-dimensional record-based systems and contain event
information about the real world. Whenever a data item in the database change its value, a
new value either overwrites the old one or a new record has to be added. In many real world
applications, it is necessary to keep old data items that represent the history or continuous
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movement of the data values. This type of format offers only limited support for temporal
based data.

DBMSs are not designed to incorporate time series data in their native format. In relational
DBMSs the ordering of the records is immaterial. In some DBMSs, application programs
determine the ordering of the records.

However, once in that order, other application

programs are needed to report on any flexible presentation of that order. For time series data,
the order and performance of reporting is critical.

In recent years, the major relational DBMS vendors have introduced technologies that allow
their systems to be extended with software component add-ins, developed by themselves, by
users, or by third party vendors. These software components provide efficient support for
complex data types such as time series, images, and spatiotemporal. Examples of time series
extensions include Oracle’s Time Series Cartridge®, Informix’s TimeSeries Datablade™ (in
2001 acquired by IBM), IBM DB2 extender, and Sybase’s time series module. Informix®
TimeSeries Datablade™, for instance, provides database support for time series as an abstract

data type. In particular, the ITSD module has been a tremendous achievement for storing and
operating time series data in a relational based database technology; unfortunately, it neglects
the crucial role played by the grouping feature (i.e. the notion of ‘group of time series’) in the
management of time series data. In a database application with a large volume of time series
data, finding a specific time series relevant to the user is an important issue. A useful way to
facilitate this requirement is to divide the set of time series into categories or groups
according to various criteria (e.g. country, size of company, or branches). To address the
needs of a myriad of time series applications requiring a powerful and flexible grouping
mechanism this chapter proposes a further extension to ITSD with a new data type and its
corresponding rich set of routines to assist the management of time series data.

The ability of DBMSs to group data lies in using the facilities provided by their query
languages or based on some program control. SQL, for example, uses the ‘GROUP BY’
command to group data and the ‘HAVING’ statement to further filter the data of the group.
This grouping however, is data value dependent and not grouping based on time as is often
needed in the real world.
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Grouping in time series is a matter of aggregating complete time series into membership

according to various criteria e.g. country or size of the company. A group of time series
consists of two semantically different parts (heading and member set). The header contains
data shared by all members, e.g. the group name, or data derived from some members.
Members of a group are time series that are closely related by some criterion in particular.
The membership set consists of a list of time series belonging to the group. Sometimes one
group contains another group. Likewise, a time series can belong to more than one group.
For instance, the “current exchange rate” of a particular country can be grouped by country,
region, etc. Frequently time series users want to see a group of time series data in the form of
a table at a particular point in time (see Figure 6.1). In fact, the most common presentation of
a group of time series is by means of a table. When the concepts of time series and group are
known by the system, the gap between the researcher and the applications is reduced. Hence,
the mapping between views of the end user and the data in the systems becomes transparent.
A user should be able to apply operations to all the members of a group without explicit
referencing to them. In the same way, for time series the end-user should have functionalities
to define and should be able to create their own groups and time series.

6.3

Definition of a Group of Time Series

Group of time series. A group of time series is a set of time series. However, not all
arbitrary groups are meaningful.

We are interested in only certain groups which are

preclassified from the universe of all possible groups, consisting of all conceivable groups of
time series in a specific domain, according to some criteria (e.g. country, size of company, or
branches). It is assumed that groups of time series are preclassified or identified by the
database designer.

6.3.1 Types of Time Series Grouping Mechanisms
The following options are available for defining groups in a time series domain:

Condition Grouping
A group of time series G can be defined as consisting of all time series formed by collecting
the members of a time series domain into a group based on a common value for one or more
designated member attributes
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Figure 6.1. Example of a time series group

A condition grouping specifies how and under what circumstances the members of a time
series domain are to be placed into groups. For example, in figure 6.1, the time series are
exchange currency by country.

The grouping condition in this case could be “relevant

exchange currency compared to the Australian dollar”. The members of the group are time
series that record the exchange currency of different countries. The elements of this group are
time series that share a property, for instance, in figure 6.1, all the time series are foreign
currencies from different countries.

Enumeration Grouping
A second way to define a group is by providing a list of time series (s1, s2, s3, s4, …, sn) that
belong to the group. Each of the time series (s1, s2, s3, s4, …, sn) must be explicitly defined
as members of an eventual group. In this case, it is a user-controllable group of time series
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that users may add to or delete from. This kind of grouping models simple “aggregates” over
a base group i.e. it is an arbitrary collection of time series manipulated by users. This
grouping type definition capability is useful when no appropriate attribute or criteria is
available for defining the grouping and when all the groups are defined themselves as groups
in the schema, i.e. when a member of the group is also a group.

In our work we are interested in enumeration, i.e. a user-controlled grouping mechanism. To
implement our grouping mechanism, we chose the Informix® Dynamic Server 9.x along with
ITSD as the relational database server to implement our proposal for a time series grouping
mechanism. The extension to the Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™ module incorporates a
new data type and its corresponding operations into a database server.

6.4

Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™ Module

For the development of the time series mechanism ITSD was found to provide all the desired
features of the better time series extension in an object-relational database environment.
Further details of the ITSD environment are provided in the following section.

The ITSD module offers a relational framework for the management of time series data. It
supports two new data types, named TimeSeries and Calendar and their corresponding
support functions. The TimeSeries data type is specifically structured and optimised for
storing, retrieving, and updating time series data. This includes extensions for creating and
manipulating time series relational tables.

Time series in ITSD can be univariate or

multivariate. In addition, time series can have various granularities and be associated with
different calendars. There is no aggregation or grouping mechanism in ITSD to structure a set
of time series. Access to data is based on an SQL extension, which allows the combination of
time series and other relational data in one query. In addition to general SQL facilities, many
predefined functions are supplied to operate time series data. Further functionalities can be
defined by the user by means of the abstract data types feature of the Informix DBMS.

In brief, the Informix TimeSeries Datablade module provides (Informix, 2001):

•

High-performance storage and access architecture, including the mechanism to hold
time series data outside the database table;
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•

A rich set of time series analysis routines;

•

Full support for time series data as an object data type, using a built-in TimeSeries data
type.

The Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™ provides significant advantages over other ways of
storing and managing time series data. Relational database management systems can store
time series data with standard types DATE (or its variants) usually by storing one row per
timestamped data entry; however, the performance is poor and data storage is inefficient.
Moreover, developing or changing applications using non-extensible relational systems is
difficult; many aspects of business semantics must be managed by individual applications, not
by the database server.

Nonrelational time series implementations suffer from limitations such as lack of generality
and lack of extensibility, predefined limits on the kind and structure of the data, and inability
to combine time series data with other information.

With the Informix TimeSeries Datablade module, the database management system is
extended to “understand” time series data as a first-class type in a database. Thus time series
are objects that the database can manipulate, rather than treat as opaque large objects. All
entries or observations for a particular time series are located in the same row of a database
table (see Figure 6.2). For example, all information of any particular time series might be in a
single row with three columns: the first identifying the time series ‘ids’, the second
identifying the name of the time series, and the third containing all the time series data.

Thus the entries are already identified by time series ‘ids’ or names, avoiding one of the
sorting steps that conventional relational databases must perform. Within the time series
column entries are indexed by timestamp so that retrieving values close together in time is
particularly efficient. In addition, the Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™ module provides
system tables to store additional information about time series, calendars and new data types
and functions to create and manipulate time series. It also offers a mechanism for storing
very long time series outside the database table for optimisation purposes (Informix, 2001).

Consequently, the Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™ module allows developers to focus on
interpreting, rather than managing data. Sophisticated data evaluation models can be added
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(or modified) within the database systems and executed in either the server or the client, thus
supporting common use by all application developers. Interested readers may consult details
of this technology in Informix (2001).

TS_Id

TS_name

Timeseriesdata

TS1

TS_name1

TimeSeries(Timeseriesdata)

TS2

TS_name2

TimeSeries(Timeseriesdata)

TS3

TS_name3

TimeSeries(Timeseriesdata)

Collections of elements i.e. rows of time series
t1

t2

Columns and data types in each
element of the row subtype

t3

t4

t5

Timestamp
DATETIME

…

Attr_1
INT

tn

Attr_2
INT

Attr_n

…

INT

Figure 6.2 Informix TimeSeries Datablade Module Architecture

6.5

New Build-in Data Type: GroupTimeSeries

The GroupTimeSeries data type is an extension to SQL which ‘understand’ the notion of
‘group of time series’. GroupTimeSeries represents the combination of standard SQL with
extensions to address the unique needs of the notion of ‘group of time series’ for time series
database applications. The natural partner of this add-in is Informix® TimeSeries Datablade™
because it supports the concept of time series as a single object which is the main ingredient
in the construction of the group. Many fields such as the financial or economic fields require
this extension because GroupTimeSeries will provide support for managing time series
information at a higher level. Figure 6.3 presents a ‘big picture’ of a typical time series data
representation to illustrate a typical hierarchical structure of time series information (MatusCastillejos & Jentzsch, 2005).

The key abstractions are time series (univariate or/and

multivariate), groups, and business sections.

Traditionally, organisations are divided in

different areas. Each area has its own responsibilities and tasks. Creating business sections,
then groups, and finally time series, establishes a hierarchical view of time series information.
It establishes a ‘big picture’ of all time series that integrate the phenomenon under study and
their relationship with other sections of the organisation.
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Navigation throughout this hierarchy is very common into time series applications. Creating
groups with time series that belong to or are hierarchically dependent on different business
sections is also a common practice. The ultimate idea behind this new data type is the
arrangement of time series in a closer abstraction level to the end user. When the concept of
time series and group is known by the system, the semantic gap between the user (e.g.
researcher, economist, etc.) and the application is reduced. Hence, the mapping between the
view of the end user and the data in the systems becomes more transparent. Therefore, the
need for a time series grouping mechanism is of paramount importance.

B u s in e s s s e c tio n s

T im e s e rie s g ro u p s

T im e s e rie s d a ta

Figure 6.3 The big picture of a typical time series data hierarchy

6.5.1 GroupTimeSeries Data Type Architecture
Similar to the TimeSeries data type provided by the ITSD module, the GroupTimeSeries data
type is deemed to act as a type constructor for a group of time series subtype. For example,
we can create a database table with two columns (Group_Id and Group_members) containing
the information about group, with each row in the table containing a different group (see
Figure 6.4). The resulting GroupTimeSeries (embedded subtype) data type is a collection of
rows. A row data type consists of all time series identifiers belonging to a group, within a
single database column. In figure 6.4, for instance, each of the three rows in the table has a
group and its corresponding member set. The memberset subtype combines the actual time
series members of each group; in this case group GTS1 is represented by S1, S2, S3, etc. as a
single object, stored in a single column. The number of elements or rows of the memberset
subtype is unlimited. The time (i.e. calendar) inside the group is determined in an indirect
fashion by the time series members. It has some integrity constraints, for example, there is no
duplication of the member and the actual time series identifiers exist. The existence of a time
series could be checked against the system table TSInstanceTable provided by ITSD. We also
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need to create a system table to store and keep track of information about groups. We
propose, for this purpose, to call the system table GTSInstanceTable.
Memberset
S1
S2
S3

…

Group-Id

Group-members

GTS1

GroupTimeSeries (membersets)
GroupTimeSeries
(memberset)

GTS2

GroupTimeSeries (membersets)
GroupTimeSeries
(memberset)

GTS3

GroupTimeSeries
GroupTimeSeries(memberset)
(membersets)

Memberset
S2
S1
S4
S2
S6
S3

…
Memberset
S1
S3
S2
S5
S3

…

Figure 6.4 GroupTimeSeries Data Type Architecture

As mentioned before, a group also has a header. This can be modelled in two ways, first with
another table with the general description of the group i.e. another table that contains all the
metadata about the group (see Figure 6.5) and secondly by creating a new data type
GTSMetaData containing all the additional information about the group, mainly descriptive

data, hence the term metadata. Note that this extension does not introduce a new query
language for time series, but enables time series queries to be expressed in SQL by proving a
new set of built-in data types and functions

Group-M etadata

Group-Id
GTS1

…

Attribute1

…

Attribute2

…

Attributen

…

Figure 6.5 Group General Description Table
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6.5.2 GroupTimeSeries Functions
With the proposed extension to ITSD it is possible to define an extensive collection of support
routines for GroupTimeSeries data type. The main aim of these functions is to perform an
operation for each member of the group without explicitly referring to them. These data types
allow more complex time series data applications to be modelled with a well-defined set of
functionality for time series data management. Group SQL routines create instances of a
particular group data type and add data to or change data into it. SQL routines are also
provided to examine, analyse, manipulate, and aggregate the data within a group. Some
functions apply operations to all members of a group without explicitly iterating over them.
The proposed functions can return a scalar, a new set of time series (i.e. new group), and
description information about the group according to their task type.

Next, we provide a list of functions classified according to their purposes, i.e. the type of task.
Table 6.1 shows some of the possible functions that could be implemented in the extension
proposed. These functions are arranged by task type, in a similar format and nomenclature to
that used in (Informix, 2001) for the TimeSeries data type counterpart of GroupTimeSeries.

6.6

Implementation Options

Existing temporal data models do not provide explicit group concepts. Hence, to implement
groups, it is necessary to rely on the means of the underlying non-temporal model. There
have been some studies on how to map time series data in relational database (Schmidt et al.,
1995; Bleichenbacher et al., 1996; Lee & Elmasri, 1998a; Matus-Castillejos, 2001; MatusCastillejos & Jentzsch, 2004).

The results of these studies concur that straightforward

mapping approaches always incur large storage space waste and poor functionality. In this
section we discuss two approaches for mapping groups in a relational based technology. The
first approach uses a traditional relational table for this purpose. This approach adopts one
common table for all groups with Group_id as an attribute (see Figure 6.6). The second
approach, also stores the group information in a relational table, but uses Informix Datablade
Technology. Next we will describe these two approaches.
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Task Type
Get information from a
group
Count the number of
members
Get groups that a time
series belong to
Search for groups of
specific time series
Compare two groups’
membership
Compute the moving
average of each time
series that belongs to
the group
Compute arithmetic
operation of each time
series that belongs to
the group
Calculate matrixcovariance
Get time series of the
group scaled to a
different calendar e.g.
from daily to monthly
Modify members of
the group
Modify metadata
Create a group

Description
Get user defined description of the
group
Return the number of groups to
where a time series belongs
Return a list of group names

Routine Name
GetGroupMetaData

Return list of group names that
satisfy certain conditions of a time
series
Return a Boolean value checking
if they are equal or not
Return a new group of time series
but with the moving average of
each time series computed

FindMembers

Return a new group of time series
but with the logarithm of each
time series computed. A similar
operator for other’s arithmetic
operation could be implemented
Return covariance matrix of their
members
Return a new group of time series
but transformed to a different time
granularity

GTSLog

Add single new member to the
group
Update user defined metadata
Create a new group

AddMember

GetNumMembers
GetGroups

NotEqual
GTSMave

GroupCova
TimeScaling

UpdateGroupMetadata
GTSCreate

Table 6.1 Summary of routines of GroupTimeSeries Data Type

6.6.1 Traditional Approach with Relational Table
As with time series, a group is mapped to tables in a very inefficient way only, and with
limited functionality. For the modelling of group headers/descriptions, a table is used to
represent members of group descriptive data. For representing group membership, one
common table for all groups with Group_id as an attribute is used (see Figure 6.7). With a
large number of groups, this solution yields one large table. These two tables would look like
figure 6.6 and 6.7 respectively.
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Memberset
Group_id
GTS1
GTS1
GTS1
GTS2
GTS2
GTS2
GTS3
GTS3
GTS3
…

Member_id
TS1
TS2
TS3
TS8
TS12
TS13
TS1
TS2
TS8

Figure 6.6. Memberset Table

Group Description
Group_id Attr1 Attr2
GTS1
GTS2
GTS3
…

Attr3

…
…

Attrn

Figure 6.7. General Description Table

Notice that with this approach, we could manage groups of time series, along with the new
TimeSeries data type provided by ITSD, without any extension to the DBMS

6.6.2 Based on ITSD Technology
Groups can further be modelled in two different ways based on Informix® Datablade™
Technology. One approach is to attach category attributes to the header of a time series. In

other words, it is necessary to specify which group any time series belongs to in the header,
i.e. in the general description. This works for a static categorisation of time series into a
group; however, in practice, a time series could belong to more than one group which makes
this approach inappropriate.

The second approach under this technology is uses the

GroupTimeSeries data type proposed in this thesis.
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In order to use the new GroupTimeSeries data type to manage groups of time series we need
to create row types. A row type defines a multicolumn value similar to a table definition.
Row types can then be used as columns in tables or as table types in a table hierarchy (Roy et
al., 2001). To do this we can use the following SQL statement.

CREATE ROW TYPE GroupMembership
(
TS_id
);

This row type can be used to construct a table using the GroupTimeSeries data type. The

GroupTimeSeries will be a constructed type, which means it takes an argument string. For the
GroupTimeSeries data type the argument must be a single row type. After the row type is
created a table using the new Group data type can constructed as follows:

CREATE TABLE TYPE GroupMemberset
(
Group_id

Int,

Group_name

lvarchar,

GroupTimeSeries(GroupMembership)
);

The previous example handles the basic data definition; the next step is to create the group
metadata following the approach selected for this regard. Something important to note is that
the new GroupTimeSeries data type simplifies the implementation of a group of time series

6.7

Chapter Summary

We have proposed, justified, and illustrated an ITSD extension based on its Datablade
technology. The ITSD extension proposes a rich set of new data types and routines that
support modelling and querying of time series information within a higher abstraction. It
extends the capability of ITSD to organise time series into groups capturing the essence of
groups, which is the presence of a member set and header (general description of the group).
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At this point, the ITSD extension proposed in this chapter is the only time series database
scheme we know that supports managing ‘group of time series’ into an extensible commercial
relational database system. One of the benefits of this proposal is that it leaves SQL intact by
allowing time series queries to be expressed and evaluated using the extensive collection of
predefined routines.

In addition, the proposal allows integration with other data, i.e.

combining time series data with non-time series data for purposes of improving and
facilitating the implementation of business semantics and rules.
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Chapter 7:
7.1

A Time Series Data Management Framework

Introduction

Time series data occurrences are becoming extremely valuable to the operations and
development of modern organisations. Financial institutions, for example, rely on analysis of
time series for forecasting economic conditions, developing and using complicated financial
decision support models, and conducting international financial transactions.

Likewise,

public and private institutions are using time series data to manage and project the loads on
their networks. More and more time series are used in this type of investigation and hundreds
of thousands of time series that contain valuable economic and financial information are
nowadays available both on and off-line.

Research into the ways time series data are

structured and managed in traditional database management systems (DBMSs) reveals that
these DBMSs continue to have drawbacks in managing this type of data. Furthermore, the
way DBMSs work, such as relational, is inadequate as far as their ability to efficiently support
the management of time series data; this has been broadly acknowledged (Schmidt et al.,
1995; Seshadri P., Livny M., & Ramakrishnan, 1995; Ramakrishnan et al., 1998; Perng &
Parker, 1999; Sadri et al., 2001; Law Y. N., Wang H., & Zaniolo C., 2004).

Therefore the need for data management tools has become increasingly important. This
chapter addresses this issue by proposing a framework for time series data management. The
central abstractions for the proposed domain specific framework are the notions of business
sections, group of time series, and time series itself. This represents a significant difference

from other time series data models reported in the literature, which are solely based on time
series, ignoring the crucial role played by the grouping feature in time series data

management. The framework integrates comprehensive specifications regarding the structural
and functional aspects for time series data management.

As mentioned by Schmidt et al. (1995), with respect to the practical relevance of time series
data, the number of commercial systems and academic prototypes in this field is very small.
Our research thus far shows that Schmidt’s remarks continue to be true and that existing
offerings still lack a solid data management framework for time series data. As our research
continues to illustrate there are certain characteristics and particular requirements of time
series data that are still not well supported by commercial products.

However, some
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commercial systems do have valuable functionalities that can be incorporated into a time
series information system. These products offer some specific functionality for storing,
retrieving, and manipulating time series.

The evaluation of what functionalities these

commercial products provide and do not provide in these regard, in addition to other desirable
functionalities, led us to construct a framework for developing time series information
systems. The aim of this framework is to acquire initial domain know-how and requirements
of time series data management, avoiding the impracticability of designing a time series
information system on paper from scratch. We believe that with the notion of a general
framework for TSDM, the development team could set out the backbone for developing
systems in the time series domain more quickly and effectively.

Data management of time series data must take into account an integrated approach. The
integrated approach needs to fit into a high level framework that can be propagated to many
industries. However, individual industries often prefer a domain specific framework that will
fit into their existing information system architecture. Therefore, the development of domain
specific framework for managing this type of information is of paramount importance. Such
a framework provides adequate and timely software support to financial technology
communities for example. The emphasis is placed on capturing time series information
systems requirements in an accurate framework.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 discusses the particular necessities of time
series applications. Section 7.3 describes the overall structure of the proposed framework,
including both structural and functional aspects. Section 7.4 provides the rationales for the
conceptual graphs (Sowa, 2000), which serve as the language or means by which the

framework is formalised. Section 7.5 presents the actual formalisation of the framework
proposed in this thesis. Section 7.6 gives an example of an implementation option for the
framework. Finally, Section 7.7 presents a summary of the chapter.

7.2

Characteristics of Time Series Applications

There are many real-world applications that can be modelled with time series. A common
example is a system that collects and analyses financial or scientific data. Such applications
have special properties that differentiate them from other temporal applications. The
following characteristics of time series applications are relevant.
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1.

They usually involve a large volume of time-referenced or time-oriented data that
often makes the management of the time-oriented data a difficult task.

2.

When a time series base becomes too large, data quality management is impossible
without the help of a DBMS.

3.

Researchers do not usually work with all the time series that an institution collects.
Instead, there is a need to build and maintain project-specific time series bases. Such
time series bases must contain data from external and local databases as well as
project-produced data.

4.

The same time series are used with many different tools, e.g. statistics packages,
spreadsheets, and desktop publishing programs. Researchers are forced to duplicate
the data without the help of a DBMS that can cope with the different data formats
these tools use.

5.

Time series algebra (i.e. operation inside and alongside of time series). Researchers
need specific system support for operations such as time scaling, filtering, or
computing new time series.

6.

Synchronisation problems may arise when time series are used concurrently by
different users.

7.

Different sources and data acquisition may be used.

8.

Time series metadata management, especially for group and time series descriptions is
used.

9.

Business sections are usually in charge throughout the whole lifecycle of their time
series data i.e. from acquisition to publishing.

10.

Different time granularities (e.g. daily, weekly, weekdays) may exist.

11.

Different types of figures (e.g. tons, kilos, dollars, thousand of dollars, real, nominal,
items, individuals –persons- ) may exist.

12.

Heterogeneity of month lengths, leap years, time zones, missing values, and cultural
based factors such as local holidays may exist.

13

Different time series dimensions: confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity,
are used (which are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis).

14.

Time series grouping can be used. Chapter 6 of this thesis discusses this issue
extensively.

15.

There is limited support of time series data by traditional database management
systems.
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The framework proposed in this research addresses these problems and provides adequate
solutions. Thus the framework offers enough expressiveness of the main requirements of
time series applications.

In the next a conceptual framework for time series data management is presented. The aim
underlying the framework is to express all the needs of time series information systems,
including both structural and functional aspects. In addition, this chapter establishes the
framework formalisation and describe a system architecture that can be used to implement the
proposed framework.

7.3

Time Series Data Management

The term TSDM in this research involves collecting, storing, organising, analysing, and
presenting time series data.

This research develops a framework to overcome time series data management problems as a
whole. We believe that with the notion of a general framework for TSDM the database
development team of any organisation could set out the backbone for developing systems in
the time series domain. As a consequence, the framework helps to acquire initial domain
know-how and requirements of time series data management, avoiding the impracticability of
developing a time series information system on paper from scratch.

7.3.1 The Framework
The framework in this chapter provides an environment that will be independent of the
underlying database management system.

There are three primary components in this

framework architecture; the first being data source and acquisition; the second being data
services and the third being the core components of time series data management. As can be
seen in figure 7.1 these components are interrelated.

Data source and acquisition
The data can come from domestic or external systems. Time series data are collected from
different sources: domestic systems, different external entities such as the external time series
data provider, and the data created, gained or computed through the system itself. Domestic
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systems are those that are part of the internal operations of the organisation, such as the time
series data found in public utilities where every 15 minutes the load on the system is recorded.
The organisation has control over this data in relation to how the data are collected and stored,
their granularity, format, and use. External data are held by other organisations and used for
one purpose or another within an organisation. For example, monetary exchange rates are
rarely held within a financial institution. The time series data is stored externally, thus where
and how this is done is not under the control of the using organisation. The format may or
may not be usable by the user organisation. The granularity is controlled by some other
organisation. Therefore the user often has to manipulate and reorganise that time series data
before is used.

Q u e ry

U s e r int e rf a c e

R es u lt s

d a ta p u bl i s h i n g

C o r e C o m p o n e n ts fo r D a ta
Management

S e r vice s

da ta p r o c e s s i n g

d a ta p r o c e s s i n g

D a ta S o u r ce a n d A cq u isitio n

Figure 7.1 Time Series Data Management Components

Data Services
Data services begin with processing of the time series data into useable and accessible
medium. The data which can be private or public can be held in a laboratory database, a Web
Server, a historical or archived storage area, or can even be just a log of the transactions. The
system hinges on four thematic time series bases, which are:

Laboratory. This database contains the time series that are generated by the business’s
section user to produce methodologies. All the temporary time series reside here. These time
series are private.
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Production. This database is live version of the time series data. The systems use it by
default. The system takes the data from this database to publish it on an Intranet or the
Internet.

This time series has part available and part unavailable according to the

confidentiality status of the individual parts. Conceptually, the web server resides in this time
series base. This is the only share-point among time series bases.

Archaic. This database contains time series that are no longer updated for various reasons, for
example, a user change in the methodology of estimating one variable or a change of the base
period in an index number. However, the user wants to preserve the referred time series
information for future reference at a later stage. In such a case; the user could then recover the
information through this database. All the information in this database is private.

Transaction log. A transaction log captures the sequence of modification for every single
transaction in the time series bases: Laboratory, Production, and Archaic. Hence the systems
have the ability to reconstruct the past state of the database. This feature can be used to undo
either inadvertent or deliberate modifications and thus restore the database to its previous
state.

Of course, this database is also useful for informal or formal audit procedures

(Snodgrass, 2000). By definition this database is private and only accessed by the TSDM
System administrator.

The following section describes the framework’s core components taking into account
structural and functional aspects. Section 7.5 of this chapter presents formalisation of these
rules.

Core components for time series data management
There are many components that can be related to times series data management. Figure 7.2
is an illustration of many of the components. Not all will pertain to each business section or
grouping but all are to be considered in some way in time series data management.

This section describes each components of the TSDM framework focusing on the functional
aspects and their relationship with other components.
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Figure 7.2 Framework core components

Creating, Removing, Updating, Metadata, and Title manager. With this component the
user can create, remove, and update time series temporal data and metadata at the level of
single time series or in a batch processing way. Title manager i.e. assignation of title or time
series and group should be supported by the systems. These functionalities are exclusive for
the corresponding business of the time series and groups.

Presentation Component. This component consists of functionalities for viewing time series
data. In particular, it is in charge of enabling time series to chart, report, and publish in
different granularities, and with a predefined template.

Querying/Searching. This component provides functionalities for querying a single or a
group of time series in a hierarchical way. In addition, it provides searching support through
time series ids, keywords, and hierarchical views. Broadly speaking there are two ways in
which a user interacts with a TSDMS. First, the user formulates a specific query and some
time series are retrieved in response. This is usually done with an empty box that allows the
user enter a specific query in a sequence of keywords such as time series ids. Second, the
time series are grouped and the document groups are organised into a familiar structure that
can be browsed. This can be seen in some way as clustering time series data. The user
searches for time series by navigating this organised structure.

Time Series Algebra. This component consists of all the support for transforming a single or
group of time series in a longitudinal and cross-sectional way, for example, time scaling,
aggregation, etc. It is also possible to define a new time series and groups in terms of other
time series.
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7.3.2 The Framework Architecture
Figure 7.3 depicts the architecture of the whole framework. In this section we describe each
principal component of the TSDMS focusing on the structural aspects and their relationship
with other components. Figure 7.3 incorporates many of the above-mentioned characteristics.
It illustrates the TSDM framework within an organisational perspective. There are three parts
to this framework architecture: business sections, times series groups, and the time series data.
Navigation throughout this hierarchy is very common in time series applications.

B u s in e s s s e c tio n s

T im e s e rie s g ro u p s

T im e s e rie s d a ta

Figure 7.3 Framework architecture

Business section: Traditionally, organisations are divided into different functional areas.
Each area has its own responsibilities and tasks. Over the life of a business section, time
series data are collected based on the needs of that section. The time series data are grouped
based on the responsibilities and needs of the business section.

Time series groups: There are a variety of approaches to grouping of time series data. The
grouping can be based on calendar heterogeneity, figure time, time dimensions, or types of
figures.

Time series data: Time series data collection and storage is based on granularity. All
database management systems assume a discrete timeline of various granularities.
Granularity is a partition of a timeline, for instance, years, days, hours, microseconds and so
forth. Each individual unit is a granule (Snodgrass, 2000). Bettini has illustrated a formal
notion of time granularities (Bettini et al., 2000). We adhere to the notion that time series
groups are related to the business sections and that a method to structure the time series into
groups by enumeration and computation is necessary.
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7.3.3 General Principles
The framework is based on the following five general principles: key time series abstractions,
targeted users, autonomy, types of time series, and time series bases schema.

a) Key time series abstractions: The central abstractions for the framework proposed in this
chapter are time series, groups, and business sections.

Rule 1. Every single time series must belong to at least one group; however, each group
should belong exactly to one business section. This statement can be seen as a primary

business rule of the TSDM framework.

b) Targeted User.
This framework is built considering three types of end-users, business section users, Intranet
users, and Internet users. Of course, new type can be added according to business needs, for

instance, another user layer can be created for a subsection user.

Thus this principle lays the second general rule of the framework.

Rule 2. The level of privilege and accessibility of time series data is Business Section ≥
Intranet ≥ Internet.

Moreover, a time series information system is usually targeted to the casual and naïve end
user. In this case, economists and statisticians are regarded as end users. In theory, these end
users have little experience in using databases systems tools such as SQL but they have a deep
knowledge of time series analysis and a profound understanding of the information structure
they are dealing with. The idea behind the systems is that the users can perform queries and
operations with the time series residing in the system. Moreover, the idea is to map the
TSDMS to the conceptual model of their business domain phenomena and not the other way
around; the systems thus provide time series data the way the user want it. This mapping
should be transparent to the end user. Thus they work with high-level abstraction, which they
are familiar with due to their expertise in the conceptual model of the information. The idea is
that this kind of user can work without the help of a database specialist. Both Intranet and
Internet users conform to the abovementioned precondition or assumption.
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c) Autonomy
Rule 3. Each business section has the autonomy over its time series. This means that
business sections are responsible for the entire life cycle of their time series data i.e. from
acquisition to publishing, without the intervention of the application administrator and/or the
database administrator.

Hence, each business section controls the definitiveness and

confidentiality status of its time series and groups and has the authority to permit access to its
time series at the level of single time series or group time series. This authority also includes
the level of granularity of the information for Intranet (access within business domain) and
information for Internet (access beyond business domain).

d) Types of time series in the framework.
Rule 4. There are three types of time series in the framework: public, private, and temporary.
A time series declared public has confidentiality status so that it can have both available and
unavailable parts.

The only shared-point with other business sections is the production

database. A time series can be declared public, private and temporary. A temporary time
series is created when the end user wants to test some combinations of time series. A
temporary time series is always created in the laboratory time series base. Hence, a temporary
time series is private by definition, i.e. it is only known by its creator. Temporary here means
that, in a sense, this time series is not a part of the information hierarchy structure. However,
it could be persistent or not after a user logs off depending on the user’s needs.

e) Time Series Bases Schema
Rule 5. Each business section has three different time series bases: laboratory, production,
and archaic. A time series in the production base has its counterpart with the same structure,

metadata, and information in the laboratory base. In some way the laboratory base is a mirror
of the production base. Any time series available in the production base is also available in
the laboratory base, but not vice versa. By definition, every time series in the laboratory
database is private, thus is only available for its owner. In the production database a time
series or group can be both public and private. The transfers of information among these three
databases are supported by the system.
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7.3.4 Additional Requirements
Replication and Data Exchange. This component consists of functionalities for the
Import/Export of time series data to Excel, XML, Matlab, ASCII, etc. A convincing list of
replication services requirement for the TSDMS can be found in Dreyer et al. (1996).

Data quality process. Time series data management places high demand on data quality
management including outlier detection and filtering time data in a predefined boundary.

User Interface. This component facilitates the views of the structure information, i.e.
browsing and editing through the conceptual structure of the information. The idea is that
users at all levels may need the time series data. These data are extracted via some type of
query and that query generates the results. The results can be via Internet, or Intranet, or an
extranet or some internal application. The result can be based on a particular type of grouping
and delivered to the appropriate business section (users).

Integration with non-time series data.
Applications which use time series may also have to manage other kinds of persistent data
that are not related to time series or groups per se, but rather customer information, company
information, data sources and so on.

7.3.5 Management Aspects
Confidentiality and Definitiveness Dimensions
As previously mentioned, a time series is a dynamic object. Change in the status of time series
is very frequent and constant, particularly because of the time granularities attached to it.
Every day thousands of time series are recorded, updated, and disseminated.

Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 present a way to establish the confidentiality and definitiveness
status of a time series and a group of time series and how to represent these dimensions in a
timeline.
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Figure 7.4 Confidentiality and definitiveness schema for public time series
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Figure 7.5 Confidentiality and definitiveness schema for private time series
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Figure 7.6 Confidentiality schema for public group

Figure 7.4, in particular, addresses the confidentiality and definitiveness schema for public
time series. It shows different availabilities for public time series in a timeline. The type of
user determines the level of locking. Obviously, business section users have more privileges
to access the data, then the Intranet user. In the same way, the Intranet user may have more
privileges than the Internet user. The same pattern is explained in figures 7.5 and 7.6 to
establish the confidentiality and definitiveness status of private time series and public time
series group.

Maturity Time Dimension
A time series base is a logical entity to describe a set of time series and groups of time series.
The criterion to draw up the boundaries of each time series base is the purpose and scope of
the individual time series. We call these divisions thematic databases. Figure 7.7 presents a
conceptual time series base schema considering the confidentiality and maturity time
dimensions. Time series in the production base can have their counterpart with the same
structure, metadata, and information in the laboratory base. In some ways, the laboratory base
can be seen as a mirror of the production base. Any time series available in the production
base is also available in the laboratory base, but not vice versa. By definition, every time
series in the laboratory database is private, thus only available to its owner. In the production
database a time series or group can be both public and private so the availability to different
users depends on the confidentiality status.
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Figure 7.7 Conceptual database schemas of maturity and confidentiality time dimensions

The transfers of information among these three databases should be supported by the system.
A time series declared public could have both available and unavailable parts depending on its
confidentiality status. The only shared-point with other business sections is the production
database. A time series can be declared part public and part private in the production database
according to the user need.

Additional Management Aspects of Time Series Data
Another desirable characteristic is autonomy. Each business section has autonomy when it
comes to its time series. As mentioned in Rule 3, this means that business sections are
responsible for the entire life cycle of their time series data, i.e. from acquisition to
publishing, without the intervention of the application administrator and/or database
administrator. Hence, each business section controls the confidentiality, definitiveness,
validity, and confidentiality status of its time series and groups of time series. Thus, each
business section has the authority to permit access to time series at the level of single time
series or group of time series, including the level of granularity of the information for Intranet
(public but only in the business domain) and information for Internet (free access beyond the
business domain). Therefore, we have identified three types of user: business section, intranet,
and Internet. Of course, new types can be added according to business needs, for instance,
another user layer can be included for a subsection user.

7.4

Fundamentals of Conceptual Graphs

CGs are a system of logic based on the existential graphs of Charles Sanders Peirce and the
semantic networks of artificial intelligence. They express meaning in a form that is logically
precise, humanly readable, and computationally tractable. With a direct mapping to language,
conceptual graphs serve as an intermediate language for translating computer-oriented
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formalisms to and from natural languages. With their graphic representation, they serve as a
readable, but formal design and specification language. CGs have been implemented in a
variety of projects for information retrieval, database design, expert systems, and natural
language processing (Sowa, 1984). CGs are used to formalise the main ideas and concepts of
the framework proposed in this chapter. A complete reference of CGs can be found in Sowa
(2000).

7.5

Framework Formalisation

After a suitable framework is developed, its viability/correctness is demonstrated by
developing a mathematical or logic-based explanation/description of it. CGs are used to
formalise the framework. Conceptual graphs are broadly used for this purpose. This helps to
refine the ideas, add rigour, and generalise it. It also reduces or avoids the possibility of
misconceptions and misunderstandings about the framework. CGs are used as a method to
systematically specify the framework. The formal specification of the proposed framework
serves as ‘proof of concept’ (or ‘proof of correctness’).

7.5.1 General Rules
Rule 1: Every single time series must belong to at least one group; however, each group
should belong exactly to one business section.

TimeSeries: ∀

Belong

Group:{*}@1:*

Figure 7.8 Conceptual graph for Rule 1 part one
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Figure 7.8 shows a conceptual graph for Rule 1 part one. Rule 1 part 1 asserts that Every time
series belongs to at least one group, i.e. a time series can belong to more than one group. The

generic symbol {*} is the plural marker, which refers to a set of unspecified elements whose
type is determined by the type label of the concept in this case Group. Thus the quantifier

@1:* indicates that the cardinality of the set ranges from one to many. In predicate calculus
the above graph can be translated in the following formula:

( ∀ x:Timeseries)( ∃ !y:Group)belong(x,y)

This formula says that for every time series x, there exists a group y, where x belongs to y.

The conceptual graph notation is usually more readable, and the predicate logic takes less
space. Nevertheless, both forms represent the same rule. Figure 7.9 shows a conceptual
graph for Rule 1 part two. Rule 1 part two asserts that each group should belong exactly to
one business section. The quantifier @1:1 indicates that the cardinality of the set ranges

from one to one. Following is the predicate calculus formula:

( ∀ y:Group)( ∃ !z:BusinesSection)belong(y,z)

This formula may be read for every group y, there exists exactly one business section z, where
y belongs to z.

Group: ∀

Belong

BusinesSection:{*}@1:1

Figure 7.9 Conceptual graph for Rule 1 part two
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Rule 2. The level of privilege and accessibility of time series data is Business Section ≥
Intranet ≥ Internet

Figure 7.10 shows a conceptual graph for Rule 2. Rule 2 asserts that the level of privilege and
accessibility of time series data is Business Section ≥ Intranet ≥ Internet. The generic

symbol {} means that there are three types of user Business Section, Intranet and Internet.

UserTypes:{BusinessSe
ction, Intranet,
Internet}
∀

privilege

Time Series

Figure 7.10 Conceptual graph for Rule 2

In predicate calculus the conceptual graph for Rule 2 can be translate in:

( ∀ x:BusinessSectionUser)( ∀ y:IntranetUser)
( ∀ z:InternetUser)privilege(BussinessSectionUser)≥
privilege(IntranetUser) ∨ privilege(Intranet)≥
privilege(Internet)

This statement says that all business section users have more privileges than Intranet users or
equal privileges to access time series and Intranet users have more or equal privileges than
Internet users or equal privileges to access time series.

Rule 3. Business sections have the autonomy over their own time series.

In figure 7.11, the graph for a business section with autonomy over a time series is nested
within the concept of type SITUATION. The inner context within the nested graph describes
the situation, and in our context contains concepts and relations that say how the situation
relates to external time series lifecycle. The relation DURATION shows that the situation
(autonomy) lasts for the whole lifecycle. The relations FROM and TO, show that the time
period started at acquisition point and ended at publishing point.
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Figure 7.11 Conceptual graph for Rule 3

Rule 4. There are three types of time series in the framework: public, private, and temporary
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Figure 7.12 Conceptual graph for Rule 4
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Figure 7.12 shows a conceptual graph for Rule 4. Rule 4 asserts that the there are three types
of time series in the framework: public, private, and temporal. Following is the predicate

calculus formula:

( ∀ x: TimeSeries)Public(x) ∨ Private(x) ∨ temporal(x)

For every time series x, x is public time series or private time series or temporal time series.

Rule 5. Each business section has three different time series bases: laboratory, production,
and archaic.

Figure 7.13 shows a conceptual graph for Rule 5. Rule 5 asserts that each business section has
three different time series bases: laboratory, production, and archaic.

TimeSeriesBase:
Laboratory

1

BusinessSection:∀

2
Has

TimeSeriesbase:
Production

3
TimeSeriesBase:
Archaic

Figure 7.13 Conceptual graph for Rule 5

Following is the predicate calculus formula:

( ∀ x: BusinesSection) has (x, TimeSeriesBase(Public, Private,
temporal))
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7.6

Framework Implementation Option

This section presents an implementation option for the proposed framework. This system
implementation option serves as ‘proof of concept’ that the framework proposed in this
research can actually be implemented. The major components of the implementation option
are shown in Figure 7.14. The system interface layer consists of many components for
viewing data. In particular, this layer can have time series functionalities for consulting,
reporting, publishing, and charting of the data.

TimeIQ® acts as the middle layer and

provides core functionalities for analysing, manipulating, and operating time series. In the
backend layer, the ITSD is integrated into the database server and provides support for

TimeSeries data type and calendar data type. The time series grouping mechanism
proposed in this thesis can also be integrated to the database server proving thus a complete
support for time series data management.

Once installed, the ITSD and the grouping

mechanism component, become an integral part of the DBMS. The implementation option
architecture shows the strategy/method for integrating data and tools for time series. The
architecture underpins both structural and functional aspects of the framework for time series
data management.

System Interface

TimeIQ® Core

Informix
TimeSeries
Datablade (ITSD)

Object-Relational
DBMS
(Informix Dynamic Server)

Time Series
Grouping
Mechanism

Figure 7.14 Framework implementation option
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7.7

Chapter summary

This Chapter concentrated on the construction of a conceptual framework for time series data
management.

The framework aims at providing initial domain know-how as well as

requirements of time series data management, avoiding the impracticability of designing a
TSDM system on paper from scratch. The central abstractions for the proposed domain
specific framework are the notions of business sections, group of time series, and time series
itself. This represents a paramount difference from other time series data models reported in
the literature, which are solely based on time series, ignoring the crucial role played by the
grouping feature/mechanism in time series data management. The framework developed
expresses all the needs of time series information systems, including both structural and
functional aspects.

Thus the framework offers enough accommodation of the main

requirements of time series applications. There are of course, additional necessities that are
not related to time-oriented data but rather are associated with general aspects of data
management. These include the user interface and data interchange with other applications,
etc. In addition, this chapter also established the framework formalisation and described an
implementation option for the framework. This demonstrated the value of the proposed
framework.

We assure the quality of the proposed framework by developing a formal

specification of the structural and functional aspects of TSDM.

The framework has the capacity to evolve because we can easily add new features to meet the
needs of growing numbers of emerging applications. However, in our opinion, at least the
four general principles of the framework should be preserved. The framework also provides
the means of comparing time series data management systems because it helps to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the different models and commercial products in time series
management territory. Therefore, the framework has the potential to deliver solutions which
tell the end-user what information they actually have rather than what they could have, due to
the mapping between the information hierarchy and the time series application. The proposed
system architecture for the framework serves as “proof of correctness” that the framework can
be actually implemented.
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Chapter 8:

Conclusion and Future Work

The main motivation for studying time series data management lay in the fact that today’s
public and private organisations are overwhelmed by data. A large amount of this data is
structured in the form of time series. Hence, there is a substantial market demanding effective
models and tools for time series data management purposes. The review of the literature
showed that there are few studies in time series from a data management perspective.

This thesis resolved current and important issues in time series data management. The thesis
proposed new models for mapping time series data to relational database, defined time series
dimensions, developed a temporal data model for depicting time series lifecycle based on
these dimensions, designed a time series grouping mechanism, and developed a framework
for TSDM. The ultimate objective of time series data management was to organise time
series data so that users can manage this type of information more effectively.

In this chapter, we first summarise the work achieved by this thesis. Then, we discuss possible
future work. We recognized the shortcoming of not having solid solutions for some relevant
problems in TSDM. In the following, this chapter presents a summary of the contributions of
this investigation.

In this thesis, we proposed new models for mapping time series into a relational database.
Our analysis throughout a case study and prototype has shown that in the time series
management application domain, this proposal brings benefits, including minimizing disk
space waste, increasing performance, managing different time granularities, and providing
time series data manipulation features. On the other hand, this proposal has some drawbacks
in the area of management, because in some situations the entire calendar functionality has to
be programmed explicitly. Due to the record-based structure of the relational table, this
approach could introduce some complications when mapping time series data to a relational
database. Nonetheless, the mapping approaches described in Chapter 4 illustrated a balance
between the redundancy in the relational table and the fragmentation of the time series data.
We accomplished this task by avoiding the use of the DATE data type.

In our opinion, the use of commercial RDBMS as data source might be one of the solutions
for the moment. However, this approach to the handling of time series data might not be
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adequate in the long run. As far as we could see, not many work implementation options
have been proposed, it was therefore important to explore more options to the mapping time
series in relational databases, particularly since the relational database is still the predominant
architecture in the market and because many organisations still try to manage a large amount
of time series data in this technology. There are two main reasons for this: the first is that
organisations want to protect their investment in database infrastructure; the second lies in the
lack of solid solutions for managing time series data. Consequently, it was valuable to design
efficient implementation options for time series in this architecture. Thus, this thesis has
investigated different approaches to store time series data in relational databases and proposes
several models to storing and implementing time series data into this technology. These
models considered many crucial inner properties of time series data such as types (univariate /
multivariate, regular / irregular), grouping, status attributes, holidays, and different time
granularities.

In this thesis we also developed a temporal data model to depict the time series lifecycle.
Special attention was given to the representation of the temporal aspects of time series data.
We have depicted time series lifecycle behaviour using two UML 2.0 artefacts (State diagram
and Timing diagram).

A formal definition of multiple time dimensions for time series data based on our earlier work
in Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, & Mohammadian (2005a) and Matus-Castillejos, Jentzsch, &
Mohammadian (2005b) was mainly discussed on the basis of four temporal dimensions
(confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times) to correctly represent the status of
time series data in a timeline. These dimensions help in knowing when and under what
circumstances a particular event occurs. One disadvantage of the proposal is the need for
storing more metadata or attributes for each time series. Consequently additional disk space
and additional data integrity mechanism are required. Nevertheless, we believe that the
proposed temporal dimensions could help in managing time series data more appropriately.
Modelling time series information is very challenging because many complex characteristics
need to be considered including time granularities, groups, different time dimensions
(confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity), and the hierarchy of the information.
In our opinion, these temporal dimensions overcome one aspect of the need for tools for time
series data management. More specifically, this temporal model proposes a way to represent
confidentiality, definitiveness, validity, and maturity times and the corresponding states that
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time series objects may be involved with and the transitions among those states. Thus the
proposed temporal data model gives a clear and accurate picture of the time series data
lifecycle.

This thesis also proposed and justified an ITSD extension based on its Datablade technology.
The ITSD extension offers a rich set of new data types and routines that support modelling
and querying of time series information within a higher abstraction. It extends the capability
of ITSD to organise time series into groups capturing the essence of groups, which is the
presence of a member set and header (general description of the group). At this point, the
ITSD extension proposed is the only time series database scheme we know that builds time
series support for managing ‘group of time series’ into an extensible commercial relational
database system. One of the benefits of this proposal is that it leaves SQL intact by allowing
time series queries to be expressed and evaluated using the extensive collection of predefined
routines. In addition, the proposal allows integration with other data, i.e. combining time
series data with non-time series data for purposes of improving and facilitating
implementation of business semantics and rules.

This research constructed a framework to overcome time series data management problems as
a whole. The framework developed clearly expresses all the needs of time series information
systems, including both structural and functional aspects. We believe that with the notion of a
general framework for TSDM, the development team of any organisation could establish the
backbone for developing systems applications in the time series domain. As a consequence,
the framework helps in acquire initial domain know-how and in increasing awareness of the
requirements of time series data management, avoiding the burden of developing a time series
information system on paper from scratch.

An implementation option for a system architecture and prototype based on the proposed
framework was also developed. While acknowledging that “building a system, in and of
itself, does not constitute research” (Nunamaker et al., 1990-91) the use of DesignScience/System Development within or as part of a research methodology appears to be a
valid research methodology thought being distinctly different from any classical research
method such as action research, case study, and so forth. This system architecture serves as a
small ‘proof of concept’ that the framework proposed in this research is feasible and
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consequently it can actually be implemented. It also shows that the strategy/method for
integrating time series data meets most of the time series data management requirements.

After a suitable framework was developed, we demonstrated its viability by developing a
mathematical or logic-based explanation/description of it. This helps to refine the ideas, add
rigour, and generalise it. It also reduces or avoids the possibility of misconceptions and
misunderstandings about the framework. We used CGs (Sowa, 2000) as the language or
means by which the framework was formalized. The formal specification of the proposed
framework serves as ‘proof of concept’ or ‘proof of correctness’. We demonstrated its
viability/correctness by developing a mathematical or logic-based explanation/description of
the proposed framework.

Our research shows that virtually every database application has to handle time in one form or
another. These applications usually do not use ad-hoc techniques and appropriate technology
for managing this temporal information. Past research on managing time series data from a
data management perspective has been neglected. Thus, no widely accepted and available
solution has been produced in this area. This research proposed new alternative ways of
managing temporal capabilities in the time series data management domain.

In summary, this research is of paramount importance because it resolved some of the issues
that arise when dealing with time series, by concentrating on the collection, storage, analysis,
and management of time series data. Critical reflections on the time series database have
provided insight into current problems in this area.

These allow us to increase our

understanding of ‘time series data management’. As a result of these various contributions,
we have fulfilled the goals of this research by increasing our knowledge and understanding of
the management of time series data.

As for the future, a benchmark for time series data management will be developed. Such a
benchmark can help customers to evaluate solutions in the time series database arena. We
plan to investigate some vacuuming rules for time series database, especially in the archaic
time series base and for temporary time series within the data services layer of the proposed
framework. We also look forward to investigating the optimal representation of time series
data in native XML (Extensible Markup Language) databases (NXDs).
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